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ABSTRACT
With the ongoing urbanization of China, its infrastructure sector still has a huge room for
development and the financial leasing industry is facing a good opportunity while bearing
great financial pressure. This article systematically analyzes, through theoretical research and
case analysis, the development and status quo of the financial leasing industry in China, and
finds that China’s financial leasing industry currently faces many problems in terms of
financing, development mode innovation and leasing-backed securitization, etc.
Based on past researches on financial leasing and asset securitization, borrowing experiences
from the U.S. in leasing-backed securitization and considering the current situation of China’s
financial leasing industry and the status quo of asset securitization, as well as the
developmental environment of and policies for the private market and the present
urbanization process, this paper proposes that: leasing asset securitization is able to provide
long-term stable, sustained and low-risk capital sources, especially for the infrastructure
industry, helping financial leasing companies solve the financing problem; presently leasing
asset public offering securitization in China faces a lot of barriers and the development of it
cannot match the requirement for capital for the development of financial leasing industry, but
the total private market is huge and will provide great capital support for the development of
financial leasing industry; considering the successful cases of and relevant macro policies for
financial leasing private equity securitization, this paper puts forth five types of workable plan
for leasing asset private equity securitization financing, which are bank credit asset financing,
asset management business, National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors,
public platform private placement and overseas financing; the ongoing new-type urbanization
has a new need for the large-scale construction of infrastructure and a high requirement for
the source of capital of the industry, and the securitization of infrastructure leasing asset can,
under the premise that “tapping the idle assets”, “utilizing the surplus funds” and
“de-leveraging” are taken as the main financial decision-making objectives of the local
government, help financial leasing companies involving in infrastructure construction solve
their financing problems, and at the same time, help the local government achieve the three
decision-making objectives as mentioned above.
Key words: Financial leasing, Asset securitization, Infrastructure construction
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The stable and orderly advancement of urbanization has been one of China’s main objectives
for its economic growth and social development. Currently China has become one of
countries in the world with the highest rate of urbanization. It has achieved in 30-odd years a
level of urbanization that was achieved by western developed countries in over 100 years. On
the third plenary session of the 18th CPC central committee it was pointed out that we should
stick to the road for a new type of urbanization with Chinese characteristics, promote
people-oriented urbanization, which means that new-type urbanization construction will be a
key point for China’s economic growth, a strategic point for expansion of domestic demand
and a must-taken road for economic development and transformation. In China’s urbanization
process infrastructure construction is of crucial importance and the ongoing advancement of
the new-type urbanization has new requirements for large-scale infrastructure construction.
According to the estimation by China Development Bank, the capital demand for investment
and financing for urbanization of China will reach 25 trillion yuan in three years and 40
trillion yuan by the year of 2020.
During the period of 2014/2015, China’s economy went downward. To buffer risks brought
by economic downturn pressure, the government sped up infrastructure construction projects.
On December 22 and 23, 2014, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
approved 8 transportation construction projects with a total investment of 234.626 billion
yuan. From October 1 to 22, 2014, the NDRC approved 43 projects. In 2014, there were 33
key projects beginning construction in the western region of the country, as to improve the
infrastructure and development of the region.
No matter for the ongoing advancement of urbanization or for buffering risks brought by
economic downturn pressure, the importance of infrastructure construction has reached a new
high. However, the release of huge room of the industry’s market has also brought huge
pressure for capital and many challenges for its model for the infrastructure industry. In this
process, traditional development mode has got shocked fiercely and is hard to continue. On
the 5th China Economic Outlook Forum, Zhang Yun, president of Agricultural Bank of China,
pointed out that “In terms of scope of investment, private capital should have more
opportunities to play a role in urban public facilities, railroads, information industry, health
and medicare, pension industry and other fields. In terms of selection of path, we should
allow social capital to play a role in investment and operation of urban infrastructure by
means of franchised operation, equity investment or public-private partnership, to open
1

channels for private capital in urbanization construction.” How to rapidly introduce social
capital into infrastructure construction industry is a big challenge for China’s financial
innovation and this paper proposes the financial leasing and leasing asset private placement
securitization models to deal with this challenge.
Financial leasing is different from traditional leasing. It generally refers to that the leaser buys
the subject matter from the supplier as per the requirements of the lessee and lease it to the
lessee, and meanwhile, the lessee pays the rental by installment to the lesser till the
termination of the agreement.
China’s financial leasing industry began in the 1980s, originally to attract international
investment. This industry experienced ups and downs in the past 30 years and is currently
going upward. The period from 1981 to 1988 was the high growth period of China’s financial
leasing industry, during which China was implementing its planned economic system, and the
main bodies of financial leasing transaction were governmental departments at all levels, the
interference of which lowered risks for breach of agreement and capital risks, leading to no
distressed debt for leasing projects. The period from 1988 to 1998 was the rectification period
of the industry because in 1988 the Enterprise Law was staged and stipulated that
“governmental departments should not act as the guarantor”, during which the main bodies of
financial leasing transaction was enterprises, whose individual and market risks and other
factors greatly contributed to risk of agreement breaching, resulting in the loss or even
bankruptcy of the lessee. The period from 1998 to 2003 was the legal construction period for
financial leasing industry, during which successful experiences were introduced into China
from other countries. The period from 2004 to 2012 was the resuming period for financial
leasing industry, during which the opening of wholly foreign-owned financial leasing and the
trial of domestic financial leasing company led the resumption of the industry, so China’s
financial leasing got onto the right track. The period from 2012 to 2014 was again a high
speed growth period for financial leasing industry, during which China’s urbanization was
push forward greatly and provided great opportunities for the industry.
1.1 Description of Problems
Currently there are three types of financial leasing companies with financial leasing business
qualifications in China: financial leasing companies, foreign investment-oriented financial
leasing companies (including wholly foreign invested and Sino-foreign jointly invested
companies) and domestic financial leasing companies (trial points). Presently the four pillars
of China’s financial leasing industry become quite solid, including laws and regulations,
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accounting, tax and monitoring. According to World Leasing Yearbook and China Leasing
Bluebook, the trading volume with financial leasing industry in China during 2006 and 2011
grew exponentially, with total business increased from 8 billion yuan in 2006 to 930 billion
yuan in 2011, compound annual growth rate or CAGR being 158.87%.
Although China’s financial leasing industry has entered into a rapid growing period and its
four pillars are quite solid, the financial leasing industry market penetration is far lower than
that of developed countries. While the financial leasing industry in China develops rapidly,
the market penetration is only 3.8%, and compared to that of the U.S. (17.1%), Germany
(14.3%), Brazil (23%) and the U.K. (18.5%), it still has a large room for development,
meaning China’s financial leasing industry enjoys a low market share. Challenges and
opportunities coexist. Huge potential for development requires more effective and sustained
sources of capital for the industry. Obviously, traditional financing channels represented by
bank credit can no longer meet the requirements for financing with the financial leasing
industry. In this paper the author believes that there are two reasons for the insufficient
development of China’s financial leasing industry: the financial leasing industry faces
financing difficulties; the financial leasing industry lacks financing model innovation.
1.1.1 China's Financial Leasing Industry Faces Financing Difficulties
According to China Financial Leasing Industry Development Report 2013, the year of 2013
was the year in which the financial leasing industry revitalized but with the biggest
fluctuation, and also the year in which its main business achieved the most breaking-through
progress. This is shown in the following aspects. One is the number of financial leasing
companies exceeded 1,000 and reached 1,026, increased by 83.2%, compared to 560 at the
beginning of the year, increased by 466. Of all these companies, 23 were in financial leasing,
increased by 3; 123 were in domestic leasing, increased by 43; 880 were foreign-owned
leasing companies, increased by 420. Second is the industry’s registered capital broke 300
billion yuan and reached 306 billion yuan, increased by 61.9% or 117 billion yuan, compared
to 189 billion yuan of last year. Third is the balance of financial leasing contract nationwide
broke 2 trillion yuan and reached 2.1 trillion yuan, increased by 35.5% or 550 billion yuan,
compared to 1,550 billion yuan of last year. Of which, the balance of financial leasing
contract was 860 billion yuan, increased by 30.3%; balance of domestic leasing contract was
690 billion yuan, increased by 27.8%; balance of foreign leasing contract was 550 billion
yuan, increased by 57.1%.
Financial leasing industry is a capital intensive industry. If there is no stable, sustained and
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low-cost long-term capital source, the development of the industry will be limited, without
doubt. In June 2013, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang proposed again that we should “optimize
the allocation of financial resources, make the best use of additional funds and activate idle
assets” to give even more support for economic transformation and upgrading, to better serve
real economy. Financial leasing helps the local government activates idle assets, use
additional funds and de-leverage. With high speed urbanization, the needs of financial leasing
industry grow rapidly and continuously. Then, how to solve the long-term capital source
problem becomes the priority of priorities for the financial leasing industry.
In October 2014, the State Council issued the Opinions of the State Council on Strengthening
Management of Local Government Debts (hereinafter called “the Opinions”). Currently, local
governments in China are debt-ridden with a huge amount of stock assets and slow cash
withdrawal in terms of infrastructure construction, which result in a mismatch between fiscal
revenue and capital export, which may cause debt default events in the long run. The
Opinions as an important document on local government debts will bring about a totally new
look for local infrastructure construction. Pursuit to the Opinions, the local government and
the enterprise will, in the process of infrastructure construction, realize a total main body
separation, so the local government will not float a loan through companies such as urban
construction and investment companies and will not guarantee for the debts of any company,
and at the same time, it is suggested that the model of cooperation between local government
and social capital such as the PPP model be used and promoted. Financial leasing companies
may, through franchised operation, take part in the investment and operation of infrastructure
and other public undertakings, and the local government may, through provision of franchised
operation, reasonable pricing, fiscal subsidies and other policies, attract social capital, as to
achieve win-win results. In the Opinions the infrastructure construction industry in China has
been rearranged. It not only stimulates the high-speed development of PPT model and other
models, but also provides great opportunities for financial leasing industry. Therefore,
handling the financing difficulties facing financial leasing companies admits of no delay.
1.1.2 Traditional Mode of Financing of Financial Leasing Industry Faces Innovation Problems
Currently there is homogenization phenomenon with financing model of financial leasing, but
there is still a huge room for infrastructure financial leasing projects market because these
projects need a lot of money that common companies cannot provide. So financing model
must be innovated. In practices, traditional financing channels of financial leasing companies
include bank loans, increase of registered capital, listing of company, issuance of bonds, etc.
According to incomplete statistics, around 80% of capital of financial leasing companies is
4

provided by the bank. In the following part of this Chapter an analysis on traditional financing
models of financial leasing industry in China will be made:
1.1.2.1 Bank Loan
Bank is the traditional financing channel of enterprises. Banks play a same important role in
financial leasing industry. Commercial banks generally help financial leasing companies with
financing through two means: loan offering and factoring. Factoring will be described in
detail in Chapter 5. In this part the influence of bank loan on financial leasing industry capital
source is studied.
Specific to financial leasing companies, banks generally provide creditor’s rights financing
through comprehensive credit line and project financing loan. Comprehensive credit line
refers to that the bank grants the company that is in a good state of operation and management
and with a high level of credibility with a rated credit line in a certain period of time which
the company can cycle use in the effective period and the scope of credit line. This way has a
high requirement for the company because on one hand the credit rating of the company must
be relatively high, without any bad credit record in the past several years. Specific
implementation is subject to the bank policy; on the other, the operation of the company must
not be too bad, namely, there is no loss with the company in short term and the current
asset-liability ratio is lower than the maximum ratio stipulated by the bank. Project financing
loan refers to that the company gets a loan from the bank when a project has a potentially high
ROI or there is a third party guarantee for the project. In practices, the financial leasing
company may get the loan from the bank by taking advantage of the project or by getting the
guaranty from a third party, and of course, the company may also use the mortgageable
equipment and the right to earnings of rental as pledge to apply for loan from the bank for the
project.
Getting a loan from the bank is the first choice of most financial leasing companies, but bank
loan has two defects for the company: One is bank loan may increase the leverage ratio of the
company. Once it exceeds the upper limit as stipulated by the bank, the company can no
longer get loans from the bank. So this way of financing is unsustainable and there is a limit
to scale. The other is bank loans are influenced by macro policies. When a tightened monetary
policy is implemented it is very hard for the company to get a loan from the bank.
1.1.2.2 Capital Increase by Shareholders
Pursuit to the above analysis on the bank loan financing mode, when the asset-liability ratio
of the company reaches the upper limit stipulated by the bank, the bank will no longer provide
5

loans for the company. At this moment, if the company wants to expand its business and still
wants to get a loan, the most direct way is to increase its equity capital, namely, capital
increase by shareholders.
According to relevant rules and regulations of the country on financial leasing industry,
financial leasing companies should carry out businesses within a limit of capital adequacy
ratio; the financial leasing industry itself is to help the entities solve financing problems, so it
has a high requirement for original capital. In practices, the original shareholders of a
financial leasing company are generally business groups with relatively high strength,
especially financial leasing companies whose shareholders are banks or large state-owned
enterprises. With solid strength and capital support from shareholders, these financial leasing
companies can expand their business through capital increase by shareholders as an effective
channel of financing.
1.1.2.3 Issuance of Bonds
Enterprise bond refers to the bond that is issued by a company in accordance with legal
procedures, repaying capital with interest in a certain period of time, and that can be freely
transferred on secondary market. The public issuance of bonds in securities market is an
important way of financing for the company, in order to supplement its operational capital and
expand its production scale.
Foreign investment-oriented financial leasing companies and domestic financial leasing
companies (trial points), when needed in their business, may apply to the competent
bond-issuance authority for issuance of enterprise bonds. The issuance of enterprise bonds
was once under restrictions, which were gradually lifted after the issuance of the (2009) NO.
14 Notice. In May 2010, BOCOM financial bond went official public listing. It was the first
financial bond issued by a leasing company of the bank system. The scale of it was nearly 2
billion yuan. So far, except several financial bonds successfully issued by financial leasing
companies, foreign investment-oriented financial leasing companies and domestic financial
leasing companies are hard to issue such bonds because there is a high requirement for market
access for them. Unless policies become looser, this way cannot effectively solve the capital
problem of financial leasing companies in the long run.
1.1.2.4 Listing of Company
Going public, issuance of additional shares and allotment of shares after going public are
important and effective ways of financing for the company. But there are two shortcomings
with this way: One is high requirements for market access. There are only few financial
6

leasing companies qualified for this way. For example, Far Eastern Horizon, the financial
leasing company under Sinochem Group, got its IPO in Hong Kong on March 17, 2011 and
got a financing of 5.549 billion HKD dollars, being the first financial leasing company going
public. The other is share market is subject to high risk. When the company needs a lot of
money but the share market is going downward, going public or issuance of additional shares
or allotment of shares is obviously not the best choice.
1.1.3 leasing-backed securitization and Private Market Financing
Asset securitization is an innovative financing tool in the financial market. leasing-backed
securitization, as a type of asset securitization, is hopeful to solve problems with China’s
financial leasing companies, including hard-to-finance, single mode of financing, fluidity
structural risks, etc.. Currently there are many definitions of asset securitization, but most of
them are of slight differences. Generally, it refers to that a specific basic asset short of fluidity
but with stable futuristic net cash flow is sold or trusted to a specific issuer who makes
structural arrangement for it and gets its risks and benefits restructured and then issues
asset-backed securities to investors in the financial market. This process is called asset
securitization.
Asset securitization has been in rapid development in the U.S. since 1970s. The fastest
development lied in housing mortgage loan securitization. Asset-backed securities based on
housing mortgage loans and a large number of derivative financial tools derived hereof
greatly promoted the prosperity of U.S. property market and push forward the development of
international financial market. With the gradual development and growing of U.S.
securitization market, asset securitization market has become an important financial market.
The U.S. asset securitization market is the largest in the world, taking up around 80% of the
total asset-backed securities issued globally. Among the securitized assets, asset-backed
securities (ABS) have many types, including: mortgage-backed securitization, auto loan
securitization, student loan securitization, credit card receivables securitization, equipment
rental securitization, infrastructure fee securitization, etc.. On one hand, the successful
development of U.S. asset securitization provides a great value for us to learn from it,
especially when the present situation is hard for the financial leasing industry to finance; on
the other hand, the rapid development of mortgage-backed securitization has promoted the
flow of capital in the mortgage loan market and stimulated the development of subprime
mortgage securities and the financial derivatives derived hereof. Finally, the outbreak of
American subprime mortgage crisis sounded the alarm bell for China’s asset securitization
model innovation and risk control, indicating that asset securitization needs benign
7

development.
In America leasing companies are not funding agencies but kind of financial intermediary
service agencies. Their main business is to provide promotional services for the seller during
which they need not to bear the leasing debt risk. In America there are about 4,000 leasing
companies with a total of 50,000 practitioners. The earnings of leasing companies are higher
than those of other countries. Varieties of leasing assets mainly include: leasing receivables,
leasing notes receivables, leasing claim factoring financing, without recourse receivables,
project financial leasing claims, real sale leasing claims, structured compound leasing claims,
cross-border leasing transaction receivables. In America the mode of asset securitization in
leasing asset financing market is mainly the asset management model. For example, the
leasing claim securitization financing through asset management business of commercial
banks, insurance companies, investment funds, pension funds and college funds. In this paper
we borrow successful experiences from American leasing claim asset securitization to provide
feasible or workable financing plans for China’s financial leasing industry, in combination
with the current situation of China’s leasing-backed securitization.
Leasing-backed securitization (LBS) is a type of asset securitization. It refers to that the
financial leasing company sells leasing bond assets of similar nature and rental period and that
can produce stable futuristic cash flow to special purpose vehicles (SPV) who will, after
restructuring the assets, issue securities in the financial market to realize the financing
purpose. Strictly, LBS falls into three models: American model refers to the establishment of
SPV outside the financial leasing company and the SPV is a third party dependent of financial
leasing and securities companies to help the leasing company effectively isolate risks.
European model refers to the establishment of a special agency inside the financial leasing
company for the operation of leasing-backed securitization and the leasing company will, by
using its leasing assets as security guarantees, issue asset-back mortgage bonds. Australian
model refers to the establishment of a holding or affiliated company by the financial leasing
company itself as SPV to buy the parent company’s leasing assets for the purpose of
securitization or to but the assets of other leasing companies and issue bonds in the securities
market after getting guarantees or ratings.
In China’s public offering market the country put great emphasis on monitoring, so
requirement for financing project is very high. Only financing projects with special attribute
can get public offering financing. Investors of public offering financing are everywhere and
mostly unprofessional share investors. These investors are of low ability for risk control and
have a poor recognition of the long-term value of the financing project, compared to
8

professional institutional investors. Compared with public offering market, private placement
market has a larger room for development. Currently the total private market for non-standard
financial products is nearly 30 trillion yuan, far higher than that of public offering market.
Requirements of private placement market for financing projects are different from public
offering market. Private market has low requirements and generally implements a registration
system for institutional investors. The objects of financing in private market are usually
institutional investors who have high ability of risk control and can bear losses, and they are
more professional in terms of estimation and pricing of the financing project, thus enhancing
the efficiency of the financial market.
Pursuit to new policies of the government for private market, the State Council issued in this
May the “Opinions on Further the Healthy Development of Capital Market” to guide China’s
private market to a more healthy way. Following that in June the CSRC issued the “Notice on
Record Management and Risk Monitoring of Private Products”. These documents are
conducive to the regulation of private placement industry in terms of compliance and risk
control, leading to a benign development of the market. This has provided a huge opportunity
for the hard-to-finance financial leasing industry. The four pillars of financial leasing, laws
and regulations, accounting, tax and monitoring, may limit the financing of leasing projects in
public offering market, but provide a larger room for financing projects in private market,
providing more capital and room of development.
Therefore, developing China’s leasing-backed securitization, especially leasing asset private
placement securitization, has a long-term guidance value for us to solve the hard-to-finance
problem with the financial leasing industry. And the feasibility study in this paper on leasing
asset private placement securitization and suggestions proposed herein specific to the
financing of financial leasing industry are of great significance.
1.2 General Introduction to Theoretical Research
1.2.1 Research on Financial Leasing-backed securitization in Other Countries
Asset securitization has been in rapid development in the U.S. since 1970s. The fastest
development lied in housing mortgage loan securitization. Asset-backed securities based on
housing mortgage loans and a large number of derivative financial tools derived hereof
greatly promoted the prosperity of U.S. property market and push forward the development of
international financial market. At the same time, financial innovation, the basis of theoretical
research of asset securitization, gets more and more attention.
Current theoretical research on asset securitization, if categorized as per market type, focuses
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on the securitization of public offering market. However, the fast growing of private
placement market, China’s private placement market in particular, has strongly intrigued us to
research into the asset securitization of private placement market. Thus, this is one of the
main features of this dissertation differentiating itself from previous studies by other scholars.
If categorized as per securitization process, such theoretical research has been mainly on the
initiation process, securitization credit rating, credit enhancement, risk prediction,
asset-backed products, asset securitization derivatives and portfolio management and other
aspects of asset securitization. Gardener (1991) believed that asset securitization is a process
or a financial tool for the saver and the borrower to match their financial needs, in part or all.
The asset securitization he studied includes both primary securitization (namely, the direct
issuance of securities in capital market for the purpose of financing, for example, the issuance
of shares) and secondary securitization (the concentration of available financial assets and
splitting them into securities to trade in secondary market). Henderson & John (1997) had a
systematic analysis on the realistic basis and market conditions of asset securitization and put
forth the preconditions and necessary factors for asset securitization.
In addition, asset securitization business, compared to other financing products, has obvious
advantages in handling agency problems and information asymmetry. Solid evidence found
that companies with financing restrictions are prone to asset securitization business rather
than unsecured loan (Minton, Opler& Stanton, 1997), because asset securitization products
have more advantages in terms of information compared to unsecured debts and can ease
agency problems. The securitization of receivables and other futuristic cash flow assets by the
company can lower monitoring cost of the company on one hand, because asset securitization
products are subject to protection of monitoring policies, and on the other, most companies,
especially small ones with few financing channels, can lower their information cost, thus
increasing the value of their company (Hill, 1997). Loan asset securitization business can
improve asset liquidity and equity capital ratio of the bank, and transfer credit risk and interest
rate risk. Empirical studies found that securitized mortgage loans suffer a lower rate of breach
of agreement than those unsecuritized. This is consistent with asset securitization for capital
arbitrage theory and corporate goodwill value theory (Ambrose, Lacour-Little & Sanders,
2005).
The realization process of asset securitization, its core lies in the establishment of the Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV). Gorton &Souleless (2007) believed that SPV can effectively realize
the off-balance sheet financing of the company, who can sell the cash flow right of the project
and reserve its control right. SPV can lessen the impact of project risks on the company or the
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impact of the company’s bankruptcy on the project, thus lowering its bankruptcy cost. This
has been proved by comparing to credit card asset securitization business. This is consistent
with the results of research on off-balance sheet financing of the bank by Calomiris& Mason
(2004). The latter believed that off-balance sheet financing could help the bank transfer risks
and reduce loan scale to relieve regulatory supervision and realize capital arbitrage. The use
of SPV has a remarkable influence on the company’s financial management and tax incentive.
Solid evidence found that the use of SPV is in high-positive correlation to corporate financial
report and profit management, but under the negative influence of corporate supervision
(Feng, Gramlich& Gupta, 2009). The subject matter of asset securitization may be
commercial bills or lease agreement, etc.Mansini&Pferschy (2004) proposed in their
theoretical researches that the optimum securitization subject matter in real commercial
activities in not the traditional one-time sell of principal and interest but asset securitization
by phases, because the latter is more effective for the maximization of the value of the subject
matter. Meanwhile, the development of credit enhancement market and the employment of
credit enhancement in the process of asset securitization can even more effectively promote
the utility maximization of asset securitization products and the development of the asset
securitization business (Mclaughlin, 2000).
The latest research trend has turned gradually from the analysis on asset securitization process,
external influential factors and practice research to the exploration on the internal mechanism,
quantitative pricing and other aspects of asset securitization, through the employment of the
latest financial economics theories. The research object has expanded from financial
institutions to the practice research of asset securitization within business domain.
As about leasing-backed securitization (LBS), most researches focus on the financial leasing
mechanism itself, especially on risk and pricing. In early 1990s, many theoretical and
empirical researches found a high correlation between financial leasing and mortgage bond,
and that financial leasing business brings more profit than mortgage bond. For example,
Lewis &Schallheim (1992) found bond and financial leasing business are complementary to
each other, and companies operating financial leasing business are likely to increase debts.
However, afterward more and more scholars figured out the differences between financial
leasing and mortgage bond. Krishman & Moyer (1994) found through solid evidence that
companies operating financial leasing business are of low fractional ownership and high
growth rate, liability-to-asset rate and operational risk, but of quite low bankruptcy rate,
which is a presentation of advantages of financial leasing business in terms of risk control,
compared with mortgage bond.
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More than that, the pricing of financial leasing business is also in the center of attention. The
earliest theoretical models start from the option attribute of leasing agreement. Grenadier
(1995, 1996) studied leasing agreement from the perspective of real option through the
establishment of models and found that the pricing of financial leasing under balanced
conditions depended on default risk and that mortgage could reduce credit risks. Schmit (2004)
provided empirical support for that conclusion with data from Europe. Schmit & Stuyck
(2002) carried out empirical researches on recovery rate of leasing industry and found that the
return on leasing assets was subject to the impact of industry, contract period and leasing asset
value, that the return on leasing assets in auto industry was not affected by economic cycle,
that the longer the contract period the less the loss, and that leasing asset, compared with
corporate bond and debt, is safer, from the angle of recovery rate.
Presently there are a lot of researches on financial leasing or asset securitization but few on
the combination of the two. Halladay & Amembal (1994) carried out systematic research on
leasing-backed securitization and put forth an operational model of leasing-backed
securitization. They also had studies on risk control of leasing-backed securitization.
Whitworth (2003) placed emphasis on securitization of leasing asset residual value, including
future and option transactions, insurance and other means.
Mansini & Speranza (2002) built the “multidimensional knapsack model”2 for leasing-backed
securitization for the selection of subject matter of asset securitization. On the basis of a case
with the leasing agreement of “Italease Bank for the Leasing”, they analyzed it from the
perspective of original holder of underlying asset (financer) to reach a solution where the
optimal asset can be securitized, with the goal of maximizing profit (future cash flow
deducting financing cost). Establishing a good framework for theoretical analysis of asset
securitization of fixed income, their essay also serves as a guide to the research of
securitization financing of leasing asset as underlying asset conducted in this dissertation.
However, the model thereof overlooked the diversification of security holders in real life,
which is a shortcoming of the model. Security holders’ preference of investment risk varies
from one to another, thus such differentiation of their preferred securitized assets for both
investors on public and private placement markets can influence the decision making of
financers. Therefore, in the complex capital market, especially in the fast growing capital
market, it is necessary to offer diversified securitized assets to diversified investors, in order
to effectively finance by the means of securitization. LaCombe, Schwartz, Feldkamp, et al.
(2005) summarized practical cases and put forward multiple new methods of retail leasing
asset securitization, including the establishment of leasing company, selling leasing asset, and
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package issuance of leasing asset and mortgage, etc.
In this paper the author believes that leasing-backed securitization, especially private
placement securitization, can provide the financial leasing industry with workable financing
channels, especially when the present financial leasing industry faces huge opportunity of
development. In this connection, there are few researches abroad. And this indicates from
another point that leasing-backed securitization in China is innovative and unique.
1.2.2 Research on Financial Leasing-backed securitization in China
Domestic scholars carrying out systematic research on asset securitization mainly include He
Xiaofeng (Asset Securitization: China’s Models, 2002), Yu Fengkun (Asset Securitization:
Theory and Practice, 2002), Zhao Yuhua (Asset Securitization Theory and Practice, 2007),
Liu Xiangdong (Research on Trust Model of Asset Securitization, 2007), Shen Bingxi (Asset
Securitization: China’s Practices, 2008), etc.. As is the same, difference scholars studied the
issue of asset securitization from different angles. So their contributions are quite different.
However, they never stop researches on asset securitization.
Early studies on financial leasing in China focused on the improvement of financial leasing
policies, related risks and differences between financial leasing in China and other countries;
the development of financial leasing industry has a close link with the gradual perfection of
the four pillars, namely, laws and regulations, accounting, tax and monitoring. As regard to
legal problems of financial leasing, currently there is no dedicated and complete financial
leasing law. Scholars believe there is a difference in nature between financial leasing business
and other financial tools, so a dedicated financial leasing law should be staged out. There are
many scholars studying this aspect, including Jiang Rujiao (1998), Liu Jingdong (2001), Zeng
Yashan (2003), HaoYuanwei (2013), Gao Shengping and Wang Siyuan (2013), GuoJunxue
(2013), Wei Jia (2013).
In terms of financial leasing accounting standard, China has, referencing to international
accounting standards, staged in 2011 the Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises Leasing, in 2006 the Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises NO. 21 - Leasing.
Similar to International Accounting Standards IAS14 and American Accounting Standards
SFAS13, China’s leasing accounting standards classify leasing into operational leasing and
financial leasing. But the classification criterion has been in question. In August 2010, IAS
issued the “Leasing (Exposure Draft)”, which no longer distinguish operational leasing and
financial leasing. This has brought an important influence on China’s leasing accounting
standards and leasing industry. The questioning and study of scholars on China’s leasing
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accounting standards has never stopped. These scholars include Li Na (2002), Li Hui (2005),
Wang Yuhui (2005), Liu Yang (2007), Yang Chunyan (2008), Yang Fengzhi (2011), Guo
Shanshan (2013), He Jing (2013).
Tax policy is another important factor affecting the legal system of financial leasing industry.
The early development of financial leasing industry cannot do without the tax support from
the government. From American or European tax policies for financial leasing we can see the
government adopted investment tax reduction, write-off book value, accelerated depreciation
and other measures to promote the starting of financial leasing industry, enhanced its
competitiveness, compared to other financial means. Corporate tax has an important impact
on the decision-making over financial leasing of the company. Zhan Junhua (2003) found
through empirical analysis that the higher the income tax rate, the less possible the company
adopts financial leasing plans, and that debt loan financing and leasing financing are of
positive correlation relationship. Liang Feiyuan (2006) thought there was no specific tax
policies for financial leasing business in China and few tax incentives, which restricted the
development of financial leasing in China to some extent, so we should learn from America
and Europe in this regard. Thereafter, researches on tax incentives, tax differences between
home and abroad, turnover tax system reform, replacement of business tax with VAT and
other aspects of financial leasing industry got more and more attention from scholars. These
scholars include Du Chaoyun and Deng Qiuyan (2007), Yang Guangyi (2009), Wei Qiang
(2012), Ding Chun (2013), Ma Li (2013), Wang Jia (2013) and Wang Rushen (2013).
Monitoring is one of the four pillars for the development of leasing industry. Financial leasing
has a history of over 30 years in China, but its monitoring legal system has not been adjusted
or improved in pace, which has restricted and hindered the healthy development of the
industry. For example, Li Longyun (2006) put forth that in China the financial leasing
industry was under the monitoring by many departments with a low efficiency and there was
no specific law or policy for it. He analyzed and studied the improvement of legal system of
China’s financial leasing industry from different angles, including the comparison of its
history and present, the macro and micro development of it and the combination of theory and
practice, and proposed corresponding system design suggestions. Gao Qiaoyan (2010)
believed China’s financial leasing monitoring system was very complicated and was different
in different regions; financial leasing must be monitored or regulated because of its financial
attribute and functions. However, the sales promotion function of financial leasing was
outstanding so the monitoring on it became complicated and special. Meanwhile, the rapid
development of financial leasing companies in banking system required a modest monitoring.
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Therefore, the then financial leasing monitoring was too strict and too loose, and with a
monitoring gap. Qiao Tianfu (2012) introduced the legal systems of financial leasing in
America, Japan, Germany and Korea and made a comparison with that of China and figured
out the shortcomings and corresponding reasons of Chinas’s financial leasing monitoring
system, and put forward suggestions for China to build a highly effective and workable
financial leasing monitory system. Many scholars studied the monitoring issue of the financial
leasing industry from other perspectives, for example, scope of social law, characteristic of
economic law, social interest standard view, inappropriateness of leasing market access, etc..
These scholars include Wang Huojun (2009), Dong Mengqi (2010), Jin Long (2011), Cui
Lisha (2012), Liu Changan (2014).
There are still many contents to be studied although the four pillars of China’s financial
leasing industry have gradually become improved or perfected. More than that, researches on
financial leasing models for different industries are also increasing. For example, Gan
Kaiyuan (2007) carried out an innovative study on the financial leasing models for China’s
railway transport equipment. This paper was to, considering advantages of the rapid
development of China’s railway transport equipment industry and railway financing
characteristics, build a financial leasing model suitable for China’s railway transport
equipment, which is of realistic meaning. Li Zhiqi (2013) had a research on the financial
leasing models of the new energy auto industry and put forth that China’s new energy auto
industry had serial problems such as lack of industrial investment from financial leasing
models, lack of confidence from domestic participants, and many barriers for consistency in
investment and industrial scale, etc.. In China’s airplane financial leasing market, foreign
financial leasing companies have been in the dominant position. China’s airplane financial
leasing business is at the starting stage, so it is very important for us to improve the
competitiveness of airplane financial leasing. Wang Tingting (2012) analyzed in detail the
past and present of China’s financial leasing industry, civil aviation industry and airplane
financial leasing industry and summarized the factors restricting the development of China’s
airplane financial leasing industry. Zheng Lin (2014) compared the experiences in the
development of airplane financial leasing in America and Europe, considered the problems
with China’s airplane financial leasing and explored for new models for China’s airplane
financial leasing industry, and put forward policy suggestions from five aspects, including
improvement of legal system of the financial leasing industry and financing conditions,
optimization of monitoring model, advancement of development of industry synergies, and
perfection of tax and preferential policies, to promote the stable and healthy development of
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China’s airplane financial leasing industry. Not only that, Research on and innovation of
financial leasing models for property industry, energy-saving and environmental industry,
international financial leasing industry and shipbuilding industry are also attracting attention
from scholars. These scholars include Xu Xin (2008), Yan Kun (2009), Yang Jian (2010),
Zhang Ming (2013), Zhang Yu (2013), Dou Jing (2013), An Zhiyong (2014).
Domestic scholars’ researches on asset securitization and financial leasing become more and
more rigorous, serious and meticulous. But there are still only few systematic researches on
financial leasing-backed securitization, especially private placement securitization.
Wei Xiaoyuan (2005) proved the feasibility of carrying out leasing claim securitization in
China and believed that China’s leasing claim could meet requirements for asset securitization
and bring about predicable and stable flow of cash, and at the same time, there were stable
market demands of leasing claim asset securitization involving individual and institutional
investors, so leasing claim securitization could provide workable financing channels for
leasing companies. Wu Weiwei (2008) carried out a research on the operational mechanism of
commercial bank NPL securitization, which provided a reference model for China’s
leasing-backed securitization. The package sale and securitization of bank’s NPL is an
important financial innovation which can effectively lower the bank’s operational risks and
recover cash flow in advance. However, this model has not been promoted and widely
employed at present. Wu Weiwei (2008) believed credit enhancement could be a way of
enhancing the safety of leasing-backed securitization of the bank and lowering the credit risk
and fluidity risk of securitized asset, so it was of important meaning for the promotion of this
financial innovation. Xiao Huan (2011) also believed that capital constraints facing China’s
financial leasing industry barred the industry from healthy development and leasing-backed
securitization, as a new means of financing, could be a workable new way for the financial
leasing industry to get out of the dilemma. But he did not put forth a detailed and
comprehensive solution.
Currently in the industry and the academia more recognized type of leasing-backed
securitization is the combination with trust. Dai Juan (2008) had a systematic study over
leasing-backed securitization models of leasing companies, compared the models and
practices home and abroad and found the limitations lied in leasing-backed securitization
under trust model, and it was not enough in terms of research on feasible ways of
leasing-backed securitization in China. Cheng Dongyue (2006) described the conditions,
realistic meanings and operational models of leasing-backed securitization and studied the
market barriers of and coping strategies for it. He believed strengthening risk control and
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leasing risk dispersion and transfer are the two core ways for risk management of leasing
asset. Chen Nan (2010), analyzed the actual operational environment of asset securitization in
China and put forward thought of solving the financing difficulties by asset securitization. He
had a comparative analysis on the establishment of SPV, mainly for the establishment of
special purpose trust for securitization. At the same time, he introduced from the angle of
practical operation in detail the operation process of leasing-backed securitization under trust
model and the identification and control of risks from securitization. Fang Haiting (2011) also
explored from the perspective of “financing-trust cooperation” (namely, financing by
financial leasing company through trust model) the bane for asset securitization of financial
leasing business and provided two important innovative financing models of “financing-trust
cooperation”: leasing asset earnings right trust and leasing-backed securitization.
In papers about financial leasing-backed securitization, authors put emphasis on different
points. But they did not have a properly systematic and comprehensive study on how to solve
the current financing difficulties facing financial leasing industry and leasing-backed
securitization in China, as described in this paper.
Summing up, in this paper the author, based on basic theories of leasing-backed securitization
and successful cases from home and abroad, has a systematic study on leasing asset private
placement securitization, including its advantages, disadvantages, necessity, feasibility and
case study, etc., and puts forward an important solution for financing difficulties facing
China’s financial leasing industry, which is leasing asset private placement securitization, and
at the same time, provides multiple workable channels for financial leasing companies to use
as references in securitization financing.
1.2.3 Infrastructure Construction, Financial Leasing and Financial Efficiency
Infrastructure is the foundation for the existence and development of a city. It is characterized
by basic natural monopoly and public product overflow, so the government, especially that of
developing countries, plays a very important role in infrastructure construction. In World
Development Report 1994: Infrastructure for Development, “economic infrastructure” is
defined as “permanent constructions, equipment, facilities and services they provide for
residents in daily life and in economic production. Infrastructure includes public utilities
(electricity, pipeline gas, telecommunications, water supply, environmental sanitation
facilities and drainage system, solid waste collection and treatment systems), public
constructions (dams, irrigation ditches, roads), and other transport sectors (railroads, urban
traffic, harbors, water transportation, airports)”. Infrastructure out the scope of economic
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infrastructure is broadly defined as “social infrastructure”, including culture, education,
medical, health and others. Currently, infrastructure development projects, according to the
economic attributes, fall into commercial infrastructure projects, quasi-commercial
infrastructure projects and non-commercial infrastructure projects, which have driven forward
the diversified development of infrastructure investment.
Infrastructure construction is of vital significance for the urbanization of China. Various
long-standing abuses are common such as insufficient infrastructure construction, low
standard and coarse operating management when stepping towards urbanization. Newly
increased permanent resident population of China every year can amount to over 20 million
with constant enhancement of urbanization rate. Pressure on road, water supply and public
traffic increases with the expansion of urban population. If the level of infrastructure
construction fails to match, it will hinder urban development and orderly operation of the
society. It has clearly put forward in “Opinions on Strengthening Urban Infrastructure
Construction Issued by the State Council” to give priority to strengthening infrastructure
construction that is closely related to people’s livelihood such as water supply, gas supply,
heat supply, electricity, communication, public transportation, logistics and emergency and
disaster-prevention and transformation of old infrastructure as well as put forward clear
planning and requirements for infrastructure construction level in the future years. For
example, urban areas of 36 significant cities will achieve “complete collection, complete
processing” and all the household garbage will achieve innocent treatment in 2015; important
flood control cities reach flood control standard stipulated by the nation; build perfect urban
drainage and flood control project systems by spending about ten years. What’s more,
Chinese government will stably and orderly boost urbanization to become one of main goals
for the economic development of the society for a long-term, which means that the sector of
infrastructure construction is facing a huge development room and there are obvious defects
in present infrastructure construction of China. For example, public facilities are seriously
insufficient from the perspective of investment demand structure of future infrastructure.
Relevant data will be increased constantly with the promotion of urbanization; meanwhile,
China railway construction lags behind, there is still large investment room; in addition,
investment in public facilities including treatment of urban sewage, laying of gas pipeline,
urban landscaping and garbage disposal will be increased in succession.
For the infrastructure industry, huge market opportunity also brings great financial pressure.
With the enhancement of operation of urban infrastructure construction, its financing has also
focused on market financing gradually. It is the most important responsibility for investors of
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urban infrastructure projects to select proper financing ways in accordance with specific stage
of national economic development and market development status. Financing forms for urban
infrastructure projects include direct financing and indirect financing from the perspective of
investors. Financing ways of traditional urban infrastructure construction have the following
five kinds from the perspective of macro-management of the government according to
economic development history of the nation and different financing properties of urban
infrastructure projects: fiscal financing, namely, financial revenue of local government; credit
financing, bank loan is the main source of capital for urban infrastructure construction at
present, governments at all levels can apply for credit loan with commercial bank and policy
bank through governmental financing platform company for the purpose of urban
construction projects ; mortgage loan, pledge loan and margin loan. However, the State has
strictly controlled loan transaction for financing platform companies of local government,
which has constituted a threat to expanding financing channels of urban infrastructure
construction; bond financing, infrastructure construction can attract private capital through
issuing corporate securities, which is favorable for optimizing financing structure; project
financing, for example, project financing modes such as PPP, BOT and BT have attracted
more and more attentions and promotion, which is one of main sources of capital for urban
infrastructure construction; Trust financing, issuing trust products through trust companies, it
can raise market capital in virtue of trust companies.
As municipal infrastructure projects have characteristics of large investment amount, high risk
and long construction period and financial organization system focuses on commercial
finance, its inevitable requirements for pursuing profitability, safety and flowability have
made the supporting ability of infrastructure projects relatively poor. Meanwhile, with the
acceleration of urbanization, plans of small-town infrastructure construction and construction
of new urban areas have been carried out constantly driven by “big city frame”. For example,
Wang Bao’an, a deputy minister of the Ministry of Finance, has proposed in the beginning of
2014 that the urban rate is expected to reach 60% in 2020 and corresponding investment
demands reach about RMB 42000 billion yuan. All of these factors have brought challenges
for financing in the industry of infrastructure construction. Traditional capital sources and
financing structure are difficult to support large-scale infrastructure construction. With
constant expansion of market access, decisive effect of the market becomes obvious in
resource allocation and it can be expected soon to break the glass door and swing door that
have restricted private investment. Social capital will support urbanization in broader field
and deeper level, which will become a new energy for urbanization. Under this premise,
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innovation in financing ways is urgent for the change of financing structure and increase of
total financing amount. It should use multilevel financial market tools to provide sustainable
fund guarantee for urbanization. Therefore, urbanization investment system with
characteristics of “multi-forms and multi-channels and diversification” becomes an inevitable
choice. But under the circumstance of lacking capital, advantages of financial leasing become
more and more obvious. Social capital will be attracted through financial leasing to
operational infrastructure financing based on permanent engineering equipment investment
including urban gas and heat power and pipe network equipment of water supply and drainage
for providing a completely new idea for the infrastructure construction financing in the
process of urbanization.
Legally, infrastructure cannot be regarded as underlying asset for financial leasing under the
premise that it is exclusive to the State stipulated by laws. Financial leasing can enhance the
efficiency of financial resource allocation for infrastructure industry and achieve profits (Gao
Shengping, 2014). For example, transportation infrastructure asset highway doesn't belong to
the State as stipulated, financial leasing company can obtain the ownership based on
transaction or investment, namely, highway can be a underlying asset for financial leasing
transaction. Ma Xiaonan (2014) adopted net present value method to conduct a research on a
micro-level, which has demonstrated that financial leasing can play a key role for broadening
financing channels of transport infrastructure construction projects and resolving the problem
of insufficient capital of transport construction under the premise that transport infrastructure
construction of China relies too much on governmental investment and diversified financing
channels are difficult to be implemented. Ma Xiaonan (2014) adopted net present value
method to conduct a research on a micro-level, which has demonstrated that financial leasing
can play a key role for broadening financing channels of transport infrastructure construction
projects and resolving the problem of insufficient capital of transport construction under the
premise that transport infrastructure construction of China relies too much on governmental
investment and diversified financing channels are difficult to be implemented. Operational
transport infrastructure invested under the mode of available financial leasing mainly includes
expressway, civil aviation airport, urban railway system, postal infrastructure and oil & gas
pipelines. Zhang Jinbao (2014) has conducted empirical analysis for credit risks of lessee of
financial leasing of transport facilities in these industries by using gray relative analysis
method, grey clustering evaluation and grey cluster relation analysis method.
As for mode selection of financial leasing in the infrastructure industry, at present, researchers
not only attach importance to the innovation and advantages of financial leasing compared
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with other financing tools, but also focus on operating modes of financial leasing. For
example, Peng Shiqing, and Qin Yali (2011) thought that the similarity between BOT mode
and financial leasing was that both of them achieved financing purpose by regarding the
underlying object as a medium. The ownership of the underlying asset will be transferred to
capital introduction enterprises at last. However, the financing cost of BOT mode is the
management right of infrastructure during construction period and management period, which
is a form for exchanging right with other rights, namely, ownership of operational assets of
specific projects will be obtained by freely transferring the management right of specific
projects; as the management right of the financing project belongs to the contributor within
the period of the contract,

it cannot adjust management behaviors of this project once

project management behaviors affect the overall management functions of capital introduction
enterprises; By contrast, financing cost of financial leasing is operating profit of infrastructure,
which is a form by exchanging profits with rights. Leasing enterprises pays principal and
interest as per period to obtain the ownership ultimately and the utilization right of underlying
asset belongs to the leasing enterprises within the management period. Therefore, if
management behavior affects leasing enterprises, it can implement management powers and
enhance operating efficiency. Wang Shuchun and Wang Bin (2014) have conducted
comprehensive analysis for the feasibility of financial leasing used for the financing of
infrastructure projects and discussed specific forms of financial leasing used in the financing
of infrastructure projects in combination with main channels and main problems of national
infrastructure project financing; they have also compared main channels of national
infrastructure project financing in details to get table 1 as follows:
Table 1 Comparison of financing modes for urban infrastructure construction

Financing

Basic evaluation

mode

Simple operation, low financing cost; the lessor possesses the ownership during
Financial

the leasing period and the lease just obtains the utilization right and he can

leasing

obtain the ownership by means of hire purchase when leasing is over; a large
part of financing risks and risk pressure have been transferred; applied to
private articles and public articles with serious asset sediment and high
investment in fixed assets.

BOT

Complicated operation, tedious links and high financing cost; management
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right and ownership are transferred during the franchise period; most of risks
are transferred from the government (urban investment company) to investors;
applied to quasi-public goods and private articles with stable income source.
Relatively simple operation and low financing cost; management
BT

right and ownership are not transferred, both of which belong to the
government or subsidiaries of the government; the government bear
main risks; applied to all urban infrastructure products and projects.
Relatively simple operation and low financing cost; management right and
ownership are transferred during the franchise period; most of risks are

TOT

transferred from the government (urban investment company) to investors;
applied to public goods or private articles with cash income.
Relatively simple operation and simple concerning subjects can reduce cost to a

PPP

certain extent; initiator possesses the management right and ownership; risk
sharing principle can effectively disperse risks at the beginning stage; applied to
quasi-public goods where the government plays a dominant role.
Relatively simple operation and simple concerning subjects can reduce cost to a
certain extent; the ownership belongs to SPV of the project, decision-making

ABS

power of operation belongs to the government (original investor); risks have
gotten maximum release and disperse; applied to infrastructure products with
charging property.

At present, official documents issued by the government often states that three issues of
"liquidizing remnant asset, providing increment and de-leveraging" need to be solved by
government investment in the new period. While local governments' debt remains at high
level, the rapid development of infrastructure sector lacks the support of capital. Financial
leasing (in particular, the GBU model, or "sales and lease back") is based on the future cash
flow of government's existing asset and realizes the future cash flow through the means of
franchise right. It improves government's capital utility efficiency, provides increment capital
for construction of new infrastructure and eases the debt on local governments, and thus it
truly improves the financial efficiency of the government.
As for specific operating modes of financial leasing in the infrastructure industry, Zhao Yunqi
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(2014) considered that financial leasing has guaranteed the stability and sustainability of
funds of infrastructure projects and is beneficial for vitalizing stock assets of infrastructure
and she has put forward concepts about financial leasing such as direct leasing, lease-back,
entrusted lease, leveraged lease, setting SPV lease, trust lease and enjoying preferential stock
rights. Studies on operating modes and mutual comparison of financial leasing have attracted
more and more attentions (Huang Rubao, Wang Fengwei, 2013; Hu Dasha, Wang Zhiyuan,
Cao Xiaojun, 2007; Xu Zhipeng, 2013; Wang Bin, LianJie, 2014).
1.2.4 Comparison between Private Placement Market and Public Offering Market in China
Private placement capital market is a concept compared with public capital market. American
private placement capital market is the product of financial reform in 1930s, which can be
divided into risk capital and non-risk capital. Public capital market requires that enterprises
for raising capital should have certain management scale and good performances. Funds will
automatically flow into fields and large companies with mature technology. However,
economic development history reveals a truth that emerging industry of a nation usually
comes from small enterprises. Therefore, private placement market is a supplement to the
defects of public offering market. Enterprises in the private placement market are mainly
small enterprises or medium-size enterprises compared with enterprises in public capital
market. Therefore, distinguished feature of the private placement market is information
asymmetry. In order to resolve this problem, providers of main funds in the private placement
market are professional intermediary organizations with abilities for evaluating and
monitoring complicated financial transactions and providing stronger capital. Organization
investors are main participants in the private placement capital market (Kong Fanbao, 2002).
Under the background of over 30 years of national reform and opening up, private placement
capital market owns a specially historic role for economic development of the State.
Especially in the former ten years of 21 century, rapid growth in GDP has not only enhanced
comprehensive strength of China, but also created a large number of social investors with
high net values. High requirements and strict supervision of supervision departments for
public offering products can adequately protect interests of all individual investors. However,
under the background of the present society, products of public offering market inevitably
cannot meet investment demands of social investors with high net values. Therefore, these
investors with high net values and relevant organizations have provided strong support for the
development of private placement capital market.
Private placement capital means securitized capital that is raised non-publically, which will
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not get through examination or registration of governmental supervision departments.
Generally, private placement is to raising securitized capital. Meanwhile, participants of the
private placement market are limited to investors with certain qualification. For example, in
accordance with American standard, they include investment organizations with over USD 5
million assets such as bank, insurance companies and funds, rich families whose annual
income is more than USD 300000 and rich individual whose annual income is over USD
200000. What's more, private placement cannot publically promote securities and raise funds
through ads and prospectus (Zhang Wenkui, 2001).
Advantages of the private placement market compared with public offering market rely on:
firstly, less restriction, private placement basically does not have any restriction for fund
raising party and it has less requirements no matter the fund raising party is legal person or
natural person, raising scale, security period and historic benefits in comparison with public
offering; secondly, less supervision, as public offering is related to public interest, it should be
under strict supervision; it should focus on the supervision of information disclosing of fund
raising party; while core supervision contents for private placement market should be
appropriateness of investors and appropriateness of products as it just involves interests of the
minority; thirdly, lower cost, the private placement does not need expensive registration fees,
fees for intermediary organizations and fees for underwriting institutions for raising funds
compared with public offering market; fourthly, higher flexibility, products of public offering
market generally include shares, bonds and funds, while securities of private placement
market include common stock right or shares, orientation debt of the company, privately
raised bonds of small and medium-size enterprises, privately raised bonds of four-board
market, asset management plan of security company, asset management business of specific
customers of fund company and private equity fund; fifthly, promoting innovation, as clauses
about private placement are very flexible, which is helpful for fund raising parties and
investors to resolve problems about risks and income through mutual coordination in addition
to other methods under the circumstance that securities lack flowability; can innovate in
private securities by using features of stock rights and creditor's right and convertibility and
repurchasability; sixthly, goal-oriented, the private fund raising party can finance specific
investors such as social investors with high net values and provide risk control tools by
designing securities as well as design all-around product category for people with high net
values to meet multiple demands.
Most of projects in the infrastructure industry have characteristics of big fund demands, long
project period, many stock assets and single traditional development mode. For example, for
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an expressway project whose period is 30 years, it is bound to have the problem of period
matching if using the financing way of public offering market such as ABS, as there are few
ABS projects whose periods are 30 years in the domestic. What's worse, high requirements,
strict supervision and financing period of the public offering market must match with the
project period, it is very difficult to conduct successful financing for infrastructure projects
similar to those whose periods are 30 years in the public offering market. It shows by
comparison that the private placement capital market not only has advantages of little
supervision and low cost, but also high flexibility and innovation of products in private
placement capital market can design specific financing products according to risks of different
projects to eliminate or disperse project risks. It has adequately used various financial tools
and complicated contracts to resolve risk problems in specific projects of infrastructure to
provide diversified solutions for project risks so as to successfully achieve financing goal. For
example, private placement can release products whose periods are 30 years or can re-finance
(rolling financing) short-term products to match its period for project whose period is 30
years.
Under current policy environment, the report of the 18th party Congress has clearly put
forward “accelerate development of multi-level capital market”; it has put forward to develop
private placement market and lead Chinese private placement market to develop healthily in
“Several opinions on further boosting healthy development of capital market” issued by the
State Council on May 9, 2014. The private placement market of China has developed rapidly
in the recent years, while infrastructure construction industry is facing with serious financing
problem at present because of acceleration of urbanization and national restriction on
guarantee business of local government and private placement capital market has provided
stable and huge capital source for the industry of infrastructure construction.
Cheng Yue (2007) has conducted systematic analysis for the development mode of investment
fund of national infrastructure industry for channels of private placement capital access to
infrastructure industry and has put forward basic idea of development investment funds for
the problem faced by infrastructure industry investment funds is marketization and financial
innovation. Though governmental supervision is necessary, it should attach more importance
to providing market conditions and maintaining market order. Its development should be
decided by the market force. Zhu Yihe and Mao Anmin (2014) thought that it is very
important to attract non-state-owned capital to invest infrastructure industry in the process of
China's urbanization and have put forward to attract civil capital to support infrastructure
construction by adopting private equity investment fund of limited partnership, namely,
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professional management organization of equity investment funds initiates to centralize
benefits of social investors with medium and high net values to form independent assets
together with local government; what's more, fund administrators will conduct professional
and transparent closed-off management, which is a financing tool invested in specific urban
construction. Zhang Xiaomei (2012) has also analyzed current development situation and
constraint factors of private equity funds of China through case study and has put forward
several adverse factors for the incentive development of national private equity in the crisis
era as well as relevant response mechanism.
As for special funds, such as pension fund, infrastructure industry is one of feasible
investment channels for pension fund investment because infrastructure projects have
characteristics including stable and expectable cash flow, stable income that can withstand
inflation and insensitive to fluctuation of economic interest rate and stock market (Liu Dehao,
2010). Pang Nanan (2012) has analyzed ways of pension funds invested in infrastructure
industry and corresponding risk management strategy, put forward suitable investment ways
of national pension funds for infrastructure including special bond of infrastructure,
infrastructure industry investment fund and project loan and put forward risk management
strategies for the investment of pension funds in infrastructure from four perspectives such as
risk evaluation, risk control, risk protection and risk monitoring. Li Xuan (2007) has studied
the feasibility of insurance funds of China invested in the infrastructure industry. As there are
problems of single channel, limited income, centralized risks and poor compatibility between
assets and liabilities in insurance fund investment of China in addition to long investment
period, stable income and low risk of infrastructure construction, it has become a significant
channel for the application of insurance funds. Chen Hui (2004) has found that BOT mode,
TOT mode and PPP mode can provide channels for private capital to enter into the
infrastructure industry by studying the feasibility of private capital of China to involve in
urban infrastructure construction.
An important method to resolve the financing difficulty faced by financial leasing industry of
China proposed in this paper is private securitization of leasing assets especially for financial
leasing business in the infrastructure construction industry. Meanwhile, the paper has put
forward various effective and feasible channels for providing practical and feasible channels
for private placement capital to enter into financial leasing industry.
1.3 Research Strategy, Contribution and Structure Arrangement of This Paper
This paper researches factors affecting securitization of leasing assets of domestic financial
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leasing at present to figure out conditions that decide whether the securitization of leasing
assets can succeed or not and provide theoretical basis for the mechanism design of Chinese
financial leasing assets securitization and puts forward policies and suggestions. How should
the financial leasing company adjust strategy and how should they securitize their assets
under the premise that China has relaxed private placement policies at present and private
placement market can provide huge financing room for financial leasing.
Research methods in this paper are: at first, start from theoretical analysis, illustrate views by
establishing theoretical model to get preliminary viewpoints; then, focus on practical cases,
seek for inspiration and demonstration in cases, and demonstration is mainly based on case
analysis; chapter three, chapter four and chapter five all contain detailed case analysis in
which 3.1.2 of chapter three provides a comprehensive successful case concerning financial
leasing asset securitization in China to prove the feasibility of this approach; chapter four
provides successful sub cases as reference for the feasible solutions of five securitizations of
private placement of leasing asset. But due to space constraints, only trade structure charts of
the cases are provided in this paper; 5.3 of Chapter Five provides a typical successful case of
securitization of private placement of asset concerning stock of infrastructure in China’s
capital market demonstrating that it is feasible and effective to vitalize infrastructure through
financial leasing and carry out financing via securitized private placement. Case materials are
mainly those provided by Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. with supporting
materials provided by various public financial leasing companies; data information mainly
includes data announced by authoritative departments and websites and data provided by
Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.
The contribution of this paper is the existing diversified financing channels in the
comprehensive market, and has summarized a way that cannot only meet capital demands of
rapidly developed financial leasing industry in China, but also can sustainably finance in
combination with successful experience of Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd,
which is leasing asset securitization; it has also put forward many kinds of feasible solutions
for private securitization of leasing assets, which is of vital significance.
Structure arrangement of the paper is as below: chapter one briefly describes real background
of the subject and research status about financial leasing asset securitization at home and
abroad; chapter two analyzes basic principles of financial leasing asset securitization and
necessity; chapter three researches the feasibility of financial leasing asset securitization;
chapter four puts forward five kinds of feasible solutions for private securitization of financial
leasing assets; chapter five introduces case analysis about private securitization of leasing
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assets; chapter six summarizes the research, points out defects in the present research and
prospects to future researches.
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Chapter 2 China's Financial Leasing-backed securitization
Transaction Structure Design
Financial leasing of China has become one of significant financing ways following credit and
loan, bond and trust through 30 years development as laws, accounting, tax and supervision
are complete basically. Financial leasing companies provide financing service for real
enterprises in essence. Therefore, it exerts high requirements for the capital chain. If it is
expected to get long-term development, it must have stable, inexpensive and sustainable
capital sources in the future; otherwise, it will face with financing difficulty. With rapid
development of Chinese macro-economy at present, the State has attached much importance
to promotion of urbanization process and resolution of high leverage ratio of the government.
As for financial leasing industry, this external environment has not only provided an
opportunity of rapid development, but also brought great challenge for the financing ability of
the financial leasing industry. Therefore, financial leasing companies must innovate in the
mode of raising funds by relying on bank loans to seek for a road that can meet demand of
huge funds and can be also financed sustainably.
2.1 Leasing-backed Securitization Transaction Structure
A very important concept in the process of asset securitization for financial leasing companies
is structural financing. Structural financing, as an innovation in modern finance, is a way in
capital market financing in accordance with definition given by the president of Standard &
Poor in Chinese area and managing director named Hu Qiping in the rating department for
structural financing. This way is not to raise funds by issuing bonds, but is to get financing by
selling cash flow that can be collected in the future by means of issuing assets backed security.
It generally means the process that enterprises separate specific asset with future cash flow
and conduct financing by regarding this specific asset as underlying object via carrier with
specific purpose.
Asset securitization is the process for issuing security in the capital market to finance and
dispersing and restructuring risks and income of assets based on future cash flow of assets
essentially. It generally means: initiator will be able to combine assets that can generate future
cash flow to form an asset pool, and then sell this asset pool to a special purpose vehicle that
is specialized in asset securitization guaranteed with expected cash flow by this SPV, get
financing by issuing security in the capital market guaranteed by guarantee organization and
rated by credit rating agency and pay revenue of cash flow to the purchaser of security in the
due day. Leasing-backed securitization is a special category of asset securitization, which
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indicates that when some leasing-backed has similar performances and tenancy term and can
generate stable future cash flow, leasing company will conduct restructuring for it to make it
become a LBS that can be traded in the capital market, then transfer to SPV for financing by
issuing security in the capital market.
Asset securitization restructures these assets and corresponding net future cash flow through
structuring process based on net future cash flow of corresponding assets. This process
involves in real sales, bankruptcy isolation, trust establishment, asset grading, effective
recourse and credit enhancement. Leasing-backed securitization, as a special category of asset
securitization, has a similar transaction structure with general asset securitization, however, its
initiator is financial leasing company and original debtor is the lessee. Generally,
leasing-backed securitization transaction structure is showed in the figure 1:

Figure 1 Leasing-backed Securitization Transaction Structure Chart

2.1.1 Stakeholders of Leasing-backed securitization
It is found that various stakeholders are in the same transaction structure by analyzing
leasing-backed securitization transaction structure chart with different functions:
(1) Financial leasing company is the initiator. In general, the initiator is original
beneficiary, who is the owner and financing party of securitized assets in the process of
securitization. Financial leasing company restructures creditor’s rights (namely revenue
right of rent) of some leasing assets with similar performances, similar tenancy term and
ability to generate stable future cash flow to form an asset pool that will be transferred to
SPV and sold to investors through security underwriter to achieve the financing purpose.
It should be pointed out that financial leasing company in China plays owner and
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financing party of leasing assets in the leasing-backed securitization, while leasing
company in USA plays financial intermediary service agency in the leasing-backed
securitization process and charges intermediary service fees.
(2) The lease is original debtor. As the basic asset of securitization is revenue right of
rent receivable for the lease, original debtor is the lessee.
(3) Investor. Investor is the initiator, namely the financed object of financial leasing
company or buyer of LBS. In accordance with contents in chapter five, investor can be
the object for factoring organization to transfer revenue right of rent (or specific
investor), customers of buying trust products, holder of planned shares of asset
management business in security company, investor of special asset management plan of
public funds, insurance company who purchases bonds of insurance fund, investors with
high net values focused by offshore asset securitization financing and financing objects
through private placement through the Internet (conference organization or enterprise),
etc.
(4) Special purpose vehicle. In the process of asset securitization, SPV is a core
organization, which is an entity established for achieving isolation asset pool from other
assets. Therefore, it has the function of bankruptcy isolation. In principle, SPV will not
be affected by the bankruptcy of parent company and will not be engaged in other
businesses. For the initiator, after the SPV is set up, securitized basic assets will be
“really sold” to it by the entrustor. In principle, these basic assets will be separated from
the balance sheet, which has also achieved bankruptcy risk isolation of trusted assets and
the initiator.
(5) Service providers, trusty agency, security underwriter, credit rating agencies, credit
enhancement institutions are intermediary organizations with different functions in the
process of securitization for providing intermediary services.
2.2 Leasing-backed Securitization General Risk Management
Risk management of leasing-backed securitization is divided into three parts: identification of
risk sources, risk assessment and pricing and risk control.
2.2.1 Identification of Risk Sources
This paper insists that risks in two aspects should be considered in the process of
leasing-backed securitization: risk of financial leasing companies and risk of asset
securitization. The former one is determined by individual risk, environmental risk and
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industrial risk of financial leasing companies while there are many factors influencing the
second including credit risk, operational risk in the process of securitization, risk of economic
cycle and risk of macro-policy and so on that will be illustrated in details in the following.
2.2.1.1 Identification of Risk Sources of Financial Leasing Companies
There are lessee, suppliers, investors and supervision departments that are directly related to
financial leasing companies in the financial leasing transaction structure. Risks of financial
leasing companies have four categories for different sources.
Risk coming from lessee is mainly credit risk. Leasing companies will have the right to
collect the leasing asset when the lessee and guaranteed debtor fail to pay the rent within the
period. There are risk of credit right and risk of real right in this process.
Risk coming from suppliers is mainly fraud risk. When the lessee and supplier cheat the leaser
together for the rent, it will bring loss for the lessor, therefore, there is fraud risk.
Risks coming from investors are mainly liquidity risk and financing risk. Liquidity risk is that:
when financing term is shorter than the project period, incorrect match will urge leasing
companies to terminate the leasing contract or bankruptcy; this risk comes from liquidity of
financing capital; what's more, fund withdrawal usually need a long term when capital of
financial leasing companies constantly flow into long-term fixed infrastructure, which will
decrease the liquidity of financial leasing companies. The development of financial leasing
companies will be restricted seriously if the problem of fund source cannot be resolved
effectively; financing risk means: when financing cost may change, the change in market
interest rate will certainly make the interest rate of the rent be adjusted too as interest rate of
the rent is directly related to interest rate of market loan, this risk comes from financing cost.
Risks coming from supervision departments mainly include tax risk and macro-policy risk.
Tax is one of four pillars of financial leasing companies. Tax risk means that changes in tax
system will bring big influence on the development of leasing companies especially under the
premise of dual supervision system at present and that there is not complete financial leasing
method, therefore, it is very probable to encounter changes in tax system; macro-policy risk
means that changes in both the supervision system and supervision force of the supervision
departments for financial leasing companies will bring great impact to this industry, because
innovation derives from supervision in the present business circle. For example, it is required
that leasing companies must reserve 5% of risks after leasing-backed securitization in the
latest provision. Though this provision has enhanced the controllable level for the risk of
public offering market securitization financing, it has also enhanced the threshold for
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financing in the public offering market and compressed the room for public offering
securitization financing.
2.2.1.2 Identification of Risk Sources of Asset Securitization
In accordance with the research of Chen Nan (2010), leasing-backed securitization mainly
copes with four kinds of risks: credit risk, operational risk, market risk and policy risk.
Credit risk mainly derives from the credit risks of the lessee and suppliers. Risk sources of the
lessee mainly include two aspects: default risk indicates the risk that the lessee cannot pay the
rent to financial leasing companies within the period, which will make investors fail to collect
the principal and interest. Because the basic asset of asset securitization is the revenue right
for the rent of the leasing asset, quality risk of this asset is the most fundamental credit risk;
prepayment risk, as the lessee has the right to repay all or part of the balance before the due
date, when the summation of the interest rate in the current loan market and corresponding
transaction expenses is smaller than the interest rate for the rent stipulated in the financial
leasing contract, the lessee will choose to prepay;

prepayment of the lessee will make the

holder of LBS paid by cash flow of this rent collect part of principal earlier than that
stipulated in the original securitization contract, which will encounter re-investment risk
(interest rate of current market is low, rate of return on re-investment is low) and decrease in
return. This prepayment risk has become one of the significant risk sources in the process of
leasing-backed securitization. Credit risk of suppliers means that after funds are successfully
raised through securitization, suppliers cannot deliver equipment within the period or the
quality of the equipment fails to reach the quality requirement stipulated in the contract after
financial leasing companies prepay the funds to suppliers of equipment, which will bring risks
for the funds of investors. Certainly, there is also a credit risk that derives from fraud risk of
the initiator. For example, financial leasing companies and the lessee cheat investors and
relevant intermediary service agencies together. Meanwhile, as the process of asset
securitization involves the third party SPV, there is the risk of the third party.
Operational risk sources mainly contain asset restructuring risk, bankruptcy isolation risk and
credit rating risk. Basic asset of securitization is the revenue right of rent receivable of leasing
assets. It indicates to conduct restructuring for some leasing assets with similar performances,
similar tenancy term and ability to generate stable future cash flow. The purpose of
restructuring is to raise low-cost capital for achieving securitization; however, complicated
organizations may force financial leasing companies to bear very high transaction cost.
Therefore, leasing assets should have large scale, otherwise, average transaction cost will be
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too high; on the contrary, if the income of asset securitization decreases, rating organization
will decrease the grade of this asset and investment intention of investors will also be reduced,
both of which will exert influence on newly issued securities and increase the cost of asset
securitization. Therefore, quality of the asset pool in the process of asset securitization is very
important. Risk of asset restructuring means improper selection of basic assets in the process
of asset restructuring will affect the quality of the asset pool. If the quality of the asset pool is
not high, it will decrease the investment intention of investors and the grade as well as
increase the issuing cost. Bankruptcy isolation is the purpose of SPV, however, it may be
difficult to achieve 100% bankruptcy isolation in the actual operating process. For example, if
financial leasing companies achieve asset securitization through trust, SPV in the process of
securitization is subsidiary of trust company in general. However, if the parent company of
trust company bankrupts in China, subsidiary of trust company is difficult to not be affected
by its bankruptcy. It will bring bankruptcy risk to funds of investors if it cannot achieve 100%
bankruptcy isolation. In addition, bankruptcy of various intermediary service agencies in the
transaction structure should be also isolated from the SPV. For example, service providers are
responsible for service management and fund management, its bankruptcy will cause cash
flow of securitized assets not be repaid within the period, which will affect normal operation
of securitized transaction. Credit rating has directly affected capital cost of securitization. The
more complicated the transaction is, the more factors influencing rating will have, which may
cause that there are more and more potential risks for decreasing rating.
Market risk sources mainly include risk of economic cycle, liquidity risk, risk of interest rate
and risk of exchange rate. Risk of economic cycle means the risk of industrially economic
cycle coped by the lessee: if the industry of the lessee is entering into an industrial bearish
period because of excessive productivity, enterprises in the industry will experience a crude
process of fierce competition and low profit. The repayment capability of the lessee who is an
original debtor will directly affect the quality of basic assets of securitization and bring risks
for the capital of investors; as for the industrially economic cycle coped by financial leasing
companies, in accordance with contents in chapter 1, financial leasing companies in China
have experienced the process from prosperity in the beginning, depression to resuscitation.
However, it is unclear about the following economic cycles that they will experience in the
future. If this industry is affected by the industrial bearish, the initiator and entrustor in the
securitization transaction structure will cope with industrial risk and it will also influence the
quality of securitized basic assets; as for risk of economic cycle in the stock market, if
securitization is in the depressed period of stock market where investment intention of
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investors is not high, it will increase the financing cost of securitization. Liquidity risk means
that when the liquidity of securitized product is not sufficient, on one hand, it will increase the
operating cost of securitization; on the other hand, insufficient liquidity of product will
decrease investment intention of investors; both of them will decrease the income of
securitized products. Risk of interest rate means that when security price will change with the
change of interest rate, which will influence the security income. For example, security price
will decrease and funds flowed into the security market will be reduced if the interest rate in
the market enhances, Risk of exchange rate lies in that change in exchange rate will influence
the change in the purchasing power for funds of investors, which will make demands of
investors for securities change. For example, once RMB appreciates, domestic investors will
have more intentions to invest in foreign currency; in addition, change in the exchange rate
will exert great impact on offshore asset securitization.
Policy risk sources mainly have policies change risks about laws, tax and supervision. At
present, there are no financial leasing laws in the domestic, national reforms in laws, tax and
supervision related to financial leasing industry will significantly affect this industry. For
example, new policy of the government for the private placement market issued this year will
lead benign development of the private placement market and provide policy basis for the
leasing-backed private securitization.
2.2.2. Leasing-backed Securitization Risk Assessment and Pricing
The mechanism of asset securitization financing process is expected financing. The pricing
formula for securitized assets is as below in accordance with the concept of financial
companies:

Where: T means due date of the security, is the price of security asset when it is equal to 0, is
security bonus when it amounts to period i, indicates expected return rate of minimal year
limit required by investors who possess security assets of asset of period i when it equals to 0,
means the price in the due date of security. Because leasing assets have fixed fund return and
professional organizations will assess and dispose the residual values of leasing assets when
the leasing contract is expiry, in the pricing formula and can be determined, but expected
return rate required for security assets held by investors relates to risks. The higher the risk,
the higher the expected return rate.
In accordance with arbitrage-free pricing theory, the formula for figuring out expected return
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rate is:

They are respectively impact factors of four different risks for security assets, while are
respectively expected return rates of four risks, r is the return rate of the market without risks.
However, this formula usually just has the meaning of theoretical guidance, as it is difficult
for investors to have accurate knowledge about impact factors and expected return rates of
four kinds of risks under actual situation; some risks such as market risk and policy risk are
difficult to be priced and it could not confirm whether all the risks have been considered or
not especially for general non-institutional investors.
Actually, after leasing companies transfer asset pool to the SPV, professional credit rating
agency and credit enhancement agency will conduct credit rating and credit enhancement for
this SPV. Investors of the market will confirm the expected return rate deserved for this series
of assets in accordance with the rating results.
2.2.3 Leasing-backed securitization Risk Control
Breach of contract of leasing asset would cause major loss to investors as it is stated in 2.2.1.2.
For instance, if the lessee pays back in advance, LBS holder who is paid through cash flow of
the rent would receive part of his principal ahead of original securitization contract, causing
risk of re-investment and reducing return; or both project company and parent company
would have related risk when bankruptcy isolation is not fully realized, etc. In addition,
system risk is also a possibility. For instance, the depression period of leasing market from
1997 to 2000, periodical effect of the fixed income market and down-going risk-free interest
rate, etc.
In order to achieve credit risk control, it can strengthen the examination for the repayment
capability of the lease before borrowing including individual risk assessment and industrial
risk assessment and strengthen monitoring for the operation of the project after borrowing to
avoid moral risks. Financial leasing companies can establish internal control system and risk
management system to conduct strict monitoring for operators of asset securitization. It can
choose intermediary service agencies with good credits and strength to avoid credit risk of the
third party.
For operational risk, quality of basic assets should be strictly reviewed when choosing
restructured assets, namely, safety of the revenue right of the rent; it should strictly execute
principles of “real sales” and “bankruptcy isolation”.
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2.3 Basic Models of Leasing Asset Financing
Financial leasing project actually involves in three categories of market individual enterprises
(lessee, demand party of capital or equipment), investor (fund providers, including
institutional investor in the public offering market, individual investor, institutional investor in
the private placement market and social investor with high net value), financial leasing
companies (leaser and entrustee of funds of investors), which are showed in the below figure:

Figure 2 Chart of Basic Models of Leasing Asset Financing

In order to research the difference in the social efficiency generated in the public offering
market financing and private placement market financing, this paper has established the
following models:
1. Assuming that entrepreneur need to finance at the beginning stage of the project,
for achieving standardization, we can assume project investment is 1, ending output
is a unclear number, which is expressed in y and the probability of high output is a;
2. Investors can be divided into two categories: the first category is investors in the
public offering market (public), while the second is investors in the private
placement market (private). They have the same requirements for the repayment
amount under the project contract, which were h and h>1. The difference between
them is the profit of investors;
3. As investors in the private placement market are mainly institutional investors or
social investors with high net values, they have stronger capability to acquire
information about leasing companies compared with investors in the public offering
market. With asymmetric information in the market, projects invested in the private
placement market certainly enjoys higher rate of success than those in the public
offering market：

. It is adverse selection. Investors invest in private
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placement market because they1 believe investment projects in private placement
market provide better risk control capacity and more effective and transparent
information. Therefore, from the point of view of investors, success rate of their
investment projects is higher that of investment projects in the public offering market.
Of course, the performance can become inferior if the investors' belief is broken, if
risk control is insufficient, if information is not transparent, and if there is moral
hazard by investment companies. In such cases, the cost to the economy and to the
population of private solutions can be high.
4. No matter public offering market or private placement market, enterprises will be
punished if they breach the contract or fail to repay within the stipulated period. For
example, equipment is recycled and auctioned, cash deposit is confiscated and
guarantee companies perform repayment liability because of joint liability. Assuming
that the probability for enterprises to get punishment for their breaching behavior is
and considering that financing in the public offering market has more requirements,
supervision conditions are stricter and guarantee requirements for projects are higher,
so it is obvious that the probability for enterprises in the public offering market to get
punishment for their breaching behaviors is higher than that of enterprises in the
private placement market, namely

.

As basic assets of leasing-backed securitization are generally credits receivable, contract in
the model of this paper can be disposed as debt contract whose face value is the repayment
amount required by investors. If project yield of enterprises is bigger than the repayment
amount, enterprises should repay by term without any breaching behaviors, they will not be
punished; if repayment amount of enterprises (project yield, y) is smaller than the repayment
under the contract, enterprises will get punishment coming from equipment recycling,
enterprise bankruptcy, confiscation of cash deposit and repayment of guarantee companies
because of joint liabilities; and the punishment is h - y. It is showed in the figure 3:

1

We do not exclude the over-confident issue among investors.
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Figure 3 Project financing subsection chart

As a commitment tool for entrepreneurs, this punishment is social cost brought by moral
hazard of entrepreneurs, which is deadweight loss of the society whose expected value is as
below:
Social cost
The reason for that enterprise financing has social cost to cause loss in the social efficiency
is information asymmetry between enterprises and investors. Investors can not completely
understand information about production, operation and yield of enterprises; therefore, bad
enterprises or bad projects own a motive to “pretend” to be good enterprises or good projects,
which means profit damages for investors. It is a problem of adverse selection. Meanwhile,
there is also moral risk, namely, entrepreneurs may have various problems such as insufficient
efforts, emptying company’s assets and investment in risk projects after enterprises or
projects get financing, which will also damage profits of investors. It is because of the
existence of adverse selection and moral risk that financial leasing companies as entrustee of
investment funds will strictly stipulate cash deposit mechanism guarantee mechanism and
ownership of social disposal to protect profits of investors when signing “financial leasing
contract” with the lessee. However, this way will generate social cost.
Even if project financing in the public offering market and private placement market brings
social cost, however, they will generate different social cost for the same project. It can be
found through comparing the social cost of public offering market financing and that of
private placement market financing that:
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Social cost

Social cost

In view of social efficiency, it shows that social cost generated through project financing in
the public offering market is higher than that in the private placement market through models,
namely, social efficiency of financing for enterprise projects in the private placement market
is higher than that in the public offering market.
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Chapter 3 Feasibility Analysis on Leasing-Backed Securitization
3.1 Development Status of China's LBS
3.1.1 Development Status of China's Asset Securitization
In 2005, the “Revenue Plan for CDMA Network Rental of China Unicom CDMA, a private
placement project approved by the State Council and launched by China International Capital
Corporation Ltd. revealed the formal beginning of the asset securitization in China. In April
2007, the State Council also approved the expansion of the pilots of credit asset securitization,
and required in such pilot to consistently improve the regulatory system and risks prevention.
And then a variety of securities were issued. However, due to the precautions toward the
promotion of credit asset securitization held by the supervision department, the difficulty and
cost for issuance has been increased. Consequently, the development of credit asset
securitization has been restricted.
3.1.2 Successful Cases of China's Financial LBS
On May 10, 2006, The Specific Asset Management Plan for Far Eastern Phase I
Leasing-Backed Revenue of Far Eastern (hereinafter being referred to as “Far Eastern Phase
I”) was successfully issued with the Far Eastern as the initiator, and was officially listed in
Shanghai Stock Exchange on May 15, 2006, representing it being the first pilot product of
LBS.
3.1.2.1 Background of Far Eastern Phase I Leasing Special Asset Management Plan
The initiator of the Far Eastern Phase I is the Far Eastern Leasing Co., Ltd. As a Sino-foreign
jointly invested leasing company, the Far Eastern Leasing Co., Ltd. was established in 1991,
of which the registered capital is USD 10 million. It was fully acquisited by Sinochem Group
and its wholly owned subsidiary, the Sinochem HK (Group) Co., Ltd. in October 2000. In
2001, the registered capital of the Far Eastern Leasing Co., Ltd. was increased to USD 15
million, and in 2004 the Sinochem Group again increased its investment to Far Eastern,
making its registered capital being USD60.47 million. The Sinochem Group currently holds
75% of the equity of Far Eastern and the Sinochem HK, a 25% of the equity. In 2003, the
average per capital profit, rate of return on total assets and return on equity of Far Eastern
ranked the first in the leasing industry in China.
Far Eastern takes advantage of its solid economic strength and the global information network
and the geographic advantages of Shanghai being the economic, finance, trade, air
transportation and information center of China to creatively integrate the industrial capital,
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trade capital with the financial capital, forming its unique operational advantage of being
characterized as co-matching and mutual development of resource organization capacity and
resource appreciation capacity. As a leasing company, Far Eastern owns a quality control
system with the orientation of risks control. The credit assessment of Far Eastern is subject to
a tri-tier approval. The business department, quality control department and the decision
makers of Far Eastern performs their own duties and assess the assets from different aspects
and levels. They, adhering to the internal quality control policy of “Omni-directions, full
process, multi-aspects and continuity”, consistently maintain the relationship of and assess the
risks for each and every leasing project. It specially designs assessment tools to follow the
lessee during the lease term so to ensure the high quality of its assets. And its assets
management is characterized as of safety, profitability, liquidity and sustainability. To strength
the assets management and collection of lease payment, Far Eastern summaries a rental
management system, in consistency with its assets management system and helpful to
improve the safety, liquidity and profitability of its asset, to supervise and manage in an entire
and from omni-direction manner the assets through the lease term, and to set up personal
management method for lease payment according to the industry category, asset characters
and lease structures of the lessees. Therefore, by all the above-said advantages, Far Eastern
becomes a pioneer and takes lead in the financial leasing industry in China.
In this context, Far Eastern continually expands its financial leasing businesses in 2006, and
its demand for capital increased accordingly. Due to the huge average capital input and the
large collection cycles of leasing project, the liquidity of the financial leasing enterprises is
vulnerable to be effected. Far Eastern can barely rely on the increased equity capital and loans
from banks to meet its capital demand for leasing businesses. In consideration of the launch
and successful financing of the Revenue Plan for CDMA Network Rental of China Unicom
CDMA by China International Capital Corporation Ltd. in 2005 and of the hot demand
market for assets securitization products in Chinese market, Far Eastern initiated its Special
Plan for Far Eastern Phase I so as to finance by the means of leasing asset public offering
securitization.
3.1.2.2 Transaction Structure of Far Eastern Phase I Leasing Special Asset Management Plan
According to the prospectus of Special Plan for Far Eastern Phase I, the underlying asset of
the special plan is the right of rental claim and its collateral security interests owned by Far
Eastern under some specific financing leasing contracts, in which the Far Eastern leased its
specific lease item to lessees. There are a total of 31 leasing contracts, and by the base day the
total balance of rental payable to Far Eastern is RMB 520 million. All those underlying assets
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satisfy with the conditions, namely, they are free of any litigation, fall into the category of
“normal” defined by the five categories of assets classification for bank loans, and the lessees
are of good repayment credits. Meanwhile, once any underlying assets are found in violation
any prior made standards, the initiator of such underlying assets, say, Far Eastern, must
repurchase the assets related to such violation of the special plan so as to protect the rights of
investors.
Figure 4 is Transaction Structure of Special Plan for Far Eastern Phase I. The responsibilities
of each stakeholder of the transaction structure are as follows: Far Eastern is the initiator of
the special plan and responsible for the confirmation and sale of underlying assets. To protect
the rights of investors, Far Eastern is obligated to disclose information which is with respect
to the underlying asset and might influence the investment decision making of beneficiary
certificate holders, and to ensure the truthiness and completeness of such information. At the
same time, owe to excellent leasing assets management team, the plan administrator entrusts
Far Eastern as the servicer of the plan to manage the assets on its behalf; the Orient Securities
is the plan administrator for this special plan and responsible for making the special plan,
issuing securities, delivering leasing assets with Far Eastern, and holds the relevant
departments accountable for any violation of such department on the beneficiary certificate
holders’ behalf; the Shenyin&Wanguo Securities is the financial consultant of the special plan
and responsible to the transaction structure and product design of the plan and to coordinate
among departments; China Chengxin International Credit Rating Co., Ltd. is responsible to
credit rating for the preferred beneficiary certificate of the special plan; the Sinochem Group
acts as the Guarantee institution and is responsible to fully guarantee the return of the
preferred beneficiary certificate and the amounts payable by the special plan to agencies; and
Bank of Communications is the trustee agency and responsible to the settlements of accounts
funds.
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Figure 4 Transaction Structure of Special Plan for Far Eastern Phase I

3.1.2.3 Summary and Revelation on Far Eastern Phase I Leasing Special Asset Management
Plan
As the first product of LBS in China, the Special Plan for Far Eastern Phase I to some extent
offers revelations for financial leasing companies to raise capital by LBS. The Special Plan,
for example, realized the real sales of the underlying assets in an intuitively manner. The
creditor’s rights in the 31 leasing contracts of Far Eastern was purchased by the Orient
Securities with the funds collected through security issued, which successfully achieved the
separation of creditor’s rights and Far Eastern, helped Far Eastern liquidize its assets
approximate to RMB 520 million and provided huge amount of working capital. Apart from
that, Far Eastern will not be influenced by the future cash flow of the 31creditor’s rights.
Far Eastern, however, is not perfect. Upon the analysis of the transaction structure of the
special plan, the following defects are founded:
(1) There is no standard SPV satisfying the conditions of the assets securitization. In assets
securitization, SPV is an entity which is specially established to realize the purpose of
separating the asset pool from other assets and has the function of bankruptcy isolation.
Because that the special asset management plan are not permitted by laws to be the assigns of
the underlying assets, the leasing assets was transferred from the Far Eastern to the Orient
Securities in the Special Plan, and as the transferee of the leasing assets, the Orient Securities
cannot perform the function of bankruptcy isolation. Once the Orient Securities becomes
bankrupt or liquidated before the maturity of the product, the interests of investors will
certainly be influenced.
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(2) The special plan seems realized real sales of underlying asset, but actually it does not. The
special plan employed the combination of internal enhancement with the external
enhancement. The Sinochem Group, the parent company of Far Eastern, guaranteed the
preferred beneficiary certificate in external enhancement, thus, Far Eastern, the initiator, is
still indirectly linked with the special plan, and are not 100% isolated from the special plan,
which is by no means a real sale.
In a word, the Special Plan for the Far Eastern Phase I is a typical LBS case for other financial
leasing enterprises. It has both merits and disadvantages and certain reference significance.
3.2 Necessity for LBS in China
For leasing companies, compared the conventional financing channels with the financing
channel of LBS, the latter has the following advantages:
(1) As a financing pattern to use future cash flow, LBS may realize the future returns in
advance, which remedies the defects of “short-term capital to support long-term project” of
financing leasing enterprises. It not only solves the insufficient liquidity incurred by project
expansion of the financing leasing companies, but also offers a sustainable channel for
financing.
(2) LBS will release leasing assets from balance sheet of the financing leasing enterprises so
as to change its structure of assets and liabilities, reduce liabilities and the asset-liability ratio,
which will provide the enterprise with greater loan ability and repayment ability in the
monetary market.
(3) The operation of large-scale projects is financially guaranteed. In the past, when a
financing leasing company encounters with any large-scale projects, say, financial leasing of
infrastructure, a significant amount of capital is needed. And if the working capital for such
company is inadequate, loans from the bank by leverage lease are generally employed. The
leverage lease, however, will increase the liability of enterprise. Each bank has a limit on the
company’s asset-liability ratio, the loan will be impossible once the asset-liability ratio of the
enterprise exceeds the limit. Therefore, the leverage lease is not a sustainable channel for
financing. While the capital resources for assets securitization are investors in capital market,
including both individual investors and institutional investors, of which the capital liquidity is
significant and fully satisfying the financing demand for individual leasing project. And once
the financial leasing enterprise realizes the real sale of leasing project via LBS, the enterprise
may continually expand its other businesses and be exempted from its debts rate.
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(4) Because that demanders for products of securitization are the investors in capital market,
that the market for the products of securitization is a competitive market and that professional
agencies provide credit rating, credit enhancement and guarantee, for the investors, the
minimum rate of return for the risk-reduced product of securitization will be reduced
accordingly, which means the reduce of financing cost of financing leasing enterprises.
In a word, LBS may help the financial leasing company successfully raising capital in capital
market and provide a long-term stable, low-cost and sustainable resource for capital, which
will genuinely solve the financing difficulties of the financial leasing enterprises. For a
financial leasing enterprise preparing for long-term development and business expansion,
LBS is certainly a necessary financing channel.
3.3 Comparison of Public Offering and Private Placement with LBS
3.3.1 Barriers for China's Financial Leasing Asset Public Offering Securitization
Even though there are examples in the financial leasing asset public offering securitization in
China, they are rare. The Special Plan for the Far Eastern Phase I and the Special Assets
Management Plan for the Far Eastern Phase II are barely of any effect for the enormous
capital demand in financial leasing industry. Why the financial leasing asset public offering
securitization cannot be promoted in large scale? This paper offers three reasons, which are
the problems in the financial leasing asset public offering securitization in China:
First, supervision is intensive. On one hand, intensive supervision will certainly give rise to
the time for approval and cause the depreciation of project value. The time for approval of a
public offering of a project, for example, may takes as long as one year, but under many
circumstances if the time for approval exceeds two months, the project may be realized by
other alternative financing approaches. On the other hand, according to latest provisions, the
People's Bank of China and the China Banking Regulatory Commission (the “CBRC”) made
an announcement on Dec.31, 2013 that the initiator for credit-backed securitization shall
maintain certain rate of credit risk for underlying assets, of which the rate should not be less
than 5%. Asset securitization itself is a risk isolation scheme, which transfers the risks of
enterprise with assets of lower liquidity but relatively stable cash flow to capital market so as
to realize the risk isolation between enterprise and its assets. But, the provision of risk
maintaining is in fact inconsistency with risk isolation target for assets securitization, making
the real sale of assets satisfying the requirements for securitization by the leasing company
impossible2.
Second, currently, there are no standard SPVs in China. The generally practices is that the
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leasing company entrust a trust to make an asset management plan which can realize
bankruptcy isolation. Compared with foreign standards, SPV should be of zero registered
capital, which has no risk of bankruptcy due to no debts. But the trust involves the risk of
bankruptcy, and its assets management plan is jointly and separately held accountable for
liquidation. The assets management plan will be influenced once the trust becomes
bankruptcy. The assets management plan therefore involves hidden risk of bankruptcy.
Third, the public offering procedures are not complete. Only fraction number of project is
approved, and they cannot be popularized in the market. The successful cases are extremely
rare and can hardly satisfy the increasing capital demand of financial leasing companies.
3.3.2 Latest Policies for Private Market in China
Private equity refers to any privately raised securitization capital which is exempted from
approval or registration of governmental supervision department. As an approach for capital
raising, the private placement is corresponding to public offering: first, the targets from whom
the capital will be raised are certain qualified investors and a certain number of investors,
respectively; second, the subject matters for capital raising include not only shares and bonds,
but also the income rights to debt and investment contracts, and to satisfying different
financing demands of different capital raisers, the private placement can be divided into share
private placement, bond private placement and loan private placement; last, private placement
cannot promote its securities or raise capital by public advertising or prospectus.
Private market is the financial market formed by private placement. Currently, the capital
demanders in Chinese private market are mainly the business enterprises and some financial
institutions. The business enterprises are in need for capital for its own development. And
because the public offering procedures are complicated, the business enterprises will prefer to
private placement if the conditions permitted. As a result of the degree of credit and risks of
some small and medium-sized enterprises and high-tech enterprises, they have relatively huge
difficulties in public offering financing. Consequently, large number of small and
medium-sized enterprises and high-tech enterprises are attracted in the private market. In
addition, some financing institutions, as stimulated by the expansion, often choose private
placement to realized expansion of its business scale. Several securities realize their increase
in capital and share via private placement. The suppliers for private placement capital are
including individuals, business enterprises and financial institutions. The return rate
exceeding that of public offering is the reason for individual investors and institutional
investors to provide private placement capital. Compared with public offering market, the
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private market has no official organizations and specific places, and many of its business are
jointly completed by many securities brokers and financial institutions. The intermediaries are
the core organization which ensuring the smooth operation of private market. The
intermediaries participating into the private placement mainly include two types, namely the
investment banks and the trusts or various other financial institutions
The financial leasing industry is in the rapid development stage in China, and according to
Chapter 1, the sustainable rapid development of many financial leasing enterprises will
encounter with financing difficulties, and the successfully financed leasing projects are
extremely rare in the public offering market. Therefore private market is an effective
financing channel for financial leasing enterprises.
According to Several Opinions on Further Promote the Health Development of Capital
Market delivered by the State Council on May 9, 2014, it is suggested to nurture and to lead
the health development of private market in China. First, to establish private placement
system, it is required to establish standard for qualified investors and to define investors’
suitability requirements for investors in various private placements and the requirements for
information disclosure for the same category of investors so as to standardize the private
placement. There should be no administrative approval for private placement and to permit
the various issuing bodies on the basis of in compliance with laws, regulations and rules to
offering shares, bonds and foundations to investors less than the specific aggregate number as
provided by laws. It is required to give full play of securities brokers, assets management
bodies and relevant market organizations, and to establish and improve the private placement
products issuance and supervision system so as to enhance the supervision both in and after
the private placement. It is advised to establish the arrangements for risk control and
self-management system promoting the operating body to carry out the private placement
businesses in a standardized manner, and unified supervision system for various private
placement products. Second, to develop funds for private placement investment, it is required,
on the basis of function supervision and proper supervision, to improve supervision standards
for various private placement products such as private equity investment funds, private
placement assets management plan, collective financial products of private placement and
trust plan for collective capital. It is demanded to severely crack down illegal financial
activities in the name of private placement. The policies supporting the venture capital are to
be improved so as to encourage and lead the venture capital fund to support medium, small
and micro-sized businesses. It is required to study and make policies with respect to insurance
capital to invest into venture capital fund. And it is suggested to improve scientific and
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technologic financial system centered on the demands for innovation chain and make
innovations on the scientific and technologic financial products and services so as to promote
the strategic emerging industry.
Following that, the CSRC issued Notice on the Registration Management and Risk
Supervision of Private Placement Products on June 27, 2014, representing that the
development of private placement will be standardized in compliance with the laws and risk
control, which will be helpful to the health development of private market. the CSRC will
focus on five aspects to support the development of private market: first, to promote financial
and taxation department to improve financial and taxation policies; second, to solve the
resources of long term capital for private equity to attract long-term capital to invest into
private equity; third, to actively coordinate the account opening; fourth, to improve
transaction platform among agencies; fifth, to study and promote international cooperation
and exchanges of the industry to support the private equity to go to global.
All those macro policies fully demonstrated government’s support for the private market. For
financial leasing industry, to make full use of opportunities for rapid development of private
market will be an important channel to solve the financing problems.
3.3.3 Latest Policies for Asset Securitization in China
To further promote the development of asset securitization and tap stock assets to serve the
economic structure adjustment, transformation and upgrading, the CSRC issued the following
three documents in November 2014, namely, Rules on Asset Securitization Business
Management of Security Companies and Subsidiaries of Funds Management Companies,
Guidance on Information Disclosure of Asset Securitization Business of Security Companies
and Subsidiaries of Fund Management Companies and Guidance on Due Diligence of Asset
Securitization Business of Security Companies and Subsidiaries of Fund Management
Companies.
Those newly delivered documents mainly improve the existing rules concerning the security
companies and subsidiaries of fund management companies engaged in asset securitization
business: to employ filing scheme and negative list management for underlying asset and to
cancel administrative approval scheme; to uniformly employ ABS special plan as SPV to
carry out asset securitization businesses; to adjust the subsidiaries of fund management
companies into asset securitization business administrator; to adjust the leasing creditor’s
rights as underlying assets.
Those new provisions relaxed the requirements for security companies and subsidiaries of
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fund management companies engaged in assets securitization business, especially changed
administrative scheme into filling scheme, which is a good news for security companies and
subsidiaries of fund management companies. Such change will greatly improve the efficiency
of asset securitization, and stimulate the rapid growth of products of underlying asset
securitization.
For financial leasing companies, the expansion of underlying asset securitization market will
also provide a more health and sustainable capital resource for infrastructure leasing assets.
To raise capital for leasing project via asset securitization and to liquidize the stock asset are
the essential for the sustainable development for financial leasing companies.
3.3.4 Advantage Analysis on Leasing Asset Private Placement Securitization
In the basic model for financial leasing project mentioned above, it was found that social cost
for public offering is higher than that of private placement. But in the context of rapid
development of financial leasing industry and in facing of financing difficulties, what
enterprises (lessees) care about are the feasibility, efficiency and scale of financing.
For financing by enterprise asset securitization, the private placement securitization has the
following advantages which the public offering securitization does not have:
(1) Less supervision. The procedures for private placement for an enterprise will
relatively simpler than that of public offering. The multi-tier approval is exempted and the
efficiency of financing will be greatly improved. Small and medium-sized enterprises and
many high-tech enterprises dose not satisfy the requirements for public offering regard to the
degree of credit and risks, thus, the private market attracted many small and medium-sized
enterprise and high-tech enterprises.
(2) Lower cost for raising capital. The public offering requires the registration fee, fees
for intermediaries, underwriting fee, while the private placement requires no registration, no
rigid assessment and auditing and even the underwriting of securities brokers is exempted,
thus a lot of financing cost is saved.
(3) More flexible and easy to innovations. The intermediaries involved in the private
placement include investment bank, trust, and various financial companies. In Chapter 5,
different ways of private placement for leasing assets are detailed, including assets
management business of security company, subsidiaries of fund management company
special asset management plan, insurance capital creditor's rights plan and product under the
cooperation between leasing and trust. For different investors and capital demands, various
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financial products may be issued for financing, thus it is more targeted and suitable for
diversified needs for investors.
In addition, the private market in China is tremendous and has already exceeded public
offering market. Due to the disadvantages of the securitization, leasing asset private
placement securitization should be the effective and sustainable path for enterprise financing.
3.4 Securitization of Leasing Assets Private Placement and Macro Economic Risk
In the course of continuous improvement of urbanization in China, securitization of leasing
asset private placement is more advantageous than leasing asset public placement
securitization which provides efficient and sustainable financing method for the financial
leasing industry and, however, could be inevitably influenced by macro economy. In 2015, the
year-on-year growth rate of China’s GDP has dropped to 6.9% hitting record low in the 25
consecutive years since 1991. And the year-on-year growth rate expectation of GDP in 2016
still keeps less than 7% (6.5% to 7%). The continuous downwardness of physical economy
makes every financial leasing enterprise consider about the risks resulted from
macro-economic downturn.
Macro-economic downturn on the one hand debases the project earnings, thus it will influence
the lessees’ debt repayment capacity, increase the lessees’ default risks and meanwhile the
liquidity of capital market could be decreased by the macro-economic downturn risks. This
means that the refinancing capability of capital market could be demised. This will aggravate
capital chain rupture of the investment projects, or worse, result in project bankruptcy
completely losing the debt repayment capacity. On the other hand, methods of increasing
credit in the securitization of assets could also be influenced by physical economic recession.
For example, in the project with fixed assets collaterals, when the debt repayment capacity of
the project is not sufficient, the fixed assets collaterals will be sold or auctioned to make up
investors’ loss, but downward macro-economy could decrease the liquidity of fixed assets
collaterals which would be reevaluated. It is particularly this case that sales of collaterals
cannot necessarily make up investor’s loss when the price bubbles of fixed asset crack in the
downward economy (taking the US subprime crisis in 2008 for instance).
At the same time, in the course of physical economic recession, investors’ risk preference will
decrease which will directly result in the lifting of financing cost of enterprise projects,
enterprise financing difficulty and the ruthless process of industrial managers’ competition
and low profit, all of which could add more difficulties on asset securitization.
However, in the special era, physical economic downturn also brings some opportunities for
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the financial leasing industry. In order to offset the risk due to economic recession pressure,
the government speeds up infrastructure construction, adheres to the slogan of “liquidize
stock assets, provide incremental assets and deleverage” based on the high-leverage of local
governments. In this case, financial leasing (especially leaseback model) brings an excellent
solution for liquidizing stock assets and providing incremental capital, and securitization of
private placement also generates a low-cost and sustained financing method to meet the huge
financing demand of infrastructure which will be further discussed in Chapter 5 in terms of
detail demonstrations and case analysis of financial leasing process in infrastructure industry.
In general, the physical economic downturn highlights the influence of macro-economic risks
on securitization of leasing capital and makes financial leasing companies and investors
realize the severity of risks. Unsteady external development environment can add possibility
of investors’ capital loss. While for the financial leasing enterprises which have high
proportion of investment in infrastructure, government promotion towards infrastructure
brings them more development opportunities and reduces the impact of macro-economic risk.
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Chapter 4 Feasibility Plan Design for Leasing Asset private
placement Securitization
The key to realize the leasing asset private placement securitization is how to refinance from
the majority of specific investors within the scope of the non-prohibited by laws and free from
the supervision of public offering securitization and achieving the purpose of the lowering the
cost and spreading risks, or otherwise it will to be deemed as illegal financing. This paper puts
forward four types of feasible plans for realizing leasing asset private placement securitization
based on analysis the successful case of Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.
and existing market experiences:
4.1 The Bank Credit Asset Type
4.1.1 Commercial Bank Factoring
The conventional factoring refers to a short-term financing service in which the seller (namely
the financing applicant and creditor to accounts receivable), transfers the relevant rights to
accounts receivable to the factor in taking delay payment to sell goods to the buyer (namely,
debtor of accounts receivable), and the factor provides with the seller with credit and takes the
accounts receivable as the first resource for repayment. The factoring can be divided into
non-recourse factoring and recourse factoring: the former means that after the financing of
supplier from the factor under the creditor’s right transfer, the factor enjoys the relevant rights
to accounts receivables, and bears the risks of seller’ refusal or unable to make payment; the
latter refers to that after the financing of supplier from the factor under the creditor’s right
transfer, if the seller refuses or is unable to make payment, the factor has the right to demand
supplier to repay the funds financed, and therefore only when the seller refuse or unable to
pay and the provide cannot make any remedy, will the factor suffer losses.
The factoring is a kind of debt financing in nature. The factoring business provided by bank to
financial leasing companies is generally accounts receivable factoring. For a financing leasing
enterprise, it not only succeeds in financing but also gains professional management of
creditor’s right from commercial banks, which will ensure the smooth collection of accounts
receivables in leasing businesses. If the financing leasing enterprise packs the income rights to
rental into the asset pool of the bank via commercial bank factoring and the bank then sells
the income rights to rental from its asset pool to specific investors, the private placement
securitization of income rights to rental is successfully realized.
At present, there are four modes of factoring businesses provided by commercial banks in
China:
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4.1.1.1 The Simple Leasing Factoring Financing Mode.
Financial leasing company has already signed with the lessees leasing contract and with
suppliers purchase contract before its factoring business application, and after leasing
company’s payment of relevant accounts for equipment to suppliers, it transfers the income
rights to creditor’s right to rental receivable of the lessee to the bank via the leasing factoring
business of the bank to gain financing, which is generallyknown as “payment first and
factoring followed”. This factoring financing mode generally pertains to the circumstances
that financial leasing company enjoys relatively sufficient capital and the supplier is of weak
strength while the lessee is of great strength. Under this circumstance, thefinancial leasing
company may via this mode liquidize its income rights to creditor’s right to rental receivable
and successfully finance so as to expand business. The transaction structure of this mode is
shown as Figure 5.

Figure 5 Transaction Structure of Simple Figure 6 Transaction Structure of Structural
Leasing Factoring Financing Mode
Leasing Factoring Financing

4.1.1.2 The Structural Leasing Factoring Financing Mode
When a financial leasing company has already signed with the lessee leasing contract and
with the supplier with purchase contract, but has not paid to supplier relevant accounts for
equipment, due to the financial constraint of the financial leasing company or to many
projects, the financial company is unable to satisfy in short-term the financing demand for
each project. Then it applies for factoring against the “rental to be formed” from banks, and
the supplier provide buy-back guarantees, and once making payment, the leasing company
will gain the income rights to rental, which is generally known as “factoring first and payment
followed”. The bank accepts the foregoing legal relationship and factors the “rental to be
formed” as the “rental formed” in advance, but requires the leasing company to be in
compliance with the rules of “close operation” and to pay the leasing factoring account to
supplier as soon as the account is received so as to ensure the factual existence of income
rights of rental as result of its factoring in advance. This mode may help the financial leasing
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company to solve the financing problems for excellent project. In the market, this mode
generally suits for the circumstances that the financial leasing company is of relatively
inadequate capital and the supplier is of great strength while the lessee of weak strength.
When a financial leasing company has excellent projects but inadequate capital or is unable to
gain loan from bank due to its high leverage rate, it may ensure the successful completion of
the project by this leasing factoring financing mode. The transaction structure of this mode is
shown as Figure 6:
4.1.1.3 The Leaseback Leasing Factoring Financing Mode.
When the lessee already has title to equipment or right of charge to operational fixed assets
(e.g., the high way), and if the company for whom the lessee works for has capital constrains
or financial crisis risks due to the over-high leverage rate, the lessee may improve its financial
structure via “leaseback” mode of the financial leasing company to increase its liquidity ratio
and quick ratio. The “leaseback” mode refers to the activities in which the lessee sells its title
to equipment or right of charge to operational fixed assets to a leasing company, which leases
back to the lessee the equipment and the operational fixed assets, and the lessee regularly pays
to the financial leasing company the rental through the contract term. When implementing this
mode, the financial leasing company may help the lessee solve the financing problems via the
leasing factoring financing mode of transfer the title to equipment or the right of charge to
operation fixed assets to commercial bank. The transaction structure of this mode is shown as
Figure 7.
4.1.1.4 The Bank Loan and Factoring Combined Financing Mode
Before applying for factoring business from a bank, the financial leasing company has already
signed with the lessee leasing contract and with the supplier with purchase contract, and the
leasing project has been accepted by the bank, but the leasing company cannot entirely solve
the capital problem for the project due to its credit, then the leasing company may gain project
financing via the combination of loan and factoring. Under this mode, the loan contract and
factoring should be signed simultaneously and support each other, the amount of factoring
should be equal to or less than the amount of loan according to relevant provisions, and the
factoring amount should be directly withhold for the repayment of loans. The transaction
structure for this mode is shown as Figure 8:
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Figure 7 Transaction Structure for Leaseback Factoring Financing

Figure 8 Transaction Structure for Bank Loan and Factoring Combined Financing

Commercial banks in China officially started the factoring business in October 1987.
Beginning from the Banks of China, various commercial banks gradually offered the
factoring services. According to Factors Chain International (FCI), the vertical development
of factoring business of China’s commercial banks is slow, the total amount of factoring
business and its annual increase rate before 2005 are relatively lower, and started from 2006,
the total amount of factoring enjoys relatively fast growth. Horizontally, the ratio of total
China’s factoring business to its GDP is lower than that of global average. During 1999 to
2009, the ration of China’s factoring business to its GDP is less than 2%, while the ratio of
total global factoring business to global GDP had never been less than 2.8%, which illustrates
that huge gaps, both in quality and quantity, exist between China’s factoring business and that
of western developed countries. The factoring business in China is of narrow scope, few
classes and small sizes. The two reasons for such phenomenon are probably from two aspects.
First, the laws regarding to factoring business are imperfect. There is no legal guarantee
system for factoring business complying with China’s national situations, and meanwhile the
credit system in China is not perfect and the credit management level for enterprises’ account
receivables are relatively low, all of which gives rise to the risk of factoring business. Second,
the lacking of and high level of homogeneity of factoring products have made it hard to
satisfy the diversified demands of enterprises.
At present there are several problems in China’s factoring business, which lead to its
development level lower than that of global average. It, however, also means that the
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development room for China’s factoring business is relatively tremendous. The financial
leasing company, via the commercial banks factoring, transfers its income rights to rental to
certain investors so as to realize financing from private placement securitization, which can
yet to be regarded as a choice for financing.
4.2 The Asset Management Type.
4.2.1 Trust Products for High-net-worth Investors
In modern financial system, trust business, together with the banking business, insurance
business and securities business, constitute the four financial businesses. In spite of that, the
trust business in China is far behind it counterparts in western developed countries, and to
promote the infrastructure construction of cities of China with trust is even just started. In
facing of the environment of continually development of China’s urbanization, the
infrastructure construction industry encounters with the opportunities of accelerated
development on the hand and bears great pressures for capital demand for development on the
other hand. Relying on the conventional financing channel of government capital investment
can barely satisfy the capital demand for infrastructure construction in China’s course of
urbanization. Therefore, financial leasing, infrastructure trust and innovative financial
products combining both the financial leasing and trust will greatly promote financing for
infrastructure construction in China’s urbanization.
Trust refers to the activities in which the consignor, on the basis of trust toward trustee (trust
and investment companies) entrusts its legally owned properties to trustees, and the trustee
based on the will of the consignors and in its own name manages or disposes of the properties
for the interest of beneficiary or other specific purposes. In a simple word, it is “entrusted by
others to manage their properties”. As a property management system for others’ interests, the
trust is a highly professional property management system. Compared with conventional
financial means including bank loans, nation debts issuance and enterprise bonds, trust
financing is characterized as less restrictions, financing burden, time consumption and quick
returns, and at the same time enjoys advantages in resources of capital, own institutional
conditions and business scope. Firstly, the resources of capital include household savings,
types of investment funds and pension insurance fund, of all which are of tremendous amount.
Secondly, as the major initiator and holding shareholders, the trust and investment company
strips off and evaluate all the investment of the former related units on financial enterprise.
All those stripped and evaluated investment are via conversion of all net asset into share or
transfer of share equity invested into the holding group company, which raises capital by
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floating shares to form a limited liability company with total registered capital reaching a
relatively large scale, and further organizes a large-scale financial holding group consisted of
various financial institutions including banks, insurance, security, trust, foundation, security
investment, industry and of different sectors. Based on such basis, the shares held by the
group company will be entrusted to trust and investment company by means of trust for
management and disposal of so as to make the trust and investment company the material
shareholder of various financial institutions and to achieve the purposes investing into,
participating into and holding such institutions Thirdly, according to provisions of
Administrative Rules on Trust and Investment Companies, trust company may carry out 10
businesses, which belongs to securities or industrial enterprises in scope of investment. It
enables the real investment portfolio and combined utilization of assets. The equity capital of
the trust company may be used for investment, of which the investment field and scope are
not restricted, and the project resources are guaranteed, and by contrast, other financial
institutions, except that insurance companies may invest into the funds equal to the amount
less than 15% of its equity capital, are not permitted for external investment. Therefore, to
take trust financing to raise capital to fill capital gap for infrastructure construction in China’s
urbanization enjoys unparalleled advantages. Only taking the trust as the break-out point for
urban construction financing and continually broadening financing channels, realizing the
multi-polarized and multi-tiers financing structure, can the development of infrastructure
construction in cities of China be accelerated.
Apart from the foregoing advantages which the trust industry enjoys and other financial
institutions do not has, in consideration of the financing demand for infrastructure
construction in China’s urbanization, the entry of trust into infrastructure construction market
has the following merits:
Firstly, the urban infrastructure construction projects have bearings on the overall situation of
national and regional economic and social development; therefore, the trust for urban
infrastructure is supported by local governments. Local governments think highly of raising
capital for urban infrastructure construction by trust, and will subsidize the trust plan designed
to invest into the urban infrastructure construction according to a certain rate of total
investment, which will greatly improve the credit of the trust plan. Because of powerful
support of local governments, the products of trust for urban infrastructure are characterized
with high investment safety, stable returns and good guarantees.
Secondly, the trust company may take advantage of their professional experiences in capital
operation and existing trust system to design feasible risk control plan for urban infrastructure
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construction projects to ensure the safety of capital of investors and to be responsible to raise
funds, repay the debts and gain capital returns.
Thirdly, there are many ways for trust company to get involved in urban infrastructure
construction projects. According to existing policies, as the intermediaries of investment and
financing for urban infrastructure construction project, the trust company may take advantage
of capital trust to offer equity support and debt financing support for the projects, and may
also employ the ways of financial leasing industry or cooperate with financial leasing
company to purchase with its own capital large scale equipment necessary for the projects so
as to carry out financial leasing business. It may also get involved into the operation stage of
the projects by gaining the franchise rights.
In the cooperation businesses between trust company and financial leasing company, the trust
system has unique functions of risk isolation and rights re-shuffling on one hand. An
innovative structure design of the products may convert the assets into different products with
various degrees of risk and return, satisfying the demand for diversified market subjects with
high flexibility and elasticity. On the other hand, compared with other financial means, the
financial leasing is much more flexible, and for leased companies is off-balance sheet
financing, which will reduce its asset-liability rate and increase turnover rate for fixed assets,
and for lessor, the leased items are non-liquidating assets, of which the risks are controllable.
The cooperation between financial leasing company and trust company in designing of
cross-products not only helps the effective financing of the leased companies, but also solves
the financing difficulties of financial leasing company. It is, therefore, a financial innovation
of great significance.
Leasing asset private placement securitization under trust mode refers to that the financial
leasing company transfer its income rights to rental to trust company, which makes the right
to trust product targeting to high-net-worth investors to realize financing. Figure 9 reveals the
transaction structure of leasing-backed securitization of GBU under trust.
The financing scale of the trust plan is RMB 300 million. Trust funds, operated by the way of
investing into financial leasing projects, are used for the transfer of the rental receivables to
Xinzheng Zhentong Investment Holding Company Limited (XZZT) owed by GBU, which
uses all transfer fund for purchasing and leasing equipment. The guarantee style of this trust
plan are as follows: (1) XZZT, the lessee, mortgages two lots of residual land (an evaluation
of approximate RMB 660 million) and leasing asset under underlying leasing contracts (an
evaluation of approximate RMB 300 million) under its name to the trust plan with a
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comprehensive mortgage rate about 30.9%; (2) Xinzheng New Zone Development Investment
Company Limited, the parent company of XZZT, offers guarantee of the jointly and severally
liability; (3) the local government support the project. The payment of the rental for
underlying assets under the financial leasing contract has been included into the budget of
Xinzheng and the NPC of Xinzheng has passed a resolution which is of force and effect to
any third party receiving the transfer of the rights and interests. The trust plan is the transfer
of rental receivable, the first resource of repayment is the operating revenue of XZZT, the
lessee of the financial leasing, and the second resource of the repayment is the mortgage
repayment and the support of local government.

Figure 9 Transaction Structure of LBS under Trust

It should be noted that the investment threshold for the investors for trust unit whether of A
class, B class or C class, is RMB 1 million, illustrating that the income rights to rental are
flowing toward high-net-worth investors. The leasing asset private placement securitization
under the trust successfully resolved the financing problem of this financial leasing project.
4.2.2 Security Company Asset Management Business
The security company asset management business is a highly profitable business which fees
are to be charged. According to Trial Implementation Measures for the Customer Asset
Management Business of Securities Companies, the security company meeting the
requirements may be engaged in the following three asset management businesses for
customers: first, to conduct asset management business for specific purpose for single
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customer; second, to conduct collective asset management business for several customers;
third, to conduct special asset management business for specific purpose for customers.
Among the three, the asset management business for specific purpose and special asset
management business are targeted for institutional or individual investors with high
investment capability and capital strength, and make tailored financial service and choices for
professional investment plan and assets portfolio according to customers’ needs. They are the
products fully satisfying the needs of clients. While the collective asset management
businesses, similar to fund products, develops products for several clients and suits for
investors with relatively weak capital strength.
The first special asset management plan business of security company is the Revenue Plan for
CDMA Network Rental of China Unicom, which was developed to satisfy the financing
demand of China Unicom Group. The plan of China Unicom is brought about, established and
managed by the CICC (China International Capital Corporation Limited), and its subject
matter is the income rights to rental that was incurred as result of that the China Unicom
Xinshikong leases its CDMA network to industrial operation company of China Unicom. The
nature of the revenue plan of China Unicom is a product of leasing-backed securitization,
which successfully helped the lessor, China Unicom Xinshikong, to raise funds. The
underlying assets are income rights of amount no more than the expected income of
underlying asset in each rental which is generated for the provision of network capacity rental
service for specific period and will be paid by the China Unicom under the CDMA Leasing
Agreement for such period. The initiator or the originator, of the asset management plan, the
China Unicom Xinshikong, sold its income rights of the amount less than the expected
income of underlying asset in CDMA network rental, and received purchased prices so as to
realize the purpose of financing; the obligator is the CDMA net lessee, namely the operational
equity of China Unicom, and need to pay the rental on time according to the leasing
agreement; the plan administrator is the CICC, who is mainly responsible for the fund raising
and management of the revenue plan, and coordination of the duties of different stakeholders
in the transaction structure; the guarantee institution offered jointly and severally liability
guarantee for the capital, which is generated from the income of CDMA network rental and
equal to the amount of expected income of underlying asset, to be directed by China Unicom
Xinshikong to the receipt account of the revenue plan on its money transfer date; the rating
agency conducted credit rating for the revenue plan and offered credit rating report; the
custodian bank was entrusted by the plan administrator to take care of the assets of the
revenue plan and to be responsible for the fund appropriation under the plan. Take the Special
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Assets Management Plan for Income rights to Fees of Dongguan-Shenzhen High Way for
another example, the GF Securities worked as the plan administrator for the assets
management plan; the Dongguan Development (Holding) Co., Ltd. is the originator, the ICBC
the custodian bank and guarantee institution, the underlying assets income rights to fee for 18
months for Dongguan-Shenzhen High Way (Phase I and Phase II), and the capital target is
RMB 570 million
The above two cases illustrates processes which the leasing company or company with
long-term right of charge to fixed assets successfully realized financing through the asset
management business of security company. They revealed that financial leasing company may
take advantage of this mode to finance through asset management plan, and that if the targets
for financing are high-net-worth investors, leasing asset private placement securitization will
be indirectly realized.
In November 2013, China Huarong Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. (hereinafter being referred to
as “Huangrong Leasing”) successfully realized the asset securitization transaction equal to
RMB 533 million via the Guangfa Securities Hengjin No.1 Limited Special Collective Assets
Management Plan for, a collective plan of Guangfa Securities. The plan is different from the
general modes for asset securitization: it introduced the approach of “small collection” nesting
the subsidiary of fund management company special asset management plan, in which
“double SPV” are embodied and capital raised first and followed listed transaction, and only
the filling for which is needed; while the conventional asset securitization of securities
brokers are generally employs the special asset management plan as the vehicle, of which the
approval from the ICRC is needed. Comparatively speaking, the plan increased capital
circulation efficiency. The transaction structure of the plan is shown as Figure 10.
According to the transaction structure, the collective plan of Guangfa Hengjin No.1 was first
designed by Guangfa Securities; and then a special plan with preference and subordination is
designed by a subsidiary company, those with preference was subscribed by Hengjin
No.1,while those with subordination was held by Huangrong Leasing; at last, the subsidiary
issued preferred membership to raise fund, and purchased three years income rights to a
leasing asset of Huarong Leasing, which successfully provided financing for Huarong
Leasing. To increase the level of the credit enhancement of the product, Guangfa Securities
and Huarong Leasing jointly made two difference make-up arrangements: first, the collective
plan lacks of liquidity reserve, and the difference will be made-up when the cash flow of the
product is insufficient to pay the principal and expected income; second, Huangrong Leasing
agreed in the transfer contract of income rights of assets that it will make up the difference for
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rental payable when the lessee of asset fails to pay the full rental on time.

Figure 10 Transaction Structure of “Double SPVs” of Guangfa Securities

The “double SPV” of Guangfa Securities reflects that China’s financial leasing companies
may take full advantages of the assets management business of security company to raise
capital. In spite of that, innovations are needed to be done to relevant products. At present, the
main products of this kind are the two products of Guangfa Securities: first “Guangfa Hengjin
No.1” issued on July 2, 2013, as shown in the above case; second, “Guangfa Hengjin- Hebei
Financial Leasing, Phase I”, of which the originator is Hebei Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, and
the overall scale of the products is RMB 668 million.
4.2.3 Subsidiary Company Special Asset Management Plan
According to Trial Implementation Measures for the Specific Customer Asset Management
Business of Fund Management Companies, and Temporary Provisions on Management of
Subsidiaries of Securities Investment Fund Management Companies promulgated by the
ICRC in 2012, fund management companies may apply for the establishment of subsidiaries
to issue special asset management plan for specific customers, which is similar to trust and is
to invest into “shares, creditor’s rights and other property rights transferred outside the stock
exchanges” and “other assets accepted by the ICRC”. Due to vagueness of the expression of
“shares, creditor’s rights and other property rights transferred outside the stock exchanges”,
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this special asset management plan may invest into the objects of almost all other financing
approaches, and is very flexible and one of the least restricted legal financing channels.
Compared to trust financing, the special asset management plan of funds management
company has the following advantages: there is less restrictions on investors numbers, for
example, the restriction on investors with a single investment less than RMB 3 million into
the special plan is 200, while the number for trust is 50; the investment scope is wild and the
restricted investment projects are fewer; the requirement for capital is lower, for example, the
special plan requires the registered capital of subsidiaries of fund company be less than RMB
20 million, while the net assets of trust company shall not be less than RMB 200 and 100% of
total venture capital and 40% of net asset, and therefore the special plan enjoys advantages in
capital fund (Li Ke, 2012).
According to Center for Wealth Management Research, by the end of 2013, a total of 62 fund
management companies are permitted to establish subsidiaries with registered capital totaled
RMB 2.935 billion and average registered capital of RMB 47.34 million, and the size of asset
management of the subsidiaries are increased dramatically. According to Asset Management
Association of China, by the end of September 2013, the businesses scale of subsidiaries of
fund management companies around China are approximate RMB 460 billion, and by the end
of 2013, the size of asset management of subsidiaries of fund management companies are
approximate RMB 800 billion to RMB 1,000 billion. The rapid growth of special asset
management business of fund companies provides new paths for problem of financing. Take
the BT project financing by local government via subsidiaries of fund management companies
for

example,

the

BT

means

“Build-Transfer”

and

is

a

derivation

of

BOT

(Build-Operate-Transfer). It generally refers to an investment construction mode under which
the government contracts a project construction to an enterprise which finances for
construction, and inspects and accepts the projects after the completion and purchase back the
project. The financing platform companies of local government are companies funded by
local governments at different levels and its subordinate agencies and departments to raise
capital for public utilities and infrastructure project within the jurisdiction of the local
government and to preserve and increase the value of state-owned assets via investment,
including urban construction investing companies, state-owned assets operating companies
and so on. Local government may via the subsidiaries of fund companies make special asset
management plan. The asset manager and asset consignor sign the Asset Management
Contract with asset trustee, and asset manager, on behalf of the asset management company
signs the Transfer (Repurchase) Agreement for Creditor’s Rights of Account Receivable with
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the financing platform companies of the local government. And the local government is the
ultimate repaying party and the income rights to creditor’s rights to account receivable will be
transferred to asset manager by the financing platform companies of the local government;
therefore, there is debtor-creditor relationship between the local government and asset
manager. And it is provided for in the agreement that if the government fails to repay account
receivable in time, the platform company need to repurchase the creditor’s rights to accounts
receivable with premium so as to protect the capital of the consignor. The transfer fund for the
income rights to account receivable received by the platform company is originated from the
capital of the consignor, and then will be used for the project of the local government so as to
ensure the success of such project.
In the context of the latest polices, China’s urbanization is continually promoted, in which the
infrastructure construction will be a key links. But the infrastructure construction projects of
government often involve tremendous capital and the repayment circle for such capital is long.
Both the financing platforms of local government and the financial leasing companies
enjoying cooperation with the government are barely possible to satisfy their significant
financing demands for infrastructure construction via their own capital flow. The special asset
management plan of fund companies, however, offers a solution to the problem. The fund
management companies makes special asset management plan through their subsidiaries,
which broadened the business scope of the company and to a greater extent satisfied the
diversified investment demands for invertors on one hand, and provided a new financing
channel for the enterprises on the other hand. The financial leasing companies may cooperate
with public offering funds, that is to say, the former transfer its income rights to rental
receivable from the leasing asset to the subsidiaries of the latter, and the subsidiaries make a
special asset management plan to high-net-worth customers with investment intention for
financing so as to realize leasing asset private placement securitization. The successful case of
GBU is an example for such mode. And the transaction structure of this mode is shown as
Figure 11:
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Figure 11 Transaction Structure of Special Asset Management Plan of GBU and Subsidiaries of Fund
Management Companies

In this special asset management plan, the BGU, the lessor, first signed Financial Leasing
Contract with XX company, the lessee, to establish a financial leasing relationship and the
account receivable by the lessor to the lessee such as the rental receivable, and signed at the
same time the Contract of Guaranty and other documents. Then, the BGU started to finance
via the special asset management plan made by certain subsidiaries of the fund management
companies, the consignor (beneficiary, namely the high-net-worth customers of XX bank)
signed the Asset Management Contract and the consignor, based on its trust on the trustee,
entrusted its capital to the trustee, who according to the purpose designated by the consignor
managed, used and disposed of the foregoing capital to benefit the consignor; after receiving
the capital delivered by the consignor, the trustee issued to the consignor the Notice on the
Establish of Asset Management, the asset management plan constituted the prerequisite for
the payment of transfer section of rental receivable, and the fee for asset management service
was from the asset management properties; the consignor signed with XX bank the Project
Recommendation and Entrusted Management Agreement, and the high-net-worth customers
entrusted XX bank to supervise and manage the application of asset management capital; to
ensure the capital of the consignor to be used for the designated purpose only, the lessee, the
XX funds company, signed the Custodian Agreement with the custodian bank, which
examined the application of the capital according to the Asset Management Contract and the
Custodian Agreement.
Under this mode, the financial leasing company succeeded in financing from the
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high-net-worth investors without the plenty of procedures, ratings and supervision necessary
for public offering. It is characterized with high efficiency, low cost and high feasibility, and
therefore, the special asset management plan provides with the financial leasing companies a
channel for leasing asset private placement securitization.
4.2.4 Insurance Capital Creditor's Rights Plan
Ever since 2002, China’s insurance industry has maintained a relatively rapid growth. As the
expansion of market size, by the end of 2008, the overall size of the China’s insurance
industry reached RMB 3,000 billion for the first time. With the rapid growth of insurance
business and expansion of asset size, the pressure on the application of insurance capital
increased apparently, and the conventional investment channel for insurance capital has been
unable to satisfy effective investment demand for rapid growth insurance capital. In this
context, the China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) gradually introduced numerous
polices and provisions, and extended investment scope for insurance capital, for example,
investment in bonds of enterprises, equity of commercial banks and private equity. To
promote the insurance capital into the professional investment into the state infrastructure
construction, upon the approval of the State Council, the CIRC delivered the Trial
Management Rules on Indirect Investments of Insurance Capital into Infrastructure Projects
in March, 2006, and followed the Trial Guidelines for Management of Debts Plans of Indirect
Investments of Insurance Capital into Infrastructure and Guidelines for the Establishment of
Products of Infrastructure Debt Investment Plans, all those documents detailed the provisions
with respect to investment of the insurance capital into the infrastructure construction, and
promoted the debt plans. By the end of June, 2011, the insurance asset management
companies have issued 22 debt plans with a total investment of RMB 70 billion. All those
debt plans are distributed among infrastructure construction in energy, transportation and
municipal engineering, which has contributed a lot to national infrastructure construction in
the pre-condition of effective application of insurance capital. By the end 2011, the total
amount of insurance capital capable of being invested into the debt plans is almost RMB 5, 00
billion, and there is vast room for infrastructure construction promoted by the utilization of
insurance capital.
The principle of debt plan of insurance capital, similar to that of the trust, refers to that the
insurance asset management company works as the trustee to issue investment plan products
targeting the consignors such as the insurance companies pursuant to the policies, to invest
the capital raised into the infrastructure projects, and to pay to the consignors their principals
and expected incomes. According to current provisions, the subject of debt repayment in a
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debt plan must satisfy the condition of fund security, namely, stable profits and debt measures
meeting requirement, and at the same time must be guaranteed by guaranty agency. The
domestic and overseas listed companies, their actual controllers, large-scale state-owned
enterprises may work as the subject of debt repayment in the debt investment plans. The
repay-resources and means of credit enhancement of the subject of debt repayment in the debt
plan should be independent from each other. The currently effective means for credit
enhancement are the following three: credit enhancement of A class, under which the nation
special funds or banks provide unconditioned and irrevocable jointly and severally liability
guarantee for the principals and interests in full; credit enhancement of B class, under which
the listed company with its net asset over RMB 20 billion in the end of previous fiscal year or
their actual controller provide unconditioned and irrevocable jointly and severally liability
guarantee for the principals and interests in full; credit enhancement of C class, under which
the listed companies with high liquidity, fair value no less than the four times than the debt
value and the complete disposition provide the guarantee of pledge with their unrestricted
tradable shares, or with legal transferrable right of charge, or with physical assets, which
according to the laws, the companies has the right to dispose of, and are free from any other
rights attached, of appreciation potential and easy to be converted into cash.
Theoretically, the mode of introducing insurance capital into financial leasing industry may be
applied to China’s public housing construction project. The public housing, also known as the
public rental housing, refers to that the government or certain department entrusted by the
government provides the low and middle income families or individuals with housing
problem with rentable housing at market rent, and at the same time the government offers rent
allowance to the leased family or the individuals on a monthly basis and at a certain portion.
The purpose of the public rental housing is to solve the housing problem of the low income
families or individuals with income higher than standards for the low-rent housing but
incompetent to afford the purchase of economically affordable housing. Considering the
policies, the government is facing of enormous task for security housing construction, among
which the public rental housing lacks the most capital. As result of low profit margins and
long cycle for capital withdrawals, enterprises are unwilling to participate into the
construction of public rental housing construction, and government bears great pressure for
financing. Generally, a portion of construction cost for public rental housing may be
recovered by the rental, and together with government subsidies and preferential policies, the
operators may take back their cost and benefit from the project by operation and management
of the public rental housing after being completed, which is the so-called BOT mode, namely,
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the government authorizes the project construction and management to be conducted by the
project company, which will take back all investment and benefit from the project during the
operation period and then transfer the project to relevant governmental management
authorities. Or the government cooperates with private property rights owners to collect
certain unused housing with private property rights. The government provides certain
preferential conditions to holders of such housing, urges the owners to make the housing
available to the groups in need of public rental housing, and at the same time, may solve the
housing problems by subsiding the lessors or the lessees.
However, the construction of public rental housing is a huge livelihood project, which
requires capital support. The conventional capital resources for public rental housing are the
following three: first, allocations from central financing accounting for 10% of the total
investment; second, the loan from housing fund accounting for about 10% of the total
investment; third, allocations of local government from land-transfer fund accounting for 10%
to 20% of the total investment. But apart from governmental capital, there still exists huge
gap of capital for the construction of the public rental housing; therefore it is great
significance to look for new modes of financing other than conventional modes. As its nature
of social security and the characteristics of huge total amount, long-term stability and high
requirements on the return of investment, the insurance capital satisfies the investment and
return requirements of the public rental housing construction projects and is feasible to such
projects with long investment cycle and low profit margins but high safety. What’s more,
according to Trial Implementation Rules on Investment of Insurance Capital on Real
Properties, the limit for investment of insurance capital on real properties is 10% of the total
asset at the end of last quarter. As described above, by the end of 2011, the total amount of
China’s insurance capital which is able to be invested into infrastructure construction debt
plans is approximate to RMB 500 billion, which brings a new method to solve the capital
problems in the public rental housing construction.
Despite that, how to introduce the insurance capital to public rental housing construction to
ensure capital security and risks control is still worthy of exploration. In June, 2010, the State
Council delivered the Notice on Problems Concerning the Management of Financing
Platforms of Local Governments to sort out and scandalize the financing platform companies
of local governments and their debts. The notice stipulated to stop local government from
making any commitment in violation of any laws or regulations, and the state emphasized that
to prevent local government from increasing the establishment of financing platforms in the
name of public rental housing construction, which have made the entry of insurance capital to
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public rental housing construction bears multiple risks including policies, market and local
finance and the pressure of capital withdrawal. In comparison with other financing modes, the
financial leasing mode is attached great importance as result of its risk isolation function: on
one hand, during the financing period, the title to the public rental housing belongs to the
financial leasing company, and the insurance capital is specially invested into the public rental
housing and separated from other projects of local government, which will be helpful to
realized target investment and risks lock-in; on the other hand, the insurance capital is not
directly invested into local governments or their financing platform companies; second, the
investment of insurance capital into financial leasing companies will effectively isolate the
policies risks. The Figure 12 reveals the transaction structure of the investment of insurance
capital into the public rental housing construction projects via the SPV designed by the
financial leasing company. The SPV is designed to realize the risk isolation between the
project company and the financial leasing assets, which has effectively improved the safety of
the investment of insurance capital into the public rental housing projects.

Figure 12 Transaction Structure of Insurance Capital Investment into Public Rental Housing
Construction Project

Considering the facts that China’s urbanization was increasingly attached importance by the
government and that the urbanization requires large-scale infrastructure construction, as a
unique financing channel, the financial leasing can help local government tap the stock, offer
surplus and dis-leverage, thus, the financial leasing enjoys plenty of room for development in
infrastructure industry. But the construction of infrastructure requires massive capital
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investment, which challenges the capital resources of financial leasing enterprises. The debt
plans of insurance capital, however, just solve such problem. So the financial leasing
enterprises may make use of the debt plans of insurance capital to solve their financing
problems and expand their business. The detailed processes are that the financial leasing
companies may transfer to trust companies or other qualified subjects of debt repayment its
income rights to rental from the leasing assets, and then carry out debt plans targeted such
subjects to finance from the insurance institutes. Because the investors from insurance
institutes are the targets of the capital raising, this mode realizes leasing asset private
placement securitization in a disguised form.
The first entry of insurance capital into the financial leasing industry is the introduction of the
insurance capital from the Ping’an Asset Management Co., Ltd. by Ping’an International
Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. (Hereinafter being referred to as the “Ping’an Leasig”) in 2013.
The initial amount of financing is RMB 500 million, marking the official beginning of the
entry of insurance capital into financial leasing industry. In that project, the insurance capital
managed by Ping’an Asset Management are issued as trust loans via investment trust plan,
and the capital raised by the Ping’an Leasing are mainly used for turnover of daily operation,
including the injection of various financial leasing projects under its name. The entry of
insurance capital into financial leasing industry can not only broaden financing channels for
the financing leasing companies and improve their capital composition, but also effectively
satisfy the investment requirement of the insurance capital.
4.3 The National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors Type
4.3.1 Private Placement Note (PPN)
On April 29, 2011, the National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors
(NAFMII) officially issued Rules on Issuance of Private Placement Note by Non-Financial
Enterprises in Interbank Bond Market (hereinafter being referred to as the “Issuance Rules”),
which is of great significance to the diversity bond market institutional investors, the variation
of market needs, the flourishing the markets transaction and promotion of the development of
China’s bond market. According to the definition of the NAFMII, the private placement note
(PPN) by the non-financial enterprises refers to the activity that the non-financial enterprises
with corporate capacity issue debt financing note to specific institutional investors, the target
investors, in financial market and negotiate the note among those specific institutional
investors. The core of PPN is the targeted issuance, restricted negotiation and internal
disclosure.
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The PPN is supervised by the NAFMII, and according to policies and provisions, the
restriction on industries of PPN is quite few. The industries supported by the state enjoy
priority in the issuance of PPN, and for real estate industry, the capital raised through the PPN
shall be utilized for the security housing project listed by local governments. The targets of
PPN are the qualified investors identified by the NAFMII in financial market. Once issued,
the PPN may be negotiated among targeted investors entered into the Directional Issue
Agreement. The PPN is a typical product of private placement securitization. There are no
strict restrictions on the issue period and interests rate, which are determined by the
underwriter, distributor and investors through consultations.
Compared with the products of securitization of public offering, the PPN enjoys the following
advantages:
Firstly, the compulsory requirement of information disclosure for the PPN is lower. Different
from the products of securitization of public offerings, issuance of the PPN only requires for
information disclosure to targeted investors, has no obligation of public information
disclosure, and the approach of disclosure may be agreed through consultations. The due
diligence is conducted by the investors, and the restrictions can be provided by the agreement.
While for the public offerings, due to the risks preferences convergences of investors,
requirements for confidentiality and the financial market controls, limitations on debt capital
market financing are great for the distributors for small and medium-sized enterprises and the
strategic emerging industries and distributors with higher requirements for confidentiality.
The PPN, however, will reduce the burden of information disclosure for distributors,
especially distributors for unlisted companies, while the private placement is helpful to
introduce risks preferred investors to build diversified investor groups to solve the financing
problems by conventional public offerings of financing bodies including distributors for small
and medium-sized enterprise and strategic emerging industries.
Secondly, the PPN is more flexible and creative. In private placement, terms and conditions
with respect to the product interest rate, total amount, application of capital, refinancing, and
repurchase can be determined by the distributor and the investors through consultations,
therefore the term and condition designing is flexible, which can satisfy the diversified needs
of investors and capital raisers and suit for the innovation of bonds. Theoretically, the PPN
may be “tailored” for the situations of the distributor and the investors, which not only meets
individual needs, but also promoted the diversification of bonds. So long as the parties signed
the Directional Issue Agreement are voluntary and act on their own behalf according to the
market rules, they can make flexible and individual terms with respect to interests rate, period,
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refinancing and repurchase within the scope of note. On such a basis, the creative products
such as the note combining bonds with shares and structural financing note may be gradually
promoted by private placement, which will not only narrow down the risk degree and avoid
bond market fluctuation, but be convenient for the investors to make flexible investment
portfolio, to improve their risk management capacity and profit margins and to promote the
innovation of bond market. The detailed arrangements for credit ratings and track ratings of
directional notes are decided by the distributor and investors though consultations and
specified in the Directional Issue Agreement. If the distributor and investors reach consensus,
the credit rating can be exempted. Comparatively speaking, the main products of bond market
are those base products with high credit rating and relatively low rate of return, and the
management of investment portfolio is hard.
Thirdly, the issuance procedures of the PPN are more convenient. Registration system is
employed in the issuance of the PPN. Based on the existing rules on registration of medium
term notes of the NAFMII, the registration procedures of the PPN is further simplified, and
the application document for issuance are simplified, which requires only the review of
necessary documents. The examination and approval is further accelerated, too. Meanwhile,
the distributor only needs to be registered and the examination and approval are exempted,
which avoids the time-consuming preparation of complicated documents for examination and
approval, realizes the “issuance first and approval followed”, and is helpful for the issuer to
raise capital and improve financing efficiency.
Fourthly, the issuance cost and expenses for the PPN is of more advantages. Because that the
rate of return of the product is decided by the distributor and the investors through
consultations, for small and medium-sized enterprises, the rate of return of private placement
is probably lower than the interest rates of banks, and the interests cost can be saved, which is
of great importance to small and medium-sized enterprises with relatively small capital needs
and limited expenses affordability. Besides that, for medium and large-sized enterprises, the
private placement can save the preparation cost for complicated documents and advertising
fees, and the non-mandatory credit rating also saves the credit rating expenses.
Fifthly, the PPN issued by the enterprises may be free from the restriction of “40% or less of
its net assets”, therefore the total amount can be greater. According to Securities Law of the
PRC, the publicly issuance of bonds must satisfy the restriction that “the aggregated balance
of the bonds of the company shall not exceed forty percent of its net assets”, this strict
restriction of the total amount of financing on the bodies of public offering is a great obstacle
for debt financing of many enterprise. There is, however, no express provision for private
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placement bond. So long as the total numbers of investors are less than 200, the restriction of
40% or less of its net assets may be exempted, thus, the PPN may overcome the restriction of
40% of net assets, which broadens the financing room of enterprises.
The appearance of the PPN has long been prepared by the market, and its advantages made it
a favorite of enterprises. Just within one week upon the publishing of Issuance Rules, three
enterprises, namely, China Minmetals Corporation, China Guodian Corporation and Aviation
Industry Corporation of China, successfully issued the PPN with total amount of RMB 13
billion in domestic bond market. The PPN is a feasible financing channel for financing
leasing companies in facing of financing problems, especially for companies conducting
infrastructure construction projects in urbanization, say, the construction of high way.
Compared with the public offering, the PPN has unique advantages and it will promote the
further broadening of new financing channels for financial leasing industry. The first PPN for
financial leasing was privately issued by Yixinhuicong International Financing Leasing Co.,
Ltd. and listed for trade in Tianjin Stock Exchanges on June, 11, 2014, leading the trend of the
PPN financing for financial leasing industry in China. And its transaction structure is shown
in Figure 13:

Figure 13 Transaction Structure of the First PPN for Financial Leasing in China

Although the PPN has advantages compared to the public offering, the high returns is always
accompanied by high degree of risk, thus, the risk control is crucial. The following five
measures are taken for risk control of the above-said first PPN for financial leasing: first,
there is a guarantee institution and the Credit Ease offered full guarantee; second, margin
system was employed and a special account for solvency margins accounting for 50%; third,
the information transparency of the issuer was improved, and the trustee regularly disclosed
information and supervised subsequently; fourth, the issuance was filed in stock exchanges
platform; fifth, several financial institutions reviewed the risk control and independent third
party intermediaries offered professional auditing and legal authentications.
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With rapid development of highway construction in China, the contradiction between supply
and demand of highway construction capital is increasingly acute. According to the Plan on
the State Highway Network deliberated and adopted by the State of Department, by 2017, the
total length of the China’s highway will reach to 85,000 km. The construction of highway
involves huge amount of capital, and under the plan of tremendous highway construction
projects, the national and local highway construction will face relatively great capital future
for a long time to come. The financial leasing companies, however, enjoy significant
development opportunities in highway construction projects. If the financing advantages of
financial leasing companies and the financing channels such as the PPN can be fully made use
of, the financial leasing companies will certainly realize great business expansion and
contribute to China’s urbanization.
4.3.2 Asset-backed Note (ABN)
In August 2012, the NAFMII officially issued the Guidelines for Asset-backed Note by
Non-financial Enterprises in Interbank Bond Market (hereinafter being referred to as the
“Guidelines for ABN”), since then related products of ABN was rapidly introduced into
Chinese market, and the debt financing capacity of non-financial companies was greatly
improved. The Asset-backed medium –term note (ABN) refers to the debt financing
instruments which are issued by the non-financial enterprises in interbank bond market,
supported for repayment by the cash flow generated by the underlying assets, and agreed to
pay the principal and interests in certain period. The underlying assets means the properties,
the rights to properties or the combination of the properties and the rights to property, which
satisfy the requirement of laws, have clear ownerships, and be able to predict the flow of cash.
The underlying assets should not be attached with burdens of guarantee such as mortgagee
and pledge, or some other restrictions on rights.
According to the Guidelines for ABN, the underlying assets for ABN should be the projects
owned by the financier and having stable cash flow, or the income rights to such projects. As
long as the cash flow of any assets can cover the requirement for the principal and interests of
the ABN, they may be selected as underlying assets. The value of the underlying assets
depends on their capacity of cash flow generation. The first resource for debt repayment of
the ABN is the cash flow generated by the underlying assets, and the second resources the
operation revenue of the financier. When the cash flow of underlying assets is insufficient to
repay the debt on time, the second resource for debt repayment is to be used for repayment of
the ABN. There are two methods for the ABN issuance, namely, the public offering and
private placement. The public offering of ABN requires employing two asset and credit rating
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agencies with rating qualification to rate the credit of the ABN, and it is encouraged to apply a
diversified credit rating method such as the fee for rating paid by the investors to conduct
credit rating for the ABN. Meanwhile, no burden of guarantee including mortgagee and
pledge and other rights restrictions should be attached to the underlying asset, an internal
credit enhancement is mainly used to set up the special account for supervision of underlying
assets and capital. The protective isolation of underlying asset is realized by entry of
agreement, so as to ensure that the future cash flow of underlying asset directly flowing into
the special account for supervision to repayment of the ABN, on a priority basis. The total
amount and maturity of the ABN depend on the capacity of cash flow generated by
underlying asset.
Before the appearance of the ABN, the financial products similar to the ABN are the
asset-backed securities (the ABS). Those two are different from the conventional ways of
credit financing:
First, the financing capacity of issuing bodies under the conventional ways of credit financing
depends on their credits, while that of those two depends on the future cash flow of their
underlying asset, therefore, the debt repayment capacity of underlying asset is separated from
the credit of issuing bodies. Of course, the normally fixed income can be at risk if the users of
the asset have financial problems: such possibilities must be explored, their risk must be
measured and taken into account. Performance can become inferior if the investors' belief is
broken, if risk control is insufficient, if information is not transparent, and if there is moral
hazard by investment companies. Certainly, the new financing methods could bring risks to
the constant return of underlying assets such as decline of investors’ confidence, insufficient
risk control ability, obscure information or investors’ ethical risks to name a few. Or in the
physical economic recession as Chapter 3.4 goes, on the one hand it reduces the project profit
and consequently impacts debt repayment capacity of the lessees and increases lessees’
default risks; on the other hand the method of increasing credit in the course of asset
securitization could be also influenced by the downward physical economy, namely the sales
of collaterals cannot necessarily make up the investors’ loss and meanwhile the investors’ risk
preferences debases in the falling physical economy which directly results in incremental
financing cost of projects and more difficulties of enterprise financing. These risks will bring
loss to the investors.
second, both the ABN and the ABS can effectively realize the risk isolation; the ABN takes
advantages of the asset securitization effectively supervises the repayment cash flow by the
control of account and cash flow to realize the risk isolation and event eh asset isolation,
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while the standard ABS strips off underlying asset by establishment of the SPV so as to more
effectively realize risk isolation. As for the future income such as the account receivable and
income rights to infrastructure, the enterprises may via the ABN o the ABS liquidize those
assets with poor liquidity and long withdrawal cycle to improve the capital liquidity of the
enterprises, providing increment capital for their business expansion. The difference between
the ABN and the ABS lies in that the underlying assets for the ABS is generally the financial
capital such as loans and account receivable from credit cards, and generally are of the same
type, while that of the ABN may be the asset pool consisted of different types of asset, and
has a more ranges such as income rights to revenue from municipal infrastructures
(equipment for gas, water supply and sewage treatment ) , predictable and stable rentals and
contract creditor’s rights of financing leasing companies.
As a creative debt financing instrument, the ABN is of great significance to broaden financing
channels and liquidize stock assets. So ever since the issuance of the Guidelines for ABN to
November, 2012, a total of 15 products of the ABN with the amount totaled RMB 5.7 billion
was issued in the inter-banks market, the companies such as Ningbo Urban Construction and
Investment Holding Co., Ltd., Shanghai Pudong Road & Bridge Construction Co., Ltd.,
Nanjing Public Utilities Holding Group Co., Ltd., Nanjing Urban Construction Investment
Holding Group Co., Ltd., Tianjin Real Estate Trust Group Co., Ltd., Guangxi Xinfazhan
Communications Group and so on are involved. And all those ABNs are issued via private
placement.
According to the Guidelines for ABN issued by the NAFMII and the existing products, the
transaction structure of current products of the ABN is designed as follows: the principal
underwriter is entrusted by the issuer to issue to investors the ABN supported by the future
cash flow generated from the underlying assets by public offering or private placement in
inter-banks bond market. After the issuance of the securities, the issuer is responsible to
manage the underlying assets and ensure their normal operation and generation of expected
cash flow. Meanwhile, the issuer signs the Agreement for Capital Supervision with the bank
responsible for capital supervision, and designates the special account opened by itself as the
account for capital supervision to manage the cash flow generated from the underlying assets.
The capital supervision bank supervises the application of the capital from the special account
according to agreement signed, and pay the principal and interests of the ABN at principal and
interests payment time so as to protect the interests of the investors. The issuer ensures the
preferred income rights to the underlying assets via investment pledge or underlying assets
mortgage, and the right to pledge or mortgage generally belongs to the principal underwriter
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on the investors’ behalf. In addition, rating agency needs to carry out for the issuer the
corporate credit ratings and debt ratings for the ABN in the ABN issuance. Besides, some
other intermediaries such as law firm and public account firm also participate into the
progress.
The ABN also means a lot to financial leasing companies, for the underlying asset for the
ABN need to be the financier owned projects constructed and with stable cash flow or the
income rights to such projects, which includes income rights to revenue from municipal
infrastructures (equipment for gas, water supply and sewage treatment), predictable and stable
rentals and contract creditor’s rights of financing leasing companies. The ABN provides with
financial leasing companies a feasible channel for the liquidation of their existing asset,
especially, the assets from infrastructure construction projects in urbanization (e.g. creditor’s
rights, and several of income rights). The detailed transaction structure of this method is
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Transaction Structure of ABN in Financial Leasing Industry

4.3.3 Project Revenue Note
In July 2014, the NAFMII issued the Guidelines for Project Revenue Note Issued by
Non-financial Enterprises in Interbank Bond Market (hereinafter being referred to as the
“Guidelines for PRN”), broadening the debt financing channel for non-financial enterprises,
especially for the urban construction enterprises. The Project Revenue Note (the PRN) refers
to a debt financing instrument issued by non-financial enterprises in inter-banks bond market,
by which the capital raised are used for project construction and from which the operational
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cash flow generated will be the main resources for debt payment. The projects referred to in
the Guidelines for Project Revenue Note include but without limitation to the projects which
are related to urban construction and able to generate stable operational cash flow, such as
projects with respect to municipal construction, transportation, public utilities, education and
medical and health.
PRN is different from the ABN. The subject matter of the ABN is the underlying asset having
the capacity of predictable cash flow generation, including properties, rights to properties, or
the combination of properties and rights to properties, and its debt repayment resources is the
stable cash flow to be generated from the underlying asset. While the subject matter for the
PRN may probably be the projects just lanced, and it is of relatively greater instability of
future income. The comparison of characteristics of various financial leasing products is as
shown in Exhibits 1.
Enterprises may choose the public offering or private placement to issue the PRN in
inter-banks bond market. Apart from the conventional investors in inter-bank market, the
investors from the place where the project is located may also invest into the PRN so as to
share the income generated from the urbanization and broaden capital resources. The
Guidelines for PRN expressly provides that “enterprises’ issuance of the PRN for financial
subsidies must be in compliance with laws and regulations, and no direct or indirect local
government guaranty shall be involved in such issuance,” so, when the project initiator sets
up certain project company and subsequently becomes the issuing body, the financing,
construction, operation and management of the project should be the responsibilities of the
project company, which realizes the risk isolation between the project and the initiator.
Meanwhile, local government bears no direct repayment obligations for the PRN and does not
directly or indirectly guarantee for the PRN. All of those separate the financing for
infrastructure construction in urbanization from local government, prevent the infrastructure
construction financing from the effects of high debts of local government, and at the same
time, exert positive impacts on the implicit debts resolving of the financing platform or local
governments.
The first PRN in China is the“2014-2016 Private Placement Note of Zhengzhou
Transportation Investment Dikun Industrial Company Limited” in Henan province, of which
the first phase was successfully issued on July 14, 2014. The amount registered is RMB 1.2
billion, the issuing period is 15 years, and the note with a total value of RMB 500 million are
issued for the first phase, including note with a coupon rate of 7.5% totaled RMB 400 million
and note with a coupon rate of 8.2% accounting for RMB 100 million. The subject of the
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PRN is the Eastern Square construction project of underground transpiration of
comprehensive transportation hub of Zhengzhou, and the debt repayment resources are the
future commercial development of the underground floor one to floor three of the Eastern
Square of Zhengzhou high-speed railway station and the operational cash flow generated from
the public parking areas in such floors. China Development Bank and China CITIC Bank
jointly work as the principal underwriters, and the targeted investors are 20 institutional
investors in financial market, including Zhengzhou Bank, Rural Credit Cooperative Union of
Dancheng County, Rural Credit Cooperative Union of Yanshi and some other 5 financial
institutions in Henan province. The successful issuance of this PRN sets an example for
enterprises’ urban construction projects.
Financial leasing enterprises may fully make use of financing approach of the PRN adopted
by urban construction enterprises. They can issue the PRN and set project company to
conduct private placement targeting the inter-banks market members for the projects
involving the infrastructure construction in urbanization. The theoretically feasible transaction
structure for the PRN is shown as Figure 15:

Figure 15Transaction Structure of PRN in Financial Leasing Industry

4.3.4 Medium Term Note
China’s first medium term note issued by financial leasing company in debt capital market
was successfully issued on September 11, 2014. This medium term note of Far Eastern is
totaled RMB 150 million and with a maturity period being 5 years. Directed by People’s
Bank of China, it is registered by the NAFMII, and China’s Development Bank worked as its
principal underwriter. This MTN was officially offered in inter-banks markets, and the capital
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raised will be used for repayment of bank loans and supplement operation capital. It is one of
the creative products which solve the financing problem of China’s financial leasing industry.
MTN refers to the note with duration between 5 to 10 years. Enterprises often choose a
flexible issuing mechanism, and issue several notes with different durations via a single
issuing plan, which may satisfy the diversified financing needs of enterprises. The greatest
difference between the MTN and corporate bond, also the greatest advantage, is that the MTN
is very flexible: First, the issuing scale of the MTN is very flexible, the enterprise may choose
to consecutively issue the MTN with small nominal value for several times, and the detailed
time and scale may be adjusted according to market conditions; second, issuing terms for the
MTN is flexible and complicated, the MTN has several financial derivatives, called as
structural note, while the requirements for corporate bonds are pretty standardized; third, the
issuing method is quite flexible, the “reverse inquiry ”may be adopted, namely, to seek
opinions regarding to the issuing price and duration from potential investors first and then to
issue relevant MTN according to the opinions.
Compared with other financing approaches, the MTN enjoys advantages for financial leasing
industry, too. On the one hand, the duration of this financing approach is longer than that of
others, just satisfying the capital needs for some financial leasing companies engaged in
infrastructure construction project, for the infrastructure construction has long investment
cycle and slow speed capital withdrawal; on the other hand, the financing scale is relatively
grater, which is able to effectively short term financing problem for financial leasing
companies and reduce average capital cost. As the first successfully issued financing
instrument in debt capital market, the transaction structure of Far Eastern MTN is shown as
Figure 16:
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Figure 16 Transaction Structure of MTN of Far Eastern

Major securitization financing products in inter-banks markets bear their own advantages and
features, which are compared in details in the following table:
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Table 2 Comparison of Financing Products in Inter-bank Markets

(all based on the author's professional expertise)

Competent
authority
Means of
approval

ABN

ABS

MTN

PRN

PPN

NAFMII

CSRC

NAFMII

NAFMII

NAFMII

Registration

Approval

Registration

Registration

Registration

Not restricted by
the scale of net
asset

Not restricted
by the scale of
net asset
No strict limit.
Normally 6
months to 5
years.
There is no
explicit
provisions as
long as usage
satisfies the
national
industry
policies.
Industries the
country
encourages to
support would
be the priority.
Slightly higher
than that of
public offering
MTN with the
same
qualification
and due time.

Scale of
financing

Not restricted
by the scale of
net asset

Not restricted
by the scale of
net asset

Balance of
MTN pending
to be paid does
not exceed 40%
of net asset

Due time

No strict limit.
Normally 3 to
7 years

Flexible due
time ranging
from 1 to 5
years

No limit on due
time. Normally
3 to 5 years.

No limit on due
time. It can cover
the entire
investment cycle.

Usage of
raised funds

There is no
explicit
provisions as
long as usage
satisfies the
national
industry
policies.

There is no
explicit
provisions as
long as usage
satisfies the
national
industry
policies.

Usage of raised
funds is
flexible.
Enterprises
shall reveal
related
information
before changing
the usage in the
duration of
MTN.

Dedicated to
agreed projects
only.

Financing
cost

Lower than
that of bank
loan in
corresponding
period.

Lower than
that of bank
loan in
corresponding
period.

Lower than that
of bank loan in
corresponding
period.

Depending on
specific project as
project risks vary
greatly.

Speed of
approval

Fast

Normal

Fast

Fast

Fast

Place of
circulation

Inter-bank
markets

Exchange
markets

Inter-bank
markets

Inter-bank
markets and local
investors

Inter-bank
markets

Bankruptcy
isolation or
not

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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4.4 The Public Platform Private Placement Financing Type
4.4.1 Leasing Property Selling Through Transaction Platform
On May 28, 2014, Shanghai Free Trade Area Financial Leasing Property Transaction
Platform, jointly established by Shanghai United Assets and Equity Exchange and Shanghai
Free Trade Area United Development Co., Ltd., was officially launched. It is China’s first
standardized financial leasing property transaction platform facing the whole community,
both domically and abroad, with the purpose of conducting domestic, cross-border and even
off-shore property, creditor’s rights and share equity of financing leasing asset transactions.
The platform was established to satisfy the needs with respect to equity circulation, equity
financing, financial leasing asset circulation and financial leasing rights and interests transfer,
and release the pressure of the financial leasing companies on capital. The platform will
innovate in product design and transaction rules, and the cross-border leasing properties
including airplanes, watercrafts, large equipment and infrastructures may be listed for sale
though this platform. On the very day when the platform is launched, 10 large-sized financial
leasing companies including HNA Capital, Far Eastern Leasing, Guojin Leasing and
Minsheng Financial Leasing signed cooperation intention agreement with the platform.
The establishment of the property transaction platform is good news for financial leasing
enterprises encountered with financing problem. They can have the leasing properties under
their names listed for sale on the property transaction platform, which can liquidize their fixed
assets, gain capital increment and release from financing problem. The transaction structure of
the platform is shown as Figure 17.

Figure 17 Transaction Structure of Leasing Property Selling Platform
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4.4.2 Innovation Model: Internet Financial Mode
The term “internet financial” is one of the hottest expressions in recent years. The
development of information technology, especially the popularization of the conceptions of
mobile payment, internet-based e-business and big data, will exert significant impacts on the
financial pattern in China. The internet financial is defined as an emerging financial mode
which makes use of the internet technology, mobile communication technology to realize the
businesses such as financing, payment and information intermediary. According to Mashkin
(1995), two factors leads to the existence of financial intermediaries: one is that economies of
scale and specialized technology in financial intermediaries can the transaction cost in
financing; and the other one is that the specialized information processing capacity in
financial intermediaries can relax the information asymmetry between savers and financier
and reduce the problem of adverse selection and moral risks caused by such asymmetry. The
conventional financial intermediaries, however are commercial banks practicing indirect
financing modes and capital market practicing direct financing modes. The appearance of
internet financing marks the introduction of the third financing mode. According to
theoretical researches, internet financing mode can reach the same efficiency of resource
distribution as that of indirect financing of commercial banks and that of direct financing of
capital market, under which the conventional financial intermediaries are not necessarily
needed and transaction cost can be reduced to a great extent so as to promote economic
growth.
As the popularization of internet, suppliers and demanders of capital can directly transact via
internet and no financial intermediaries such as banks, broke dealers and stock exchanges are
necessarily needed. At present, as the information processing and risks assessment of both
supplier and demander are conducted via internet, the degree of information asymmetry and
cost for information gaining are reduced, and what’s more the crowd-funding mode in internet
financial (to raise equity capital for investment project via internet) lowers investment
threshold. The market participants are increasingly popularized, which provides new
investment channels for the crowds on the hand, and collects the idle capital in society and
offers uninterrupted capital for enterprise financing on the other hand.
A typical case of B2B in domestic internet financial is Alibaba Financial, a microcredit
business provided by Alibaba Group. Different from conventional credit modes, Alibaba
Financial via the digitalized operation mode of internet provide small and micro businesses,
individual entrepreneurs on the e-business platforms including Alibaba, Taobao and T-mall
with sustainable and generalized system of preference financial services for e-business. The
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cores of new microcredit developed by Alibaba Financial are data and internet. Making use of
the accumulated credit data and behavior data of customers on e-business platforms including
Alibaba B2B, Taobao and Alipay, Alibaba Financial introduces network data model and
on-line video credit investigation mode, confirms the truthiness of customer information via
the cross inspection technique together with the third party authentication, represent the
behavior data of customers on the internet platform for e-business to credit evaluation of
enterprises and individuals, and provides, on a batch basis, the vulnerable groups who cannot
gain loans through conventional financial channels with petty loans characterized as “small
amount, short period and easy to repay”. Meanwhile, internet plays extremely important role
in the microcredit technology of Alibaba Financial. The computation of tremendous data of
small and micro businesses, also known as internet-based cloud computation technology
based on internet, not only ensures safety and efficiency of the data, but also reduces the
operation cost of Alibaba Financial. In addition, the application of internet also simplifies
financial links of financing of small and macro businesses, and can provide small and macro
businesses with 365*24 financial services, which makes possible that to simultaneously
provide financial services to huge number of small and micro businesses. And it is also in
compliance with the characteristics of small and micro businesses, namely, tremendous
quantity and active demand for financing. Alibaba Financial has already introduced several
microcredit products such as loans for order and credit loans. Judged from the operation of
microcredit products, the financial services provided by Alibaba Financial are tightly linked
with internet. Quite similar to that of the Taobao credit loan, all links for the microcredit loan
of Alibaba Financial, from loan application to application approval, loan granted, withdraw
even to repayment, are all done on the internet, and no labor get involved.
Financial leasing enterprises may make fully use of internet financial mode to broaden
financing channels, and Shicaidai is a case of P2B. The “Shicaidai” is an individual to
enterprises (financial-like institutions, state-owned enterprises at central and local government
level as well large-sized private enterprises) P2B internet-based platform for investment
service operated by Dongliang Shicaidai (Xiamen) Asset Management Co., Ltd. of Dongliang
Group. All financial programs offered on the platform are all irrevocably guaranteed for 100%
debt repurchase principals by the financial-like institution (microcredit and financial leasing
companies), state-owned enterprises at both central and local government levels, and
large-sized private enterprises. Shicaidai offers different annualized rate of return for products
with different subject, with an average being 12%. As for risk control, the capital of Shicaidai
is under joint custodian of bank, financial leasing company and Shicaidai Financial, and no
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capital pool are established. Shicaidai only provides financial programs which are fully
guarantee for debt repurchase by the parent company, say holding shareholders, of
financial-like institutions such as petty loan and financial leasing companies, and the debtors,
namely, the repaying party of the programs are guaranteed for repayment by affiliates and
shareholders with capacity of full guaranty. This “doubly guaranteed” mode is to ensure the
capital safety of investors. The core transaction structure of financial leasing enterprise using
internet financial channels for financing is shown as Figure 18.

Figure 18Transaction Structure of Cooperation of Financial Leasing with Internet Financial

Theoretically, the cooperation between financial leasing and internet financial mode may
liquidize the income rights to rental from leasing asset via tremendous private capital,
providing working capital for business development of financial leasing. As a financial
innovation, however, internet financial has no mature and wild-accepted mode, and private
capital have not been introduced into internet financial platform in large scale. In practice,
there has no large-sized financial leasing project which successfully financed through internet
financial. But, now it is the right time for the rapid development of financial leasing industry,
for the industry has great financing demand. Could internet financial solve the capital
resources for financial leasing enterprises at this critical juncture? The answer for that is
certainly yes, and this paper offers a solution: shift capital raising target to specific enterprises,
and conduct B2B financing mode on internet. Financial leasing industry is now encountered
with tremendous room for development, and as result of vast business scope and great profit
capacity, it may attract a plenty of institutional and enterprise capital. But the market access
requirement for it is strict, and capital needs of single project are huge. If surplus capital of
certain institutions and enterprises can be gathered together and invested into leasing asset,
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then capital problem of leasing project could be quickly resolved, for which internet financial
provides an effective channel. At the beginning of a leasing project, the financial leasing
enterprises raise project capital from specific member institutions or enterprises, and they
jointly enjoy income rights to leasing asset, which has combined the characteristics of both
leverage leasing and crowd-funding, while is different from each of the two. Project loan
gained from leverage leasing is borne by financial leasing enterprises, while, enterprises
jointly and directly invest into the leasing asset under this mode. the targets for capital raising
of crowd-funding are all investors, including individuals, enterprise and institutional
customers, while the target, under this mode, mainly are specific member institutions and
enterprises, and the goal of private placement are also indirectly realized through internet
financing.
4.5 The Overseas Financing Type
4.5.1 Off-shore Asset Securitization
As a special form of asset securitization, off-shore asset securitization refers to a capital
raising approach which takes advantage of overseas SPV to issue ABS or MBS in
international capital market. It is of the following characteristics: first, the credit ratings,
credit enhancement, securities design and issuance are all done by foreign institutions; second,
to isolate risks, the SPV must be foreign institution, which, of course, could be those
especially established for the purpose of realization of off-shore asset securitization by
Chinese enterprises in foreign countries, or those existing foreign institutions; third, off-shore
asset securitization targets the institutional and individual investors in the international capital
market, thus, it could attract foreign investment, and at same time it should be subject to
relevant provisions of international capital market and can be exempted from domestic
supervision.
The domestic financial leasing enterprises conducting off-shore asset securitization enjoy
merits in the following two aspects. First, they can be exempted from supervisions from
relevant domestic authorities. At present, there are now laws regarding to financial leasing,
and financing is intensively supervised. The financial leasing industry, however, is capital
intensive sector, for example, infrastructure financial leasing projects require plenty of early
capital investment, and the globalization of off-shore asset may provide great room for
financing in international capital market. So long as the requirements for securitization in
international capital market are satisfied, the enterprises may avoid the supervision from
relevant domestic authorities. Second, financing cost may be reduced. If the SPV is
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established in Cayman Islands or some other off-shore financial centers, the function of tax
avoidance of these centers may reduce transaction cost, and subsequently reduce financing
cost. The underlying asset for off-shore asset securitization must meet the requirements that
they are with stable cash flow, and that the enterprises must have stable income and high
credit ratings and the great total asset, e.g. the right of charge to airport and highway, home
mortgage of commercial banks, right of charge to closed circuit television and of urban
underground pipelines.
According to 4.3, domestic leasing asset public offering securitization is encountered with
three obstacles, and currently the few successful cases are just drops in the bucket for the
capital problem of financial leasing industry. If financial leasing enterprises take advantage of
off-shore asset securitization, then taking the income rights to rental from leasing asset as the
subject of securitization to raise capital from individual and institutional investors in
international capital market will be an effective way for financing, which will broaden the
channel for leasing asset public offering securitization on one hand, and raise capital from
specific high-net-worth investors via the SPV outside the Mainland China to indirectly realize
private placement securitization on the other hand. The core transaction structure of the
off-shore asset securitization is shown as Figure 19.

Figure 19Transaction Structure of Off-Shore Asset Securitization in Financial Leasing Industry

4.5.2 Cross-Border Financing
To fully utilize foreign capital, financial leasing enterprise, apart from previously mentioned
off-shore asset securitization, may also choose cross-border financing, that is to say, to avoid
securities underwriters to raise capital from overseas institutional investors. For example,
GBU raised capital from overseas finance bank, of which the transaction structure is shown as
Figure 20:
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Figure 20Transaction Structure of Cross-Border Financing in Financial Leasing Industry

In this transaction structure, the lessor first signs with the lessee, XX company, the
Financial Leasing Contract (this project employed one mode of financial leasing:
leaseback mode), of which the principal leased is RMB 300 million; second, the lessee
and lessor discusses and confirmed guaranties to ensure the safety of oversea capit al
before the cross-border financing; third, financial leasing company establishes overseas
SPV, signs with such SPV the Pledge Agreement for Account Receivable to pledge the
account receivable of the lessee to the SPV; fourth, the SPV signed a RMB Loan
Agreement with overseas finance bank; last, the overseas SPV signed with the overseas
finance bank the Loan Transfer Agreement, marking the successful completion of the
cross-border financing mode.
4.6 Summarization of Feasible Solutions
The five feasible financing solutions of leasing asset securitization including bank credit
asset financing, asset management business, the national association of financial market
institutional investor, public platform private placement financing and overseas
financing, and the sub schemes responding to each solution that have been proved
feasibly by the successful cases in the market demonstrate that financial leasing
companies in the private securitization in China’s capital market is feasible and
effective.
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Through the analysis in chapter three, it is found that financial leasing faces layers of
barriers in the public offering capital market in China such as high pressure of regulation,
absence of standard SPV and lack of public offering issuance procedure among others.
Comparing to public offering, private placement asset is less restricted, less regulated,
low-cost, highly flexible, highly innovative and highly targeted. Thus it accommodates
urbanization development in China, meets the financing demands of increasingly
ascended infrastructure industry. Furthermore, private securitization is also inevitable for
the financial leasing companies.
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Chapter 5 Application: Infrastructure Financial Leasing Asset
Private Placement Securitization
According to State Statistics Bureau, ever since 1978, China’s urbanization rate has
constantly increased, by 2012, the rate reached 52.57%, while the figure for 2013 was 53.7%,
and over 10 million peasants have become urban citizens for every one percentage increased.
According to Development Research Center of State of Department, a total investment of
RMB 90,000 is needed for every urban citizen increased, which means that the total
investment for every increased one percentage of urbanization rates may probably over RMB
1,000 billion. While the revenue collected by local government in state budget for 2011 is
RMB 5,240 billion, to rely on the current revenue of government to promote urbanization will
certainly increase the fiscal pressure on the local governments of different levels, therefore, it
is extremely urgent to innovate the mode for urbanization construction financing.
At the Third Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China,
the ideas were put forward that to adhere on the road of new urbanization with Chinese
characteristics and to promote urbanization with human-centered. The new urbanization is a
key point for China’s economic development in a few years to come, and necessary to
promote economic development and transformation. The new urbanization characterized as
intelligent, intensive, low-carbon and green attaches great importance to quality and
efficiency, putting news requirements for supporting financial system building, and products
and instruments innovation. The increasingly crystallization of financial trend for
infrastructure construction in urbanization and constantly release of financial demand
challenge the innovative financial instruments represented by financial leasing, and bring new
opportunists for development.
5.1 Infrastructure Financing Demands in the Urbanization Process
The promotion of new urbanization leads to new demands for large-scale infrastructure
construction. According to China Development Bank, an investment and financing totaled
RMB 25,000 billion is needed for next three years urbanization construction in China, and by
2020, the total investment of RMB 45,000 billion is needed for infrastructure in China.
Judging from the future investment demand structure of future, the public facilities are in
extremely shortage, the investment needed will constantly increase with the promotion of
urbanization; the railway construction in China is relatively lagging behind, and room for
investment are still vast; investment on public facilities such as sewage treatment, gas
pipelines laying, urban afforestation and waste treatment will gradually increase.
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Infrastructure, based on its economical attribute, can be classified into, operational projects
(e.g. highway, toll bridge, tap water and gas installation), quasi-operational projects (e.g.
subway, light rail and public transportation) and non-operational items (e.g. open urban road,
landscape engineering ), leading to the diversified development of investment on
infrastructure. In recent two years, the state has paid great attention to and made relevant
polices and provisions to guide health development of infrastructure construction. In April
2013, the General Office of State Council issued the Notice on Construction of Urban
Draining and Waterlogging Preventing Infrastructure, representing that the urban drain
network construction in China will embrace materially support in policies level. According to
the Notice, it is estimated that the demand for China’s urban drain network construction will
probably increase to a large extent in the next 5 to 10 years. On July 31, 2013, Li Keqiang, the
premier of China, presided over the executive meeting of the State Council to arrange general
plans on urban infrastructure construction, at which the decision was made that priority will
be given to public facilities underground network construction and transformation, sewage
and domestic waste treatment and recycling infrastructure construction, and large volume
public transportation including subway and light rail construction.
The State of Council issued the Opinions on Strengthening Urban Infrastructure Construction
(the “Opinion”) on September 16, 2013, which emphasized that China will strengthen its
construction of underground infrastructure including draining and water logging preventing,
pipe network and subway. The following points were put forward at the Opinion: (1) to
strengthen urban pipe network construction and transformation, that is to say, to achieve the
goal of old pipe network transformation of national urban gas pipe of 80,000km and Northern
China heating provision area urban centralized heating pipe of 92,800km, and to realize the
goal of apparently lowering the accident rates and realization of urban gas popularization rate
of 94%, and that for counties and towns being 65% by 2015; (2) to speed up the sewage and
waste treatment infrastructure construction, that is, by 2015, to realize the sewage “all
collected and completely treated” in 36 major cities, to realize sewage centralized treatment in
all cities at municipality level, and reach

sewage treatment rate of 85%, complete 73,000km

sewage pipe network, realize the pollution-free disposal of domestic waste, and reach the rate
for pollution-free disposal of domestic waste in cities at municipality level of about 90%; (3)
to strengthen the urban road transportation infrastructure construction, that is, by 2015, to
build newly revenue length of 1000km for the national rail transit, vigorously develop large
volume ground public transportation, speed up the construction of dispatching centers, public
parking areas maintenance area, initial and terminus station and stop station, at same time to
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promote development of supporting facilities such as transfer junction, charging post,
charging station and public parking, and bring into the old city transformation plan and
simultaneously carry out the new city construction and old transformation.
The Meeting of Central Government on Urbanization ended in December 2013, and the
capital resource for urbanization and how to avoid a new round of local government debt
increment was again the focus of the public.
The rapid development of infrastructure construction industry put forward extremely strict
requirements on the capital resources of such industry. The conventional capital resources,
however, can hardly support large-scale infrastructure construction. China’s many regions,
particularly, the central China, is in the middle or initial phase of industrialization, and the
great demand for investment into local infrastructure contradicts with limited fiscal strength
of local government. At the same time infrastructure financing mode of local government is
single, and loans from commercial banks are the main capital resources; while, the state
strictly controls the loan business of financing platform companies of local governments,
which threatens the expansion of financing mode for infrastructure construction.
The current fiscal and financial polices is no longer support the conventional construction
mode led by government and based on the local debt, consequently, reform need to be done in
local government’s reliance on land policies. The breakthrough lies in that to genuinely make
the market institution taking lead and thoroughly change structure and rule of local platform,
say, put the concepts of state-owned assets reform advocated at the Third Plenary Session of
the 18th Central Committee of the Party of China on the local platform to transform the
operation of government from debt-supported to capital-supported.
At present, China’s most shantytowns transformation, security housing construction and
urbanization are following the mode of “government platform plus land finance”, that is,
government relies on local financing platform to raise capital, and on revenue from land
transferring to balance income. As result of that, local governments bear greater burden of
debt, and lacks management and control of project development progress and quality,
systematic plans and their implementation.
The new urbanization requires innovation to financing mode. At present, there are some
creative modes in financing. For example, financial leasing enterprises, via the concept of
comprehensive operator of city, transform the government-led to market-led, and avoid debt
increment of government by establishing jointly-funded institutions, creating a new path for
government asset management.
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5.2 Financial Leasing Solves Infrastructure Financing Difficulties
On June 19, 2013, Premier Li Keqiang mentioned at the executive meeting of the State
Council that “optimizing financial resources allocation, utilizing of increment and liquidizing
stock” to support economic transformation and upgrading and to serve the development of
real economy. The increasingly more facts reveal that health economic development and
probability of crisis occurrence of a state are not reflected by the speed of economic growth,
but by balance sheet in a centralized manner. To judge China’s economy from the perspective
of stock of assets and liabilities will offer a clearer fundament analysis framework for
identifying the risks in balance sheets of the state and of department such as mismatch of
current, term and capital composition, and how the risks transfer among departments. Ever
since global financial crisis, the “RMB 4,000 billion” stimulus economic plans has generated
a total of RMB 28,000 billion stock of investment. Driven by the investment expansion, local
governments thirsty for capital implement the plans via off-sheet loan and interbank debt
financing, and abundant capital flows into local financing platform, real estate properties loan,
which has not only led to great decrease of efficiencies for investment and for resources
allocation, but also significant increase of the asset-liability rate in all sectors including
government, resident, enterprise and financial institution and apparently deterioration of
balance sheet.
So, “liquidizing stock asset”, “utilizing increment” and “de-leveraging” are the main objects
of financial decisions-making of local government. At present, the asset need to be liquidized
in China is tremendous. And the greatest difficulty for “liquidizing the stock asset” is to
properly handle the distressed asset in stock. The most important is that how to liquidize the
stock assets which flowed into virtue economical area and directed into non-performing assets
and areas with overcapacity. Viewing from the long period aspects, China’s overall rate of
capital return, after decades of high speed of economy growth and the rapid growth of rate of
capital return, are generally decreasing, and there is no emerging technology or industrial
transformation to boast such rate in short term. In such context, the decrease of rate of capital
return and tremendous burden of debt reduce the demand for credit extension of both the
residents and government, lower the asset growth, and gradually reveal the decline risk of
balance sheet caused by the increase liability growth.
When balance sheet of government is in a critical situation, to continually expand liabilities is
barely to sustain. Financial leasing provides government with new ideas for “liquidizing
stock”. As a flexible financing approach with few policies restrictions, financial leasing
attracted abundant foreign capital and private capital to infrastructure construction industry. It
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is an effective financing channel for financial deficit of development of infrastructure
construction industry, and helpful to rapid development of infrastructure construction industry,
and at the same it is in compliance with the policy orientation of Ministry of Finance.
In this section, a solution to financial difficulties of infrastructure construction is put forward,
namely, the “GBU mode”. Under this mode, the most important financial leasing approach is
the leaseback mode, and the projects are mainly construction projects of operational
quasi-operational infrastructure.
Generally speaking, the “GUB mode”, esp. the leaseback, enjoys the following ten advantages.
First, the leaseback liquidizes the fixed asset stock of the lessee, and turns physical asset into
financial asset, namely, cash with extremely high liquidity. Second, it has high financing
efficiency, simple procedures, and the turnover rate, liquidity ratio, quick ratio and utilization
ratio of asset are apparently increased. All of these speed up asset reorganization and
optimization of the lessee, and effectively increase enterprises’ economic benefit of current
fiscal year. Third, the financial leasing amount does not take up the credit line or debited into
account for bank loan, which improves the opportunity for refinancing and reduces
opportunity cost. Fourth, when choose the leaseback for financing, leasing companies will not
compulsorily require the lessee to deposit for the backflow of capital raised. Fifth, financial
leasing set the repayment deadline, improving the capital utilization ratio of enterprises. If
equipment is purchased by bank loans, the length of maturity, often shorter than service life of
such equipment, is generally less than 1 year. Enterprises have to repay the bank loan before
any revenue generated from the equipment operation, making enterprises bear greater capital
pressure. But if the equipment is gained by financial leasing, it is similar to (but different
from) purchase of the equipment by installation (lease term generally being 3 to 5 years),
which will be double benefits for enterprises in shortage of capital: on the one hand, it will
maintain most capital in a flow state, for payment of cash can be apportioned during the lease
term so as to reduce rental of each installation; on the other hand, the cost (similar to the
interests of bank loans), apportioned during the lease term, can more closely match with
operation revenue of enterprises, and the difficulties for capital turnover caused by huge
capital consumption for equipment introduction can be avoided. Sixth, financial leasing saves
working capital, and enterprises may apply the precious working capital for more urgent thing.
The rental is paid by via installation, so working capital is saved for the urgent, which may
generate more incomes from investment and be helpful to maintain credit line of banks.
Seventh, leasing capital can be flexibly used. The capital raised by leaseback is exempted
from supervision and can be used as capital fund for project investment. The financial leasing
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has greater flexibility, which is not only reflected by more simplified transaction terms and
less difficult enterprises negotiations, but also by less restriction on the lessee during the
whole lease term compared with the plenty restriction terms in long and medium-term loan
contracts. Consequently, it will exert little impacts on future operation of enterprises. Eighth,
leasing is free from effect of macro-control, while bank loans cannot be exempted, making
enterprises unable to implement investment as planned. Leasing financing is a commercial
financing activity. Enterprises may via the leasing companies invested by foreign capital gain
international surplus capital from the developed countries to avoid domestic macro-controls,
which will be benefit to enterprises long and stable investment and development plans. Ninth,
it breaks out the conventional approaches of financing, creates new a financing channel, and
enlarges scale of financing of enterprises. The application of financial leasing to raise capital
creates a new channel for capital raising, and diversifies capital resources and utilization of
enterprises. If an enterprise needs expansion, the already formed financial leasing plans may
be used as samples for expansion project, thus, efficiency for refinancing is improved. Tenth,
the capital raised via financial leasing is equal to fair value of the equipment asset, while the
capital gained from the mortgage of equipment asset of enterprise to banks is less than 40% of
the fair value of such equipment assets. The lessee may via leaseback gain capital equal to
100% of the equipment assets, which make enterprises have adequate capital for new
investment.
The greatest characteristic of the “GBU mode” is that it can liquidize the stock of subside
asset in public facilities of local government (e.g. highway, various pipe networks) and the
newly increased capital are utilized for new infrastructure construction (the capital can be
flexibly utilized, e.g. capital fund for new projects). It echoes with the policy call of the State
Council that “liquidizing stock and utilizing increment”, and at same time helps government
to dis-leveraging. It can assist local government with unique mode in gaining development
loan from banks, and improve the financing capacity of local government on an exponentially
basis.
The financial leasing companies may, during their cooperation with government, provide
leaseback services for the infrastructure owned by government to obtain monopolistic
franchise rights, which decreases the competitive risk. Meanwhile those infrastructures can
generate stable future cash flow which guarantees for rental payment of government. All of
those will enhance credit ratings for the financial leasing project, lower the financing cost and
help government realize the dis-leveraging. The financing leasing mode liquidizes stock
assets to provide with government increment. It enlarges the room for future development
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while dis-leveraging, which realizes the “sustainable financing” and materially solved
financing difficulties. For infrastructure financial leasing, as result of the tremendous capital
demand, single finical leasing company or the capital chain of financial leasing industry can
barely satisfy such demand, the “GBU mode” takes advantages of leasing asset private
placement to provide the infrastructure financial leasing project with long-term stable and
sustainable capital resource with low cost.
5.3 Case Analysis: Phase 1 GUB Special Plan of Leasing Asset Support 20151
Phase 1 GBU Special Plan of Leasing Asset Support 2015 is planned to purchase underlying
asset in GBU’s ownership, formulates leasing right and collateral guarantee to the Yuanshuo
company according to the underlying asset files. The files are comprised of Financial Leasing
Contract and the supplementary agreement jointly signed by Golden Bridge United Financial
Leasing Co., Ltd (GBU) and Yuanshuo company, Difference Make-up Agreement signed by
GBU and the highway construction company, Guaranty Contract signed by GBU, Yuanshuo
company and the transportation industry company, Share Pledge Agreement signed by GBU
and the highway construction company and Charging Right Pledge Agreement signed by
GUB and Yuanshuo company.
5.3.1 Lease of Financial Leasing Contract: Stock Asset of Highway
The lease in this financial leasing contract is the road asset which is the Kunming south
connecting highway from Du Jia Ying interchange bridge and Da Chong Interchange Road
and its supporting facilities.
The Kunming south connecting highway which is built and operated by Yuanshuo company
based on the Contract of Investment, Building, Operation, Maintenance, Transfer(BOT) of
Kunming South Connecting Highway, is an important part of Kunming city highway system.
As the fast channel connecting east-west direction in Kunming city highway system, it is a
great improvement of overall effect of Kunming city highway as the transit traffic network,
traffic diversion of

second south ring transit traffic and urban landscape. The project

construction is of remarkable importance to put forward the development of south of
Kunming and implementation of strategic goal “one lake and four rings” and “one lake and
four regions” in the development, accelerates Kunming to a global modern city and intensity
its comprehensive competitiveness.
The project starts from the reserved ramp of Gaoyao interchange road and stops at the
interchange point of Da Chong interchange road and east connecting road with the length of
24.998km and is planned to be built into a six-lane highway. The design speed limit of the
main line is 100km/h, design speed of tunnel is 80km/h, width of road red lines is 60m, road
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net width is 33.5m and it is a two-way six-lane asphalt road with 6 interchanges, two tunnels,
7 extra-large bridges, 5 large and middle bridges, 23 culverts, 9 passages, 2 main line toll
stations, 12 ramp toll stations, 5 management rooms. With lots of bridge and tunnel structure,
the bridge-tunnel ratio of project reaches 68.7%.
On September 21st, 2011, the Traffic Bureau of Kunming and Yuanshuo Construction and
Development Co., Ltd signed the Contract of Investment, Building, Operation, Maintenance,
Transfer(BOT) of Kunming South Connecting Highway which regulated that Yuanshuo
company would design and build the Kunming south connecting highway through
self-financing; meanwhile, according to the franchise granted by Kunming municipal
government, this project is conferred franchise starting from the start of trial operation period
to the next day for same date of 30th anniversary, totally 30 years; when the franchise expires,
all the assets concerning this project which are in good operation, maintenance, free from any
right or quality defects, and listed into the final budget by utilizing construction asset of this
project audited and approved by related authorities, will be transferred to the Traffic Bureau
of Kunming or agencies appointed by the traffic bureau. The south connecting highway had
been constructed since August 2012 and was completed and trail operated on August 30th,
2014.
Authorized by the lessor (Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd), China Alliance
Appraisal Co., Ltd evaluated the BOT project of Kunming south connecting highway on the
base date of asset evaluation, December 31st, 2014 which was built by Kunming Yuanshuo
Construction and Development Co., Ltd. The project value is based on the specific target of
the appraisal, characteristics of highway asset, takes sustainable asset utilization as the
prerequisite and calculated by replacement cost method.
Replacement cost method means determining the real value of appraisal object by deducting
devaluation by real degradation, devaluation by functional degradation and devaluation by
economic degradation from the cost or according to the composite residue ratio.
Appraisal value = replacement value * residue ratio
According to the Highway Project Evaluation Index (JTG/T M21-2011), the replacement cost
of highway is comprised of the following elements: construction and installation project,
procurement of equipment and instrument, pre-construction phase, miscellaneous and cost of
capital among others, which can be presented by the following equation:
Replacement value = construction and installation project + purchase of equipment and
instruments +pre-construction and miscellaneous +cost of capital
The details of replacement cost method concerning this project can be found in Appendix I in
which the appraisal value of Kunming south connecting highway BOT project carried out by
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China Alliance Appraisal Co., Ltd is 6.0759466 billion RMB.
5.3.2 Lessee of the financial leasing contract: Kunming Yuanshuo Construction and
Development Co., Ltd
Found in August, 2011, Kunming Yuanshuo Construction and Development Co., Ltd was
jointly funded and organized by Shanghai Tunnel Engineering Co., Ltd (STEC) and Shanghai
Jianyuan Investment Co., Ltd in which STEC subscribed capital contribution of 700 million
RMB taking 50% of the total investment; and Shanghai Jianyuan Investment Co., Ltd
contributed 700 million RMB taking 50%。
By January 2014, the cumulative contribution of shareholders has reached 1.4 billion RMB
taking 100% of registered capital. The following capital verification information is confirmed
by the Capital Verification Report issued by Kunming Atena Enterprise Accounting Co., Ltd
(Atena Verification Report［2014］NO.004).
In April 2014, according to the documents of the second shareholder assembly of Kunming
Yuanshuo Construction and Development Co., Ltd, capital contribution of the company was
incremented from originally 1.4 billion RMB to 1.971 billion RMB in which the STEC
increased 185.5 million RMB, totally 885.5 million RMB; Shanghai Jianyuan Investment Co.,
Ltd increased 185.5 million RMB, totally 885.5 million RMB; the Highway Construction and
Development Co., Ltd of Kunming Municipality added 200 million RMB, totally 200 million
RMB.
The following information is confirmed by the Capital Verification Report issued by
Kunming Atena Enterprise Accounting Co., Ltd (Atena Verification Report［2014］, NO.035).
So the registered capital and equity structure of the company is as follows:

Amount
Name of Shareholder

of

Contribution
（million RMB）

Proportion
registered capital

STEC

885.5

44.93%

Shanghai Jianyuan Investment Co., Ltd

885.5

44.93%

200

10.14%

1971

100.00%

Highway Construction and Development
Co., Ltd of Kunming Municipality
Total

100

in

In December 2014, according to the First Equity Transfer Agreement signed by the Highway
Construction and Development Co., Ltd of Kunming Municipality, STEC, Kunming
Yuanshuo Construction and Development Co., Ltd, Kunming Traffic Bureau and Kunming
Transportation Investment Co., Ltd, shareholders, namely Highway Construction and
Development Co., Ltd purchased 44.93% of equities of Kunming Yuanshuo Construction and
Development Co., Ltd from Shanghai Jianyuan Investment Co., Ltd. On December 18th, 2014,
it obtained the changed business license. Therefore the registered capital and equity structure
of Kunming Yuanshuo Construction and Development Co., Ltd is as below:
Amount
Name of shareholder

of

contribution
（million RMB）

STEC
Highway Construction and Development
Co., Ltd of Kunming Municipality
Total

Proportion
registered capital

885.5

44.93%

1,085.5

55.07%

1,971

in

100.00%

Hereto, Highway Construction and Development Co., Ltd of Kunming Municipality becomes
the controlling shareholder of Kunming Yuanshuo Construction and Development Co., Ltd.
By December 31st, 2014, the total investment of Yuanshuo company has reached 7.202 billion
RMB with4.521 billion RMB of total indebtedness. Stockholders’ equity totaled 3.163 billion
RMB; the turnover of 2014 was 44 million RMB with the net margin 14 million RMB.
Yuanshuo company is the project legal person and investment and construction party of
Kunming south connecting highway, meanwhile, it is the operational party of the highway. On
August 30th, 2014, the south connecting highway was officially opened to traffic. According
to the Approval Reply of Yunan Provincial Government about Toll Charging of Kunming
South Connecting Highway, the highway has started to charge toll and organized a network
toll collection system with Kunming-Yuxi and Kunming-Shilin highway management
departments. In 2014, the toll of the south connecting highway totaled 47.728 million RMB.
As for debt repayment capacity, by December 31st, 2014, the rigid debt of Yuanshuo company
had reached 2.632 billion RMB in which 1.5 billion RMB as the entrusted loan of the parent
company will be on expiration in August 2016; the rest 1.132 billion RMB has been due on an
obligation in January 2015; meanwhile, since the raised fund was applied to the maintenance
of Kunming south connecting highway, it will also be used to pay up the debt of parent
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company, the rigid debt of Yuanshuo company will be paid and the concentration payment
risk of Yuanshuo company in 2016 will be released.
Overally, as the operational party of Kunming south connecting highway, currently the major
operational income comes from the highway toll. Based on the regional monopoly and
shareholders’ support, Yuanshuo company now has a steady cash inflow.
5.3.3 Lessor of financial leasing contract: Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd
The lessor for this financial leasing contract is Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co.,
Ltd which is also the original beneficiary of financial leasing asset support special plan.
According to the legal consultant and managerial person’s verification, GBU is not the
specific original beneficiary. It at the same time is the asset service agency of the special plan
which is briefed as follows:
1. Company profile

Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd (hereafter “GBU”) is a wholly
foreign-owned financial leasing enterprise licensed by the Measure for the Administration of
Foreign-funded Lease Industry promulgate by China’s Ministry of Commerce whose parent
company is Golden Bridge United Holdings Group (H.K.) Limited (hereafter “GBU HK”),
and its major stockholders are China Everbright Holdings Co., Ltd and famous global
financial groups. GUB mainly aims to provide liquidized stock in the approaches of
operational lease or financial lesae for the large state-owned groups, large infrastructure
construction and operation groups or enterprises, urban public infrastructure construction and
operation groups or enterprise, listed enterprises and enterprises in energy, power industry and
transportation industry to name few. It is a structural and innovative financial service which
utilizes the increment to support urban infrastructure construction and enhance the sustainable
development of real economy.
GBU is the first enterprise to carry out securitized private placement home and abroad of
leasing asset in China’s financial leasing industry which has advanced governance framework
and globalized and professional managerial team.
Combined with the development demands of Chinese real economy, GBU creatively
integrated industries into finance forming a financial leasing mode with support of featured
resource organization capability and resource appreciation capability and the goal of urban
public utility infrastructure construction improvement, namely “GBU mode”. The gross
amount of operational leasing and financial leasing that GBU completes or is undertaking
with China’s large state-owned enterprises, Chinese infrastructure or Chinese urban public
utility construction projects reaches nearly 100 billion RMB which covers highway project,
municipal water pipe network project, sewage pipe network project, heating pipe network
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project, gas pipe network project, light rail and metro project, airport facility project and port
and dock project to name a few.
By the end of 2014, the leasing asset of GBU has totaled 3.556 billion RMB in which
stockholders equity hits 1.096 billion RMB, indebtedness 2.46 billion RMB with 69.19% of
asset-liability ratio; in 2014, GBU got 369 million RMB operating revenue and 145 million
RMB net margin. All the statistics of the company are as follows:
Table 3 Profile of GBU

GBU

2012

2013

2014

Total asset(billion RMB)

2.307

2.902

3.556

Stockholders equity(million RMB)

877

1021

1096

Total liability(billion RMB)

1.43

1.881

2.46

Total debt(million RMB)

46

16

0

Operational revenue(million RMB)

468

282

369

Net margin(million RMB)

269

144

145

asset-liability ratio（%）

61.98

64.82

69.19

Rate of return of stockholders equity（%） 30.70

14.09

13.21

1. Capital structure and profiles of shareholders
Found on May 16th, 2007, Golden Bridge United Holdings Group (H.K.) Limited with
registered capital of $60 million is the controlling parent company of Golden Bridge United
Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. In November 2010, some fund institutes such as China
International Trust & Investment Corporation （ CITIC Group), BOCOM International
Holdings Company Limited, Natixis and GEMS took shares of GBU HK as strategic
investors. On July 30th, 2014, China Everbright Holdings Co., Ltd purchased 80% share of
the above corporations to become the major shareholder of GBU.
2. Subsidiary profiles
The wholly-owned subsidiary Golden Bridge United Co., Ltd(Tianjin) is a financial leasing
limited corporation based on Chinese laws which was founded in January 2010. Its main
business covers financial leasing, leasing business, purchase of leased property from home
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and abroad, residual value treatment and repair of leased property, leasing trade consulting,
investment consulting and business consulting to name a few.
The wholly-owned subsidiary Golden Bridge United Co., Ltd(Fujian) is a financial leasing
limited corporation based on Chinese laws which was founded in April 2013. Its main
business covers financial leasing, leasing business, purchase of leased property from home
and abroad, residual value treatment and repair of leased property, leasing trade consulting,
investment consulting and business consulting to name a few.
3. History of Company
In the process of its development, GBU gains numerous recognitions from regulators and the
financial industry in China. GBU was selected as the vice director unit of China Association
of Enterprises with Foreign Investment and the vice director unit of the Leasing Business
Committee of China Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment Since 2009. In 2012,
it became the standing vice director unit of the Leasing Business Committee of China
Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment; since May 14, 2010, GBU has
permanently served as the managing vice president and secretary general unit of the Financial
Leasing Research Base of Chinese Academy of Social Science, which is the only professional
postdoctoral center in the financial leasing field within the territory of China. In October 2012,
it was awarded as “The Innovation Prize for Best Structured Financial Product 2012” jointly
conferred by Chinese Banking Association, Insurance Association of China, Financial Times
and National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors. In May 2011, it was
awarded as “The Innovation Prize for China’s Best Financial Leasing Business Models” in
May 2011, and as “Innovation Prize for China’s Financial Leasing” at China Financial
Leasing Annual Conference in December 2010, and as “The Innovative Contribution Prize for
Lease-Bank Cooperation” at China Financial Leasing Annual Conference in December 2009.
In May 2011, GBU was conferred ISO9001 by SGS UK Ltd, namely the quality management
system certificate which was one of the few domestic financial leasing companies that get
the international authoritative verification.
In December 2012, GBU was awarded as “The Best Financial Leasing Company in 2012” by
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institutes of Finance and Financial Times. It was also
awarded as “2014 Annual Company for China Financial Leasing” in December 2014.
(2) Main business and leading product analysis
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Table 4 Introduction of main business of GBU

Main business

Various operating and financial leasing services dominated in
local or foreign currencies such as direct lease, sublease,
leaseback, entrust lease, joint lease and project lease; sales or
disposal of leased property residual value; and tender consulting
and guarantee for the lease trade.

Financial leasing Normally 3 to 10 years
term
Capital

It depends on the duration that the leasee needs for fund raising

arrangement
Payment of rent

Flexible payments which depend on the leasee’s operating
capability and credit status

Cost of capital

The capital cost of financial leasing creditor's right is basically
consistent with cost of bank loans, while it is finally decided by
the situation of the financial leasing project and the leasee’s
repaying capability and future profitability.

(3)Operation status
1. Market positioning of the client’s business
GUB mainly serves for China’s large state-owned enterprise group, China’s large
infrastructure construction and operating enterprises group, China’s large urban public
infrastructure construction and operating enterprise group, listed enterprises, energy and
power industry, transportation industry to name a few to provide them liquidized stock in the
approaches of operating leasing and financial leasing services, aiming to provide structural
innovative financial services that can support urban infrastructure with increment and
improve sustainable development of real economy.
The company has finished nearly over 100 billion RMB of operating and financial leasing
projects with large state-owned enterprise groups and subsidiaries directly affiliated to
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission(SASAC), provincial
state-owned large enterprises, China’s infrastructure construction and operation large
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enterprise groups, China’s urban public infrastructure construction and operation large
enterprise group, list enterprises, energy and power industry and transportation industry. The
company has completed nearly as large as 40 billion RMB of financing with the clients of
merely China’s urban public infrastructure industry. The clients include China Metallurgical
Group Corporation，ChemChina, China Hi-tech Group Corporation, China Grain Reserves
Corporation, Aluminum Corporation of China, China Railway Group Limited, China Railway
Construction Corporation Limited, Legend Holdings, CITIC Group and enterprises directly
affiliated to provincial and municipal governments or SASAC. For a long time the
cooperation pattern between the company and different financial institutes is securitized
financing via designated private placement and non-resource factorage financing. Meanwhile,
the company also further develops overseas business, cooperates with overseas financial
institutes to give foreign debt full play. Since the foundation of the company, its business
volume doubles every year. Based on its creativity and unique enterprise background, the
company builds cooperative ties with domestic and international financial institutes servicing
Chinese market with the strategy of “Resource Globalization and Operation Localization”. By
financing scale, GBU ranks first either among all the financial leasing enterprises approved by
China’s Ministry of Commerce or among the financial leasing enterprises aiming at China’s
urban public infrastructure construction.
2. Features of main products and services
GBU provides advanced production facility, power equipment that are applicable to domestic
and overseas environment, and various operating and financial leasing services dominated in
domestic or foreign currencies such as direct leasing, leaseback, sublease, entrust lease, joint
lease and project lease of the supporting technologies; sales and disposal of residual value of
leases; and consulting and guarantee of leasing trade.
Senior management team and professional consultant team are experienced: they have
experienced industrial, financial and financial leasing background, some of them are expertise
on investment and financing;
Some of them carry on financial leasing service and work as guidance counselor of financial
leasing who are familiar with the profit model of financial leasing home and abroad.
3. Main competitors of the clients and their situations
(1)Status of competition
As a new pattern of financial service industry, the company builds strong partnerships with
various financial institutes. Under the condition of unsound capital market and single source
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of funds in China, the GBU positively expands financing channels, delivers rigorous
operation model and quality service which are highly commented and supported by Chinese
and overseas financial institutes.
With the intensifying commercialization of China’s financial industry, more and more
domestic and foreign banks focus on the financial leasing industry again. With proactive
attitude and innovativeness, GBU along with banks and financial institutes have constantly
designed innovative financial leasing models to deliver for the clients comprehensive and
effective financial services.
(2)Industrial position and competition advantage
·Policy advantage
With the implementation of the Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court on Issues
Concerning the Application of Cases Involving Disputes over Financial Leasing Contracts
and the gradual improvement of related social and policy environments, it is possible that
China will develop leasing industry rapidly and see a bright future.
·Resource advantage
·Support of domestic and overseas shareholders with strong financial capability
The main shareholders are Everbright Holdings Co., Ltd among others. Founded in 1997,
China Everbright Holdings Co., Ltd is a diversified financial holdings enterprise across Hong
Kong and mainland China, the second largest shareholder of Everbright Securities Co., Ltd in
mainland China and the third largest shareholder of China Everbright Bank Co., Ltd whose
parent company is China Everbright Group.
·Experienced senior management team and professional consultant team
GBU has an experienced senior management team and a professional consultant team in the
fields of industry, law, finance and financial leasing. Some of them are professionals in
structured finance, asset management and investment and financing home and abroad. Some
of them undertake financial leasing home and abroad or work as senior consultants of this
field. They have comprehensive knowledge about the profit model of financial leasing and
have experiences on financing, legislation, import and export, taxation, transportation,
logistics and insurance to name a few.
·Advanced financial innovative capability
GBU has seriously researched China’s regulation about leasing, created an all-round financial
service model with financial leasing as its core to provide irreplaceable personalized financing
and financial leasing solutions and create a series of advanced industrial financial solutions:
Directional securitized financing of private placement;
Innovative financing of structured leasing;
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Operating lease based on leaseback
Structured off-shore innovative financing;
Debt lease financing and locking exchange gain；
These financing solutions can help lessees and financial institutes forming one of GBU
advantages.
·Diversified financing channels home and abroad
With the unique foreign-funded enterprise property, GBU builds cooperation with a wide
range of financial partners. In the previous partnerships, GUB always had a good tie with the
financial institutes home and abroad. With the wide domestic and overseas financing channels,
and strategic tasks of “resource globalization and operation localization”, GBU is dedicated to
innovate financial products, organized and integrate the global financial resource on both
domestic and overseas platforms and service for Chinese market.
GUB carries on wide-spread long-term cooperation with financial partners unceasingly
creating value for the various financial partners by providing innovative products. GUB’s
partners include foreign trade banks, state-owned banks, commercial banks, stock-holding
banks, securities companies, trust companies and finance companies to name a few.
·Highly continuous successful business model
Through the practice in home and abroad markets, GBU financing service model has been
accepted and approved by investment and financing parties.
5.3.4 The trade structure of special plan of leasing asset support
Phase 1 GUB Special Plan of Leasing Asset Support 2015 is set based on the related
regulations, laws and administrative provisions in Measures for the Administration of the
Customer Asset Management Business of Securities Companies and Provisions for the
Administration of the Asset Securitization Business of Securities Companies and the
Subsidiaries of Fund Management Companies promulgated by China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC). The basic trade structure is as follows.
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Figure21 Trade Structure of Phase 1 GBU Special Plan of Leasing Asset Support 2015

In the special pan, the investor of the asset-backed securities subscribes the asset-backed
securities from the management party—South Capital Co., Ltd to become the trustor. South
Capital uses the subscribed fund of the trustor to purchase underlying assets from original
beneficiary GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, namely the lease to Yuanshuo company based
on the underlying asset files and its supporting security interests including the paid-up balance
of the highway company and the guarantor’s guarantee.
In the special plan trade structure, South Capital as the management party, is responsible for
collecting, establishing and managing the special plan; as the asset service agency of this plan,
GBU provides management service and other services concerning the underlying assets and
its receivables in accordance with the Asset Service Agreement of Phase 1 GUB Special Plan
of Leasing Asset Support 2015(“Asset Service Agreement”); Bank of Beijing as the trustee
provides this plan funds trusteeship and fund payment; The Kunming branch of China
Merchants Bank Co., Ltd as the regulatory bank carries on asset supervision service for the
plan. Meanwhile, the Highway Construction and Development Co., Ltd of Kunming
Municipality as the balance paid-up party, promises that it will provide liquidity support for
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Yuanshuo company and will be obliged to make up the difference of financial leasing based
on the Difference Make-up Agreement concerning leasing asset of Kunming Yuanshuo
Construction and Development Co., Ltd(“Difference Make-up Agreement”); according to the
Guarantee Contract issued by Kunming Transportation Investment Co., Ltd as the guarantor,
it promises to take payment obligation for Yuanshuo company under the Financial Leasing
Contract and will provide GBU guarantee of irrevocable joint liability. Besides, the Shenzhen
Branch of China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited as the registration
agency is obliged to registration, trusteeship, account transfer and benefits payoff of the
asset-backed securities.
This is an asset support special plan of securities company clients. The asset-backed securities
in the plan can be classified into priority level and secondary level asset-backed securities.
The payment order of holders of the latter securities is inferior to that of holders of the former
ones; the priority-level asset-backed securities are issued towards the accredited investors of
mainland China while the secondary securities are possessed by the Highway company.
The period and targeted collection scale of the priority level asset-backed securities of this
special plan are as below.
Table 5 Product Structure of Priority-level Asset-backed Securities

Unit: million RMB
Priority-level

asset-backed Expected

maturity Issuance

securities

period

limit

GBU 01

1 year

100

GBU 02

2 year

140

GBU 03

3 year

190

GBU 04

4 year

230

GBU 05

5 year

270

GBU 06

6 year

310

GBU 07

7 year

360

GBU 08

8 year

400

The detail product maturity period and the capital-and-interest repayment plan are shown in
Table 6.
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Table 6 The Repayment Plan of Capital and Interest of Priority-level Asset-backed Securities

Priority-level
asset-backed
securities
GBU 01

GBU 02

GBU 03

GBU 04

GBU 05

GBU 06

GBU 07

GBU 08

Interest payment
plan

Principal repayment plan

Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates
Pay the interest on Repay 25% of the principal on the expected
each payment date maturity date and the first payment dates

When the taxable amount, management fee for the management party, trusteeship fee for the
trustee, regulation fee for the regulatory bank, rating fee for the rating agency, miscellaneous
fees as well as priority-level asset-backed securities expected benefits and principal are all
paid off, the current surplus capital can be allocated to the holders of secondary asset-backed
securities.
5.3.5 Requirements for the special plan subscriber
The sales period of the special plan is 60 days after the regulatory department agrees its
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issuance, and it may end ahead of time if it reaches the targeted collection scale. The
priority-level asset-backed securities are sold by the sales agency—Everbright Securities
Company Limited in the approach of standby commitment towards the accredited investors,
and the secondary asset-backed securities will be under directional issuance towards the
highway company.
Principles of participation concerning the priority-level asset-backed securities are: (1)
subscribers shall adhere to the procedures and approaches concerning subscription and
payment regulated by the sales agencies; (2)there is no limit on the maximum subscription
amount in the subscriber’s one single account during security sale; (3)subscribers can
subscribe priority-level asset-backed securities for multiple times during security sale, the
applied subscription is irrevocable, and the initial subscription amount shall be no less than 1
million RMB, and the additional subscription amount shall be an integral multiple of the
initial subscription and no less than 1 million RMB. The secondary asset-backed securities
shall be one-time subscribed by the highway company during the sale of special plan.
Subscribers shall be accredited investors of the special plan including:
1. The financial institutes approved by related financial regulatory departments including
banks, securities companies, fund management companies, trust companies and
insurance companies among others;
2. Financial products issued by the above financial institutions towards investors
including but not limited to bank financial products, insurance products, fund
products,
3. Overseas financial institutions and their financial products approved by related
financial regulatory departments including but not limited to Qualified Foreign
Institutional

Investors(QFII)

and

RMB

Qualified

Foreign

Institutional

Investors(RQFII);
4. Pension funds such as social security funds and enterprise annuity as well as social
public welfare funds;
5. Private placement fund managers with record-keeping or registration in the industrial
self-regulatory organizations and whose net asset is no less than 10 million RMB;
6. Other units or institutions whose net asset is no less than 10 million RMB;
7. Accredited investors that are approved by China Securities Regulatory Commission
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
The accredited investors need to meet the following requirements:
1. Institutional investors with full capacity for civil conduct( participants that are
prohibited by laws, regulations and related provisions are excluded) who have fully
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understood the risks of the special plan and have adequate risk-bearing capacity;
2. The investor’s subscription of asset-backed securities does not violate any related laws
and regulations and has been through necessary internal examination and approval;
3.

The investor’s capital for asset-backed securities are equity fund or the fund which
he/she has lawful disposal right on from lawful sources;

4. The investor has an account in the Shenzhen Branch of China Securities Depository
and Clearing Corporation Limited.
5.3.6 Analysis about Underlying Assets and Cash Flow Forecast
In the special plan, the asset-backed security investors sign the Subscription Agreement on
Phase 1 GBU Special Plan of Leasing Asset Support 2015(“Subscription Agreement”) with
the managerial party—South Capital Co., Ltd to subscribe asset-backed securities, the
managerial party purchases the underlying assets from the original beneficiary—GBU
Financial Leasing Co., Ltd based on the investors’ subscribed capital which is the lease and
additional collateral warranty owned by GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd including the
make-up balance from the highway company and guarantee form the guarantor to name a few.
The underlying asset documents contain the Financial Leasing Contract (the “Contract”) and
Supplementary

Agreement

of

GBU-Yuanshuo

Financial

Leasing

Contract

(the

“Supplementary Contract”), the Difference Make-up Agreement between GBU and the
highway company, the Guaranty Contract between GBU and the Kunming Transportation
Investment Co., Ltd, the Share Pledge Agreement between GBU and the highway company
and the Charging Right Pledge Agreement between GBU and Yuanshuo company.
According to the terms of the Financial Leasing Contract, GBU as the leaser and Yuanshuo
company as the leasee agree that principal balance is 6 billion RMB and the leasing term is 8
years; according to the supplementary agreement, the principal in the Financial Leasing
Contract is adjusted to 5.1 billion RMB and is divided into 3 billion RMB financial leasing
trade and 2.1 billion RMB financial leasing creditor's right. Likewise, the leased items are
divided into two parts. The 3 billion RMB lease derived from the one part of leased items is
transferred by GBU to Huijin Financial Leasing Co., Ltd in the approach of sublease, and
Huijin Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, bank factoring business sector and the third party
contributors will raise fund to pay the purchase consideration of the 3-billion-RMB financial
leasing creditor's right to GBU. The financial leasing creditor's right derived from the other
part of 2.1-billion-RMB leased items is transferred to South Capital Co., Ltd as the manager
of this special plan.
Detailed terms concerning the 2.1-billion-RMB financial leasing creditor's right are listed in
the supplementary agreement between GBU and Yuanshuo company. According to the
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Confirmation Agreement on Creditor’s Right jointly signed by GBU Financial Leasing Co.,
Ltd, Yuanshuo company, South Capital Co., Ltd and Huijin Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, as the
original creditor, obligor, transferee of the 2.1 billion RMB financial leasing creditor’s right,
transferee of the 3 billion RMB financial leasing creditor’s right (sublease transferee), GBU,
Yuanshuo company, South Capital Co., Ltd and Huijin Financial Leasing Co., Ltd confirm the
2.1 billion RMB financial leasing creditor’s right respectively. Thereby as the lessor, GBU has
financial leasing creditor’s right concerning the principal of 2.1 billion RMB towards
Yuanshuo company as the leaser and plans to transfer the right to the manager South Capital
Co., Ltd.
According to Difference Make-up Agreement, as a the creditor, GBU has the right to ask the
high company who serves as the difference make-up party to fulfill the obligation of
difference make-up. As the difference make-up party, the highway company has been noticed
of the arrangement that GBU transferred the financial leasing creditor’s right worth of nearly
2.1 billion RMB to South Capital Co., Ltd which has also got written confirmation of the
highway company. Based on the Guarantee Contract, as the creditor and warrantee, GBU has
the right to ask Kunming Transportation Investment Co., Ltd to fulfill the obligation of joint
and several liability warranties. GBU has informed Kunming Transportation Investment Co.,
Ltd of the arrangement that the financial leasing creditor’s right of 2.1 billion RMB was
transferred to South Capital Co., Ltd and has got written approval of Kunming Transportation
Investment Co., Ltd.
According to Charging Right Pledge Agreement, as the pledgee of charging, GBU has
obtained the written decision of highway charging right pledge with registration NO.006
(Kunming Transportation Quality Registration, 2015). On August 26th, 2015, due to relevant
obligees’ application, Ministry of Transportation of Yunnan Province issue the announcement
of highway charging right pledge transfer with registration NO. 021 to Yuanshuo company, in
which the pledgee is changed into GBU and South Capital Co., Ltd, and the pledge amount is
changed from 6 billion RMB to 5.1 billion RMB where 3 billion RMB is for GBU and 2.1
billion RMB is for South Capital Co., Ltd.
According to the Agreement signed by GBU, South Capital Co., Ltd, Yuanshuo company and
Huijin Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, to ensure that South Capital Co., Ltd is prior to have the
pledge of highway charging concerning Kunming South connecting section, GBU agrees to
be inferior to have the pledge mentioned above in the same sequential order, waiving the
same pledge as South Capital has. Therefore, South Capital Co., Ltd is prior to the pledge of
management charging while GBU is inferior to South Capital Co., Ltd.
As the transferee (sublease party) of financial leasing creditor’s right of 3 billion RMB, Huijin
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Financial Leasing Co. Ltd agrees on the above arrangement and informs the contributor of the
agreement content to get his approval.
According to the Financial Leasing Contract and its supplementary agreement, Yuanshuo
company as the lessee applies to the original beneficiary—GBU for financial leasing with the
leased items including the Kunming south connecting highway Du Jia Ying Interchange
Bridge to Da Chong interchange road asset and its supporting facilities in the approach of
leaseback; with the purpose of leaseback for use and fund-raising, GBU agrees to transfer the
ownership of leased items to GBU and GBU will purchase the items with commercial
acceptance bills, namely the consideration of 2.1-billion-RMB principal; the lease interest is
calculated in accordance with the calculation method 2 in the agreement in the financial
leasing contract, the annual interest rate of lease is fixed interest rate and the aggregate rent
(including principal and interest) is 2.7673275 billion RMB. Meanwhile, financial leasing
contract regulates that the date that GBU issues commercial acceptance bills to Yuanshuo
company is the lease inception. The date of acceptance is the inception of lease interest with
8-year term of lease which will end on the corresponding day of the 8th year.
According to the Financial Leasing Contract and its supplementary agreement, the lessee
shall repay principal on the corresponding day of the lease inception every three months as
agreed. The detail principal repayment is as below:
Table 7

Rent Payment Plan of Financial Leasing Contract
Unit: million RMB

phase

installment

phase installment

1

58.075

17

92.2075

2

57.6813

18

91.1050

3

57.2875

19

90.0025

4

56.8938

20

88.9

5

69

21

97.7975

6

68.4094

22

96.5375

2 Non-matching-the-principal repayment is adopted for rent calculation. The leasing interest is based on actual number of
day, namely: leasing interest=unpaid principal balance*actual number of days*annual interests rate of leasing/360. The rent
payment date and amount corresponding to leasing principal is detailed in the financial leasing contract.
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7

67.8188

23

95.2775

8

67.2281

24

94.0175

9

79.1375

25

107.7575

10

78.35

26

106.2613

11

77.5625

27

104.765

12

76.775

28

103.2688

13

85.9875

29

114.2725

14

85.0425

30

112.5794

15

84.0975

31

110.8863

16

83.1525

32

109.1931

Total 2767.3275

The Asset Appraisal Report issued by China Alliance Appraisal Co., Ltd makes predictions
about traffic flow on the south connecting highway during its utilization as follows:
Table 8

Predictions about Traffic Flow on the South Connecting Highway 2015-2023

Traffic volume Traffic volume Traffic volume Traffic volume
Traffic volume
Operatio

of

Type

1 of

Type

2 of

Type

3 of

Type

4

n period

vehicle

vehicle

vehicle

vehicle

(number/day)

(number/day)

(number/day)

(number/day)

2015

13,624.00

174.00

406.00

224.00

167,939.00

2016

15,668.00

200.00

467.00

258.00

193,130.00

2017

17,705.00

226.00

528.00

290.00

218,237.00

2018

19,476.00

249.00

581.00

319.00

240,061.00

2019

21,229.00

273.00

636.00

349.00

261,666.00

2020

22,927.00

295.00

687.00

377.00

282,599.00

of van
(tons/day)
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2021

24,532.00

314.00

732.00

402.00

302,381.00

2022

26,004.00

333.00

776.00

426.00

320,524.00

2023

27,434.00

351.00

819.00

449.00

336,550.00

Source: Asset Appraisal Report
Table 9 Predictions about Toll Revenue of South Connecting Highway 2015-2023

Unit: million RMB

Toll

Toll

Toll

Toll

Operation revenue of revenue of revenue of revenue of Toll revenue of
period

Type

1 Type

Type

3 Type

4 van

Total

vehicle

2vehicle

vehicle

vehicle

2015

83.3789

2.0045

6.5772

4.9997

169.2825

266.2428

2016

95.8882

2.3040

7.5654

5.7586

194.6750

306.1912

2017

108.3546

2.6035

8.5536

6.4728

219.9829

345.9674

2018

119.1931

2.8685

9.4122

7.1201

241.9815

380.5754

2019

129.9215

3.1450

10.3032

7.7897

263.7593

414.9186

2020

140.3132

3.3984

11.1294

8.4146

284.8598

448.1155

2021

150.1358

3.6173

11.8584

8.9726

304.8000

479.3842

2022

159.1445

3.8362

12.5712

9.5083

323.0882

508.1484

2023

167.8961

4.0435

13.2678

10.0217

339.2424

534.4715

Source: Asset Appraisal Report
Table 10 Predictions about Net Cash Flow of Toll Right of South Connecting Highway 2015-2023

Unit: million RMB

Total

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

266.2428

306.1912

345.9674 380.5754 414.9186 448.1155 479.3842 508.1484 534.4715

toll

revenue
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Business Tax
and additional 23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

23.6762

21.0544

22.0656

22.6278

23.1987

23.9837

24.7778

25.5814

26.3948

27.2181

221.5121

260.4493

299.6634 333.7005 367.2588 399.6614 430.1265 458.0773 483.5771

fee
Net

cash

operating cost
Operational
net cash flow

Based on the above tables in Asset Appraisal Report, the charging right towards the south
connecting highway can make continuous and stable operational net cash flow during this
special plan which can guarantee the repayment of principal and interest of

the priority-level

asset-backed securities.
5.3.7 Rating report of priority-level asset-backed securities of the special plan
Based on the information obtained on November 16th, 2015, China Chengxin Securities
Rating Co., Ltd assigned the following ratings to the Phase 1 GBU Special Plan of
Asset-backed Securities Financial Lease 2015 which was established by South Capital Co.,
Ltd. The ratings show that the prospective earnings of the priority-level asset-backed
securities in this special plan is highly possible to be able to repay the principal and interest
before the expiry date with

low default risk.

Table 11 Prospective Rating about Asset-backed Securities of the Special Plan

Asset-backed securities of Credit

Prospective

interest

Prospective term to

the special plan

issuance amount

calculation

maturity

(million RMB)

method

(year)

rating

GBU 01

AAA

100

Fixed

1

GBU 02

AAA

140

Fixed

2

GBU 03

AAA

190

Fixed

3

GBU 04

AAA

230

Fixed

4

GBU 05

AAA

270

Fixed

5
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GBU 06

AAA

310

Fixed

6

GBU 07

AAA

360

Fixed

7

GBU 08

AAA

400

Fixed

8

asset-backed None

100

-

-

2100

-

-

Secondary
securities
Total

-

The ratings that China Chengxin Securities Rating Co., Ltd assigns to the priority-level
asset-backed securities mainly in consideration to the following elements: the legislative
completeness of transaction structure and pool of underlying assets; credit support level of
prior/secondary payment mechanism; the leasee, the difference make-up party and
guarantor’s financial strength and credit information; the setting of leased items such as
charging pledge of south connecting highway and share pledge of the obligor Yuanshuo
company; structural characteristics of transaction including right improvement, allocation
order of cash flow, setting of transaction account, design of prior payment of pledge property
and appointment and arrangement of reserved asset service agencies among others; service
capacity of GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd as an asset service agency and professional
experiences of Bank of Beijing as the trustee. Classes and related signs concerning credit
rating are as below:
Table 12 Class sign and its definition concerning credit rating of asset-backed securities

Class

Definition

sign
Extremely high reliability for the asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected
AAA

return, basically free from economic environmental influence with low write-off risk of
principal

AA

A

High reliability for the asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return, not
inclined to be influenced by economic environment with low write-off risk of principal
High reliability for the asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return, inclined
to be influenced by economic environment though, it is with low write-off risk of principal
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BBB

Ordinary reliability for asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return, inclined
to be influenced by economic environment with neutral write-off risk of principal
Relatively low reliability for asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return,

BB

inclined to be influenced by economic environment with great loss and high write-off risk of
principal
Reliability for asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return depends on good

B

economic environment with high uncertainties, inclined to be severely undermined by adverse
economic environment with high write-off risk of principal

CCC
CC

C

Reliability for asset-backed securities holder to get full amount of expected return is highly
dependent on advantageous economic environment with high uncertainties and extremely high
write-off risk of principal
Asset-backed securities holder is unable to get expected return with part or full amount loss of
principal

Notice: Except for AAA and below CCC (CCC excluded), each class can be slightly adjusted
with the sign “+”or “-”symbolizing that the credit is a bit higher or lower than the class.
5.3.8 Risk of the special plan and preventive measures
The process of special plan issuance and asset appraisal is mainly about corporate credit risk,
underlying asset risk, management risk, security risk of underlying asset, market risk and
policy risk. In this chapter, detailed various risks will be illustrated and related preventive and
control measures will be talked about.
5.3.8.1 Subject and credit risk
1. Bankruptcy risk of original beneficiary
GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd is the original beneficiary of the special plan as well as the
asset service agency concerning the underlying asset. Its bankruptcy may have negative
impact on the special plan.
Analysis and control:
The main body of GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd is in robust operation, has strong debt
repayment capability, not inclined to be influenced by adverse economic environment and has
low default risk. Meanwhile, since GBU transferred its leasing creditor’s right and additional
warranty of the special plan, it is less possible that the leasing creditor’s right and additional
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warranty will be classified into bankruptcy property due to GBU’s bankruptcy.
2. The obligor’s credit risk
The operation income of Yuanshuo company as the obligor is 5.84 million RMB from January
to September 2014. By the end of 2014, the current asset is 339 million RMB and the debt
reaches 2.632 billion RMB which reaches maturity in 2015 and 2016. The obligor may have
main body credit risk.
Analysis and control:
Among the obligor’s debt, 1.5 billion RMB is credit enhancement loan for the highway
company, the parent company which will expire in August 2016, and the rest 1.132 billion
RMB has been in maturity in January 2015. Except for part of the financing capital which is
used for maintenance of Kunming south connecting highway, the rest of asset is all for
repayment of parent company’s credit enhancement loan. So the obligor has low debt press
and the credit risk of the main body is low.
3. The Guarantor’s credit risk
According to the regulations of the Guarantee Contract, in the duration of the special plan,
Kunming Transportation Investment Co., Ltd has warranty about the irrevocable joint and
several liability that the special plan account shall get full amount accumulated capital on time
as previously agreed. If Kunming Transportation Investment Co., Ltd fails to provide credit
support as regulated in the above contract, the investors may get investment loss.
Analysis and control:
Based on the appraisal of Chang Chengxin Securities Rating Co., Ltd, the main body rating of
Kunming Transportation Investment Co., Ltd is AA+ which fully its contractual capacity and
credibility level.
Kunming Transportation Industry Company is founded jointly by Kunming Transportation
Investment Co., Ltd and Kunming State-owned Asset Management and Operation Inc based
on the NO.195 Kunming State-owned Asset Document (2010) issued by State-owned Asset
Supervision and Administration Commission of Kunming municipal government in October
2010 with registration capital of 1 billion RMB (capital stock). The transportation industry
company is a marketised industrial joint-stock company which takes transportation industry
as the main business and derivative transportation undertakings as auxiliary business
including； highway operation and management, operation of urban public transport and
new-energy taxi, transport resource supply, market logistics operation, transport hub operation
and management and land development and consolidation among others.
By December 31st, 2014, the asset of Kunming Transportation Industry Company has totaled
58.934 billion RMB with total liabilities of 30.323 billion RMB, owners’ equity (including
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minority stockholders’ equity ) of 28.611 billion RMB and asset-liability ratio of consolidated
financial statements of 51.45%. In 2014, Kunming Transportation Industry Company
achieved 2.861 billion RMB of business income with net profit 884 million RMB and net
cash flow concerning operational activities 982 million RMB. In general, Kunming
Transportation Industry Company has strong capability and low risk of default.
5.3.8.2 Risk of underlying assets
1. Credit risk of underlying assets
Underlying assets refers to the leasing creditor’s right and additional warranties which
generate risk of obligor’s failure of debt repayment.
Analysis and Control；
As direct obligor, Yuanshuo company has made pledge guarantee for the charging right of
Kunming south connecting highway as a means of leasing creditor’s right, so it is of low
unwillingness to fulfill repayment obligation; the highway company, the controlling
stockholder of Yuanshuo company makes commitment of difference make-up towards the
leasing creditor’s right, and will help the obligor with its repayment obligation; based on the
prediction of highway company about future cash flow, its future cash inflow will be able to
cover the principal and interest of leasing creditor’s right.
2.Risk of insufficient cash flow from underlying assets
As the leasing creditor’s right and additional warranties, underlying assets has fixed interest
rate which is less fluctuated, thus it is predicted that there is few risk of insufficient cash flow.
3. Risk of value fluctuation of charging right
Based on the prediction about free cash flow derived from Kunming south connecting
highway charging right owned by Yuanshuo company, the appraisal institute reassesses the
charging right. But there may be inevitable deviances on model specification and parameter
estimation, thus the predication about free cash flow data may have deviances compared with
the real data. If the result is lower than predicted, the value of charging right may fluctuate.
Analysis and control:
The value of charging right has high coverage ratio against priority-level asset-backed
securities, thus the influence of potential fluctuation about the value of charging right had
been taken into consideration over the rating process.
4.Risk of original beneficiary’s/lessor’s payment in the approach of commercial acceptance
bills towards lessee/obligor
GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, the original beneficiary/lessor who takes commercial
acceptance bills as the repayment of lease agreed in the Financial Leasing Contract towards
the lessee/obligor which may generate negative effects.
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Analysis and control:
Commercial acceptance bills is a legal and effective payment, and Yuanshuo company the
lessee/obligor has clearly approved in the Financial Leasing Contract that GBU, the original
beneficiary/lessor can take commercial acceptance bills as payment method, so commercial
acceptance bills as payment method does not have influence on the legitimacy and effective
of leasing creditor’s right. But if Yuanshuo company does not get full amount of payment as
regulated on the terms of commercial acceptance bills, GBU would come to a default against
Yuanshuo company, and Yuanshuo company can hold GBU accountable for default of full
amount repayment for the commercial acceptance bills, and enter a plea of the obligation of
rent payment as agreed. To further assure the timely and full amount acceptance of
commercial acceptance bills, this project has been subject to the arrangement of Supervision
Agreement that the original beneficiary/lessor GBU agrees to put the account of underlying
asset transfer under the supervision bank— Kunming branch of China Merchants Bank to
assure the acceptance of commercial acceptance bills.
5. Risk of realization of the charging right pledge
Underlying asset contains the charging right pledge of Kunming south connecting highway.
Since the highway charging right has the property of monopoly, it deviates from common
assets which has risk of pledge enforcement.
Analysis and control:
According to the Highway Law of the People’s Republic of China, and Measures for the
Transfer of Rights and Interests in Toll Roads, if the highway does not meet any of the
following situations (1) has independent two-lane bridges and tunnels, (2) has secondary
roads; (3)the charging period has surpassed the accredited charging period for 2/3 years, the
charging right of the highway can be transferred, but there are clear requirements about
transfer procedures and the assignee. The charging right concerning the charging pledge
contained in underlying asset in the special plan does not meet the above situations, thus it
can be transferred legally.
6. Risk of unregistered leased items concerning the leasing creditor’s right
The leased items concerning the leasing creditor’s right contained in the special plan is the
road asset and supporting facilities. Since there are no relevant regulations about the highway
road asset and its supporting facilities, and no corresponding department is responsible for its
registration, the leased items cannot be registered which may have negative impact on the
leasing creditor’s right.
Analysis and control:
GBU as the original beneficiary and Yuanshuo company as the lessee sign the Transfer
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Certificate on Ownership of Leased Items, and took financial leasing registration in the
financial leasing registration publicity system of People’s Bank of China Credit Information
Center to publicize the ownership of leased team and to avoid lease right conflict due to
separation of ownership and possession of leased items.
7. Risk of priority sequence of charging right pledge
As the assignee of the leasing creditor’s right contained in underlying asset, South Capital Co.,
Ltd which represents the special plan also has the charging right pledge of Kunming south
connecting highway. To ensure investors’ interest and guarantee the special plan managerial
staff’s priority sequence on the charging right pledge, this project makes the sequence order
concerning the pledge in the same sequence in the approach of agreed arrangement. There is
neither clear regulation in current Chinese laws about change of pledge sequence order, nor
certainty of law enforcement in the future judicial system. Therefore, the agreed arrangement
above may not guarantee the priority of South Capital Co., Ltd on pledge enforcement.
Analysis and control:
Currently The Property Law of the People’s Republic of China allows the sequence of pledge
to be changed as agreed. Article 194 of The Property Law addresses that “the pledgee can
waive the pledge or sequence of pledge. The pledge and the pledger can make agreement on
change of pledge sequence order and the guaranteed debenture share to a few. But the change
of pledge cannot have negative influence on other pledgees without the pledgee’s written
approval.” Though the sequence change of charging right pledge cannot be directly grounded
in the above article, the current requires that pledge of road toll can only be valid after
registration in transportation administrative department. Before the Property Law of China
makes detailed regulation about sequence change of pledge, disposal of the pledge in
accordance with the above regulation cannot be regarded as violation of current laws and
regulations. Therefore, under the condition that all stakeholders participate in the agreement
or written approval about sequence change of pledge, the potential legislative risk of
contradiction about the priority sequence of pledge of South Capital Co., Ltd representing the
special plan can be abated.
5.3.8.3 Administrative risk
1. Violation risk of administrator
During implementation of the special plan, if the administrator has any severe violations
against related laws, regulations and provisions of the special plan, he/she may may
disqualified from administrative title, the asset management of the special plan may be
impacted which possibly generates risk for the investors.
Analysis and control:
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(1)The administrator opens an account for the special plan under the trustee where monetary
income and disbursement are all transacted in this account. Meanwhile, the trustee trusts the
special plan account, supervises the whole process of asset concentration, transfer, and
allocation, and enforces detailed asset transfer to avoid the risk of asset embezzlement or
inappropriate utilization for the special plan.
(2)Based on the requirements and regulations in the Interim Provisions on the Administration
of the Subsidiaries of Securities Investment Fund Management Companies and Measures for
Fund Management Companies to Provide Asset Management Services for Specific Clients,
the administrator forms a series of institutional management system that meets the
requirements of regularized operation concerning security and fund. In the operation process
of the special plan, the administrator will follow the compliance inspection system, intensify
internal control, enhance occupational ethics education, strictly follow transaction procedures,
avoid operation risk; strictly implement the information disclosure system, and decrease
administrative risk.
2. Violation risk of supervisory bank and trustee
During the implementation of the special plan, the supervisory bank supervises and
administrates the account, and transfer the asset from the supervisory account to he designated
account as agreed. If the supervisory bank violates related laws, regulations and provision in
the special plan, it may have impact on the asset-backed security holders’ timely and full
amount obtainment of principal and expected earnings.
All the cash income and disbursement including trusteeship and allocation during the
implementation of the special plan are all relevant to the trustee. If the trustee has a heavy
violation of related laws, regulations and provisions of the special plan, it may also influence
the asset-backed security holders’ timely and full amount obtainment of principal and
expected earnings.
Analysis and control:
As the provincial branch of China Merchants Bank Co., Kunming branch of China Merchants
Bank Co. is one of the biggest stock holding commercial banks and the one listed in stock
early. It conducts regularized operation and can better fulfill the accountabilities as a
supervisory bank.
As the trustee of the special plan, Bank of Beijing highly focuses on the risk control of asset
trusteeship, strengthen the risk control in different fields such as organization, system building
and measure as well as departmental business management vertically and horizontally to build
a comprehensive risk control system. At the same time, in the process of distribution, the
administrator positively has view exchanges with the trustee and China Securities Depository
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and Clearing Corporation Limited to guarantee the administrator’s order to be enforced
efficiently.
3. Operation risk of the special plan
In the operation process of the special plan, the administrator’s knowledge, experience,
judgement, decision-making and strategies among others may have influence on his
information possession and judgement about the economic tendency and price tendency in the
financial market. If the administrator has wrong judgement, insufficient information or
appropriate use of investment tools, it may have impact on the earnings of the special plan,
thus generating risk.
Analysis and control:
The underlying asset of the special plan has been confirmed, so the main investment subject
of this plan is clear. The administrator only needs to put the idle fund of the special plan in
short-term investment. Since the investment scope of the special plan has been limited, and
the administrator is a listed company with advanced domestic research capability and
regularized internal administration, it is expected that the special plan has low operation risk.
5.3.8.4 Risk of asset-backed securities
1. Credit risk
The acceptance of principal and expected earnings of the asset-backed securities depends on
the cash flow of underlying asset. If the cash flow of underlying asset does not reach the
expected amount, the asset-backed securities may face credit risk.
Analysis and control:
Prior/secondary structural arrangement. The secondary level can provide credit enhancement
for the priority-level asset-backed securities; the design of underlying asset includes
arrangement concerning difference make-up, third party guarantee, pledge on stock rights and
charging right pledge which can effectively decrease the credit risk of asset-backed securities.
2. Rating risk
The rating of rating agencies towards asset-backed securities is not suggestions about
purchase, sale or holding of the securities, but merely judgement about possibility of expected
earnings and/or principal repayment of asset-backed securities which cannot assure the
maintaining of the rating. The rating agencies may withdraw or downgrade the rating based
on the future situation. Withdraw or downgrading of rating may have negative impact on the
value of asset-backed securities.
Analysis and control:
During the implementation of the special plan, when the credit rating of asset-backed
securities is adjusted (downgraded), the administrator will disclose the information in time. If
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necessary, the administrator will take remedy measures within the limit scope of the special
plan to reduce negative impact or loss of the decreased credit rating towards investors.
5.3.8.5 Market risk
1. Risk of economic cycle
Economic operation has cyclical properties which may influence the cash flow of the special
plan, and further influence the earnings of asset-backed securities thus generating risk.
Analysis and control:
The cash flow of the special plan mainly comes from the charging right of South connecting
highway, meanwhile the lessee takes 100% of equity as pledge guarantee, the difference
make-up party promises to make up the balance，and the guarantor provides irrevocable joint
accountability warranty.
Since the Reform and Opening-up, China witnesses rapid economic growth, meanwhile the
industrial structure and imbalanced resource allocation in northern and southern regions bring
strong transportation demands. Currently about 80% of domestic cargo and 90% of passenger
transport go through road transport where a great demand exists. Meanwhile, with Chinese
people’s living standards going upward, the civil car park has reached 137,410 by the end of
2013 which is 7.6 times of that in 2011. So the demand of road transport is high and less
impacted by economic tendency.
The road is built into two-way six-lane highway, the design vehicle speed is 100 km/h with
whole length of 24.998 km which intersects Kun Yu highway, goes through Kun He and Nan
Kun railways and connects with east connecting highway showing its geographic advantage.
The road toll standard is based on the provisions in Notice on the Issues about Profitable
Highway Pricing Mechanism of Yun Nan Municipal Government(Yunnan Municipal
Government issuance〔2013〕NO.79 ) which is less influenced by economic situation. As for
other business, fuel stations, service areas, advertisement and storage along the highway are
indispensable elements of highway. The franchise income of these projects is steady and is
less influenced by economic cycles.
To sum up, it is expected that economic cyclical risk will not have great impact on the special
plan.
2. Interest rate risk
Market interest rate will fluctuate along with the change of macro-economic environment
which will influence the security holders’ earnings on priority-level asset-backed securities.
The relevant risks may be: since the expected earnings of the asset-backed securities is fixes,
when the market interest rate ascends, the market price of the securities may go down.
Analysis and control:
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The bookkeeping concerning the expected rate of return of asset-backed securities in the
special plan contains the considerations about the impact on future interest rate fluctuations.
Investors can transfer their holding of asset-backed securities in the special plan to avoid the
risk of unexpected interest rate increase in the future.
3. Purchasing power risk
The expected earning of the special plan will be distributed mainly by cash but cash may lose
its purchasing power with the influence of inflation thus reducing the actual earnings in the
special plan.
Analysis and control:
China’s government pays great attention to the control of inflation. It is expected that China’s
inflation rate will keep at a reasonable level. Besides, this special plan will fully reveal risk of
this kind and make sure that the issuing rate of the product will be put into investors’
consideration about risk.
4. Reinvestment risk
Before the distribution of cash flow derived from underlying assets, the rate of return of
reinvestment may decrease due to the run-down of market interest rate thus generating
reinvestment risk in the special plan.
Analysis and control:
The special plan has clearly limited the capital investment scope and is intended to get income
on investment by bearing proper market risk. In the realm of the Special Plan Instruction and
the contract, the administrator will make reasonable investment strategies, adjust the
strategies accordingly to avoid the impact of reinvestment risk on income of investment.
5.3.8.6 Policy risk
1 Policy risk concerning financial leasing
Due to the specificity of financial leasing, the Property Law of the People’s Republic of
China publicized in October 207 as a basic law of property does not cover the issues about
financial leasing—the specific trade pattern, and the issues on accounting policy, civil
legislation, financial policy and taxation among others needs to be further clarified. If
financial leasing-related policies are changed, especially reforms on its business model,
charging model and taxation to name a few do happen, the right of yield of financial leasing
in the special plan will be largely impacted.
As for the issue, accounting policy has been unitedly regulated and revenant civil legislation
is also improving. On incentive policy, on December 15th, 2011, Guiding Opinions of the
Ministry of Commerce on Promoting the Development of the Financial Leasing Industry
during the “12th Five-Year Plan” Period, based on The Twelfth Five-Year Plan for National
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Economic and Social Development of the People's Republic China, advocates that financial
leasing needs to be given national policy support to promote rapid growth of financial leasing
industry during the 12th Five-year Plan. But we also need to be aware that relevant financial
and tax policies concerning financial leasing are to be further clarified. Gradual improvement
of various policies will propel up the development of financial leasing industry.
Analysis and control:
Recently, a series of laws, regulations and relevant policies concerning transaction principles,
accounting principles, industrial regulation and tax policies are publicized which put forward
leasing industry development. For example, in June 2000, Measures for the Administration of
Financial Leasing Companies (2007 amendment) made all-round regulations about
establishment, examination and approval, business scope and regulation of financial leasing
companies; in January 2001, Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises- Lease built
accounting framework in leasing industry; in

2013, the Shanghai free trade area

plan ”allowed subsidiaries of financial leasing enterprises or companies which are registered
in the area to be included into the realm of export tax rebate”, and “allowed the financial
leasing companies to operate the business factorage concerning its main business” to name a
few. Besides, the publication of

Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court on Issues

concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Cases Involving Disputes over Financial
Leasing Contracts will make comprehensive and detailed regulations about the lease
stakeholders’ rights and obligations, and better protect the stakeholders’ legal right and
interests. The establishment of specific financial leasing laws will further enhance the legal
environment of financial leasing industry.
In general, currently the accounting policy concerning financial leasing has been unitedly
regulated and the relevant civil legislation is also improving. On incentive policy, on
December 15th, 2011, Guiding Opinions of the Ministry of Commerce on Promoting the
Development of the Financial Leasing Industry during the “12th Five-Year Plan” Period,
based on The Twelfth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the
People's Republic China, advocates that financial leasing needs to be given national policy
support to promote rapid growth of financial leasing industry during the 12th Five-year Plan.
But we also need to be aware that relevant financial and tax policies concerning financial
leasing are to be further clarified. Gradual improvement of various policies will propel up the
development of financial leasing industry.
2. Policy and legal risk concerning the special plan
Now, the special plan can be regarded as an innovative product in securities market. Relevant
policies and legal systems are not clear. The change of related laws and policies may have
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negative impact on the special plan.
Analysis and control:
China’s legal system construction is constantly improving. Even changes happen on the
relevant policies, based on the principle of retrospective effect in law and autonomy of the
will in contract, the agreements in the special plan will be protected legally.
3. Tax risk
In the distribution of the special plan, the asset-backed securities holders’ earnings may be
used to pay for the corresponding tax. If changes happen in the future Chinese tax laws or
related taxation management provisions, and tax departments charge extra tax towards the
asset-backed securities holders, the related agencies of the special plan will not bear any
compensation accountability.
Analysis and control:
In consideration to the essence of transaction of the special plan, it is expected that tax
neutrality principle will be implemented in the future, and the risk of extra tax for the
asset-backed securities holders will be low.
5.3.9 Analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the special plan
Through the analysis in 5.3.5, it is funded that the qualified investors of the special plan are
basically directional institutional investors instead of public investors. The institutional
investors are powerful in asset with strong anti-risk capability and accurate control of market.
Also based on the provision, the number of final investors in the special plan shall not be less
than 200, therefore the essence of the plan is securitization of private placement though it is
listed in Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
The special plan takes storage asset of highway as underlying asset, liquidizes the storage in
the approaches of financial leasing or special plan of leasing creditor’s right, raising essential
fund for repayment of the debt in maturity for the debtor (namely Yuanshuo company) and
establishment of new projects. Except for the assets used in maintenance of Kunming south
connecting highway, Yuanshuo company uses the rest of the asset in repayment of debt
towards the parent company in which the rigid debt reaches 2.632 billion RMB and 1.5 billion
RMB is entrust loans with the parent company being the trustee which will come to maturity
in August 2016. At the time, the repayment stress of rigid debt of Yuanshuo company will be
released and collective debt repayment risk of Yuanshuo company in 2016 will also be
rebated.
The advantage of the special plan lies in its strong credit support which includes:
(1)priority/secondary level payment mechanism is adopted in the repayment of earnings and
principal in which the amount of priority-level asset-backed securities is 2 billion RMB, the
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amount of secondary-level is 100 million RMB,

and the setting of secondary-level

asset-backed securities provides internal credit support for the priority-level;

(2) the

highway company works as the difference make-up party of the rent liability in the financial
leasing contract. According to the Difference Make-up Agreement, Yuanshuo company, the
lessee appoints the highway company to be the difference make-up party for the payable rent
in the leasing contract. When Yuanshuo company is unable to repay full amount of payable
rent or debt, the highway company shall make up the balance towards GBU Financial Leasing
Co., Ltd without preconditions. Since the highway company has AA corporate credit rating, it
is able to repay the rent in time thus proving strong external credit support for the repayment
of priority-level asset-backed securities; (3)the Transportation Industry company works as the
guarantor for the payable rent in the lease contract. According to Guarantee Contract which is
irrevocable under the lease contract Yuanshuo company, the lessee appoints the transportation
industry company as the guarantor to bear the joint accountability guarantee for the full
amount debt owing GBU in the lease contract. If Yuanshuo company fails to repay the
payable rent and miscellaneous payments towards GBU, the transportation industry company
has joint accountability. Since the transportation industry company has AA+ corporate credit
rating who is able to pay full amount of rent, it can provide strong external credit support for
the repayment of priority-level asset-backed securities.
However, the disadvantage of the special plan lies in the potential violations. For instance, if
the credit rating of original beneficiary (GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd) degrades, losses the
repayment capability or even goes bankruptcy, its payables of the underlying assets may be
mixed up with other payments in the service agencies which may result in loss for the special
plan. So far, the GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd has carried out relatively comprehensive
internal control system and has good business development. Over years of development, it has
formed a mature business model and is in good performance which faces little possibility of
repayment capability loss or bankruptcy. Meanwhile, on the date of the special plan
establishment, GBU transferred its claim for collection of rent and other relevant additional
warranties to the administrator. According to the lawyer’s legal advice, once the Asset
Transfer Agreement is legally signed by the original beneficiary and the administrator, namely
the leasing creditor’s right and additional warranties are transferred from the original
beneficiary to the administrator, it is effective becoming true sale. Even if the GBU goes
bankruptcy, it is hardly possible that the court withdraws the creditor’s right under the Asset
Transfer Agreement in accordance with the Enterprise Bankruptcy Law of the People’s
Republic of China. And the creditor’s right in the financial leasing contract which has been
the asset of the special plan shall not be affirmed as bankruptcy asset by court. Therefore, this
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practice has an effect of bankruptcy separation which effectively avoids the mix-up of assets
concerning the asset in the special plan.
In conclusion, the financial leasing contract and securitization of financing in the special plan
is a typical role model in the securitized private placement of China’s capital market. This
plan successfully liquidizes the storage infrastructure asset providing precious fund for
enterprise debt repayment and construction of new projects.
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Chapter 6 Research Conclusions and Outlook
Based on the existing researches on the financial leasing and asset securitization, this paper
takes consideration of factors including current situation of financial leasing industry and
asset securitization in China, the development environment for private market and relevant
polices in China and current progress of urbanization, analyses the existing successful cases
of financial leasing asset private placement securitization and experiences of the “GBU
mode”, and draws the following conclusion:
Firstly, financial leasing industry is encountered with financing difficulties and mode
innovation problems. LBS modes can provide long-term stable and sustainable capital
resource with low cost, and fundamentally resolves the financing problems in financing
leasing industry.
Second, there are three obstacles in China’s leasing asset public offering securitization, which
lead to the development of LBS unable to satisfy its capital demand. While, the total amount
of private market in China is tremendous, and according to latest provisions, the ICRC will
tighten supervision and risk control of private market to support its future development. At the
same time, leasing asset private placement securitization overcame the three obstacles in
leasing asset public offering securitization, and will offer strong capital support for future
development of financial leasing industry.
Third, in combination with successful cases of financial leasing asset private placement
securitization and relevant macro-policies and provisions, this paper offers eleven feasible
solutions for leasing asset private placement securitization, namely, commercial bank
factoring, trust products for investors with high net value, asset management business of
securities companies, public offering funds special asset management plan, insurance fund
creditor's rights plan, selling of property exchange, off-shore asset securitization, private
placement note, asset-backed note, project revenue note, and internet financing mode.
Fourth, the continually progress of new urbanization create new demand for large-scale
infrastructure construction, and put forward extremely strict requirements for capital
resources for such industry. Under the precondition that “liquidizing stock asset”, “utilizing
increment” and “dis-leveraging” are the objectives for local governments’ financing polices,
this paper present the “GBU mode” in financial leasing, especially, the leaseback mode,
which can help local governments to realize the aforesaid objects in promotion of
infrastructure construction. The leasing asset private placement securitization may also help
financial leasing enterprises to solve their financing difficulties.
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Certainly, securitization of private financial leasing also faces some risks. For example, when
the macro-economy hits downward cycle, it on the one hand reduces the project profit and
consequently impacts debt paying ability of the lessees and increases lessees’ default risks; on
the other hand the method of increasing credit in the course of asset securitization could be
also influenced by the downward physical economy, namely the sales of collaterals cannot
necessarily make up the investors’ loss and meanwhile the investors’ risk preferences debases
in the falling physical economy which directly results in incremental financing cost of
projects and more difficulties of enterprise financing. These risks may bring loss to the
investors. However, based on Chapter 3.4, in the overall physical economic downturn in
China, for the financial leasing companies who have high proportion of investment in
infrastructure, governmental promotion towards infrastructure provides them development
opportunities and lessens the influence of macro-economic risks.
The research in this paper aims to provide a sustainable and risk-proof method that adheres to
financial leasing industry especially the financial leasing enterprises concerning infrastructure.
The paper argues that securitization of private leasing assets as a financing method is
presumably an optimal choice for the enterprises at present and in future.
Of course, almost all elements in management have positive sides and also negative sides and
risks. For example, we have seen that the superior performance of the financial instruments
depends on information transparency, continuity of investors' beliefs, adequate control of
potential misbehavior; we have also seen that the benefits coming from these instruments
depend on the possible downturn of local economies, and this must adequately be reflected in
the evaluation of risks. All the research conducted here lead the author of this thesis to be
convinced that with adequate account and control of their potential drawbacks and risks, these
financial instruments can be very useful. This thesis identifies the advantages of many
financial instruments. Work is still necessary to provide a complete evaluation of the risks of
these financial instruments.
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Appendix I: Value Appraisal Report about BOT Project of Kunming
South Connecting Highway
(1) Confirmation of Reinstatement Value
Reinstatement value = construction and installation project + purchase expense of equipment,
tools and instruments + pre-construction fees and miscellaneous fees + cost of capital
1. Construction and Installation Project Cost:
This appraisal adopts budget and financial settlement adjustment method to assess the
construction and installation fee, which means that taking the work quantity in the planned
construction drawing as the basis, following the procedure of construction project cost
calculation, quota of budget and expense standard issued by the local construction
management department, and following the labor cost, material price and charging standard
on the base date of assets evaluation to adjust the construction and installation fee of the
highway project.
The highway projects covered by the appraisal include temporary project, subgrade
construction, pavement construction, bridges and culverts construction, crossing project,
tunnel project, highway facilities, embedded pipeline project, greening and environmental
protection project, management, maintenance and service buildings project and other projects
to name a few.
According to the Initial Cost Estimation Quotas for Highway Projects(JTG/T M21-2011),
Standard Method of Investment Estimation for Highway Infrastructure Projects(JTG
M20-2011) and the Highway Engineering Budgetary Estimate Quota(JTG.T.B06-01-2007)
among others, the appraisers need to first analyze the buildings at site, search for documents
concerning the construction drawing budget, estimation standard and construction and
installation quotas to decide the construction quantity and fixed base price, then appraise the
comprehensive project cost of the buildings based on the current calculation procedure of
construction and installation cost and the standard prices of labor, materials and equipment on
the base date of assets evaluation. Work amounts of various sub-projects and details about
reinstatement values are as below:
Table 13 Statement 1 of Reinstatement Value of South Connecting Highway Project

Estimated
Name of project or
NO.

Unit

Quantity

amount(million

expense
RMB)
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Remarks

Including direct
Part 1 Construction and

Highway

installation project fee

kilometer

24.998

5,109.7948

cost, indirect cost,
revenue and tax

Highway
A

Temporary project

24.998

157.9118

kilometer
1

Temporary highway

Km

24

30.00

2

Temporary bridge

no.

7

17.2016

3

Temporary track laying

Km

18.333

2.2817

Km

25

12.50

m2

26.657

0.1733

Temporary electric
4
power line
Temporary
5
telecommunication line
6

Precast yard

m2

78480

2.2304

7

Demolition site

m2

78480

1.1248

8

Temporary land

m2

200000

36.00

9

Construction fence

Km

48

26.40

B

Subgrade project

Km

24.998

404.4609

1

Site clearing

Km

2

Excavation

m3

572004

9.4065

3

Fill

m3

1183767

102.2553

Km

24.998

254.3928

Km

24.998

10.7912

Km

24.998

23.3946

4.2206

Special subgrade
4
treatment
5

Drainage engineering
Protection and

6
strengthening project
C

Pavement project

Km

24.998

159.7669

1

Cushion pavement

㎡

2074

11.5483

2

Subbase of pavement

㎡

2044

0.0715

3

Base of pavement

㎡

731040

43.8697

㎡

1451215.2

8.6986

Through layer, adhesive
4
layer and sealing layer
5

Asphalt concrete layer

㎡

1008853

81.6917.

6

Cement concrete layer

㎡

33190

7.9638

7

Other layers

㎡

1862

0.121
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Road trough, road
8

shoulder and medial

Km

24.998

0.5214

Km

24.998

5.2809

Km

24.998

2,957.0077

1185.07

29.5565

218.63

22.4032

215.51

27.4166

6575.899

589.8482

m2/m

7855.3

30.3498

m2/m

3629.2

25.0497

m2/m

17687.7

97.5461

m2/m

15555.2

63.5521

m2/m

4979.1

44.8481

m2/m

2429.8

14.5339

m2/m

10767.9

101.9378

m2/m

3806.6

24.9752

m2/m

5261.1

41.1723

m2/m

9524.1

118.3747

strip
9

Pavement drainage
Bridges and culverts

D
project

m/per
1

Culvert project
culvert
m/per

2

Small bridge project
bridge
m/per

3

Medium bridge project
bridge
m/per

4

great bridge project
bridge

（1）

Guang Pu Gou Bridge
East-south direction

（2）

ramp bridge in eastern
K7+600

（3）

GFK main bridge
Flyover bridge over

（4）

Kunming-Hekou
railway

（5）

Du Jiaying interchange
A ramp bridge

（6）

Du Jiaying interchange
B ramp bridge

（7）

Du Jiaying interchange
C ramp bridge

（8）

Du Jiaying interchange
D ramp bridge

（9）

Du Jiaying interchange
E ramp bridge

（10）

Du Jiaying interchange
G ramp bridge
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（11）

Du Jiaying interchange
m2/m

2910.6

27.5086

m2/m

76989

406.3236

m2/m

97020

342.1418

m2/m

36762.6

155.7743

m2/m

6489.6

58.8922

m2/m

32903.6

233.0949

m2/m

45342.66

177.7620

m2/m

31416.7

116.0550

m2/m

118364

590.6448

m2/m

53641

207.0946

2

65.4711

2639.892

1084.6322

M

1961.892

885.7882

M

678

198.844

24.998

75.417

24.998

42.6918

24.998

32.7251

24.998

31.3127

G ramp bridge
Liu Jia Xiang(viaduct)
5
grand bridge project
Luo Ya village grand
6
bridge project
Guan Bao Road flyover
7
grand bridge
Da Chong Interchange
8

B ramp grand bridge
project
Grand flyover bridge

9

over Nanning-Kunming
railway
Du Jia Ying main

10
bridge
11

Zhao Xi village bridge
K4+375-to-K7+597.892

12
bridge
K1+480-to-K3+591gra
13
nd bridge
E

Cross project

F

Tunnel project

no.
km/per
tunnel

1

Cao Hai tunnel
Underpass of Dianchi

2
Road
Highway facilities and
G

Km
embed pipeline project
Highway

1

Safety facilities
kilometer
Management and

Highway

maintenance facilities

kilometer

2
H

Greening and

Km
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environmental
protection project
1

Noise barrier

2

Road greening

Km

24.998

14.6595

24.998

16.6532

m2

53520.55

89.9455

m2

10184.38

33.6085

m2

43336.17

56.337

24.998

83.869

1

18.4045

1

11.3643

0.858

14.5002

1

35.00

1

4.60

Highway
kilometer
Management,
I

maintenance and
service buildings
Management,

1

maintenance and
service buildings
Outdoor engineering

2
and supporting facilities

Highway
J

Miscellaneous
kilometer
Road power supply and

Total

1
lighting
Light in toll stations and

amount
Total

2
squares
3

GY6K diversion road

4

External power

amount
Kw
Total
amount

Demolition of Da
Chong overpass area
Total
5

based on the document
amount
of Kunming municipal
government

2. Purchase Expense on Equipment, Tools and Instruments
The expense includes purchase expense on equipment, instruments, tools, office supplies and
articles for daily use. This appraisal makes a comprehensive consideration about the expense
including purchase expense of equipment, tools, instruments as well as delivery and
installation expense, namely:
Purchase expense of equipment, tools and instruments = purchase expense + delivery expense
+installation expense
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Table 14 Statement 2 of Reinstatement Value of South Connecting Highway Project

Estimated
Name of project or
NO.

Unit

Quantity

amount(million

Remarks

expense
RMB)
Original cost +
Part 2 Purchase expense on
Highway

delivery expense

equipment, tools and

24.998

59.4971

kilometer

+ installation

instruments
expense
Purchase expense of

Highway

equipment

kilometer

Purchase f maintenance

Highway

equipment and tools

kilometer

Purchase of office supplies

Highway

and articles for daily use

kilometer

1

2

3

24.998

57.0198

24.998

2.0398

24.998

0.4375

3. Pre-construction Phase and miscellaneous fees
The pre-construction phase and miscellaneous fees of this appraisal include construction unit
administration fee, research and trial fee, construction project preparation fee, specific
assessment fee, joint commissioning fee, training fee of production personnel, pass guarantee
fee and compensation for construction noise among others. According to the Standard Method
of Investment Estimation for Highway Infrastructure Projects, various fees are calculated
respectively based on their proportions of designated construction cost.
Table 15 Statement 3 of Reinstatement Value of South Connecting Highway Project

Estimate
Name of project or
NO.

Unit

Quantity

amount(million

Remarks

expense
RMB)
Part

3

Project

construction and other
expenses
Land expropriation and
A

demolition

Highway
kilometer

24.998

461.2767

cost*rate
According to the

Highway
kilometer

Construction

24.998

compensation expense

0.00

BOT agreement,
the Transportation
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Bureau of
Kunming
municipality is
responsible for
land expropriation,
demolition and
pipeline removal
and modification,
and Yuanshuo
company can use
the resources free
of charge.
Land expropriation and

Highway

demolition

kilometer

Pipeline removal and

Highway

modification

kilometer

Construction project

Highway

management fee

kilometer

1

2

B
Construction
1

unit(proprietor)

24.998

0.00

24.998

0.00

24.998

177.3326

3.43%

24.998

43.4221

0.84%

24.998

117.8599

2.28%

24.998

4.7518

0.092%

24.998

0.375

0.007%

24.998

7.7539

0.15%

24.998

1.02

0.020%

1

2.15

0.042%

Highway
kilometer

management fee
Construction

Highway

supervision fee

kilometer

Examination fee of

Highway

design files

kilometer

2

3
Acceptance inspection
4

fee for project

Highway
kilometer

completion
Highway
5

Follow-up auditing fee
Water transport safety

6

guarantee and

kilometer
Highway
kilometer

regulation
7

Specific three major

Total
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systems fee

amount

Research and

Highway

experiment fee

kilometer

Bridge single pile static

Number of

C

24.998

49.5683

0.901%

96

9.60

0.186%

9107

3.8249

0.074%

24.998

12.00

0.232%

40086

16.0344

0.310%

1

1.109

0.021%

24.998

2.00

0.039%

24.998

2.00

0.039%

0

1.50

0

1.50

24.998

149.6882

2.896%

24.998

140.6047

2.72%

24.998

1.1889

0.023%

24.998

2.5857

0.050%

24.998

0.98

0.019%

1
load test

pile

Acoustic pipe
Number of
2

inspection for pile
pipe
foundation
Bridge dynamic and

Highway

static load test fee

kilometer

3

Number of
4

Gravel pile inspection
pile
Highway

5

Bridge monitoring
Building envelope

Highway

monitoring

kilometer

Tunnel-structure

Highway

anti-shock research

kilometer

6

7
Tunnel environmental
8

kilometer

protection and

Highway
kilometer

energy-saving research
Research on application
9

of cofferdam structure

Highway
kilometer

in peat soil
Construction project

Highway

preparation fee

kilometer

D

Highway
1

Survey and design fee
Bidding agent service

Highway

fee

kilometer

2
Project proposal and
3

kilometer

project preparation

Highway
kilometer

evaluation fee
4

Construction drawing

Highway
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budgeting fee

kilometer

Consulting fee of
construction

Highway

amendment cost

kilometer

5

24.998

4.3289

0.084%

24.998

31.6736

0.613%

24.998

6.50

0.126%

24.998

2.6106

0.051%

24.998

0.64

0.012%

24.998

0.30

0.006%

24.998

0.30

0.006%

24.998

0.45

0.009%

24.998

6.00

0.116%

24.998

400.00.

0.077%

24.998

1.00

0.019%

24.998

0.873

0.017%

24.998

9.00

0.174%

estimation
Highway
E

Specific appraisal fee

kilometer

Water and soil loss

Highway

prevention fee

kilometer

1
Evaluation fee for
environmental impact

Highway

and water and soil

kilometer

2
conservation
Seismic safety

Highway

evaluation fee

kilometer

Geological hazard

Highway

evaluation fee

kilometer

3

4
Evaluation fee about
important mineral

Highway

deposit below

kilometer

5
construction
Planning bureau pipe

Highway

detection fee

kilometer

6
Cultural relics and
7

archaeological

Highway
kilometer

investigation
Project land use and

Highway

preliminary review

kilometer

Technical service for

Highway

hydrological data

kilometer

8

9

Highway
10

Recent OD survey

kilometer

Construction trial

Highway

inspection fee

kilometer

11
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Highway
F

Joint commissioning fee

kilometer

Production personnel

Highway

training fee

kilometer

G

24.998

2.3759

0.046%

24.998

0.638

0.012%

24.998

35.00

0.677%

24.998

15.00

0.290%

Highway
H

Pass guarantee fee

kilometer

Compensation for

Highway

construction noise

kilometer

I

4. Cost of Capital
Cost of capital is the fund raising cost that evaluates the capital amount during the normal
highway construction in which the principal and interest period are calculated based on the
asset of normal construction situation and corresponding period, and the interest rate is the
interest rate of capital construction loans effective on both base date of assets evaluation and
normal construction time, namely 6% of annual interest rate in 3-year period. During
evaluation, if the capital is invested in a balanced way, the interest period will be half of
normal construction period.
Cost of capital = (construction and installation project +purchase expense of equipment, tools
and instruments+ project construction preparation and miscellaneous expenses)*annual
interest rate*1/2*construction period
= （5109.7948+59.4971+461.2767）*6.00%*1/2*3
=506.7512 (million RMB)
5. Confirmation of Reinstatement value
Reinstatement value = construction and installation project + purchase expense of equipment,
tools and instruments + project construction preparation and miscellaneous expenses + cost of
capital
=5109.7948+59.4971+461.2767+506.7512
=6,137.3198 (million RMB)
(2) Confirmation of Newness Rate
The Kunming south connecting highway was in trial operation on August 30th, 2014.
According to the BOT Contract concerning Kunming South Connecting Highway, the project
entity and investment and construction party shall be responsible for project investment,
construction, operation and maintenance, and transfer the project to the Transportation Bureau
of Kunming municipality after the franchise period maturity. The franchise period starts from
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the start date of trial operation to the corresponding date of the 30th anniversary, totally 30
years.
The newness rate is decided in straight-line method and observation method with weighting
of different weights in which: straight-line method takes 40% of weight, and observation
method takes 60% of weight, namely:
Newness rate= newness rate by straight-line method*40% + newness rate by observation
method*60%
1. Newness Rate by Observation Method
Appraisers investigate the utilization situation of the designated highway including its
maintenance and renovation especially the main structural components, tunnels, bridges,
pavements, additional facilities of installed machines and equipment at site, combine the
damage grade of buildings and weights of different structural components to decide the
newness rate by observation method of 99%. Following is the assessment form of newness
rate:
Table 16 Assessment Form of Newness Rate by Observation Method

NO.

Project

Standard

Assessment

score

score

Present condition

1

Subgrade project

In sound condition

20

20

2

Pavement project

In sound condition

20

20

3

Bridge and culvert project

In sound condition

20

20

5

Tunnel project

In sound condition

15

15

6

Crossing project

In sound condition

5

5

7

Highway facilities

In sound condition

5

5

In sound condition

5

5

In sound condition

5

5

In fairly good condition

5

4

100

99

Management, maintenance and
8
service buildings
Greening and environmental
9
protection project
10

Equipment and tools

11

Total

2. Newness Rate by Straight-line Method
The newness rate of the highway is decided jointly by franchise period of the
assessment-commission asset, serviced life and remaining service life. From the highway
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operation on August 30th, 2014 to the base date of assets evaluation, it has operated for 0.33
year, and the remaining service life is 29.67 years. The computational formula of the newness
rate is as below:
Newness rate by straight-line method = remaining service life/franchise period*100%
=29.67/30*100%
= 98.9%
3. Newness Rate = 99%*60%+98.9%*40%=99% (round-off number)
(3) Confirmation of Appraisal Value
Appraisal value = reinstatement value*newness rate
=6,137.3198×99%
=6,075.9466 (million RMB)
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Appendix II Process of the Special Plan Release

Figure 22 Unveiling Ceremony for the Special Plan Release

Figure 23 Bell Ceremony for the Special Plan Release
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Figure 24 Unveiling Ceremony for the Special Plan Release 23

3

The person in the middle is the head of Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
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CV and Academic Achievements Published during Academic Period

RESEARCHER – PRACTITIONER
Resume of Mr. Jinshan Shi, president of Golden Bridge United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd
(GBU)

Mr. Jinshan Shi is the vice-chairman of the Board & executive director of Golden Bridge
United Holdings Group (H.K.) Limited, and president & executive director of Golden Bridge
United Financial Leasing Co., Ltd. As the founder of the company and its business model, Mr.
Shi is responsible for determining the overall strategy direction and formulating major
investment decisions of the company. Besides, with over 20 years’ experience in marketing
and development management, he is in charge of this area of GBU. Golden Bridge United
Holdings Group (H.K.) Limited is jointly held by several famous international financing
institutions like China Everbright Limited. In addition, Mr. Shi is the president of Xiamen
Leasing & Factoring Asset Transaction Center Ltd.
Mr. Jinshan Shi is now the executive vice president and executive director of postdoctoral
programs of the financial leasing research base, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS),
honorary chairman of “Wang Hanbin Law Foundation”, part-time researcher of the Law
School of Tsinghua University, adviser of the advisory board of Research Center for Hong
Kong and Macao, Tsinghua University, director of Cross-strait Development Institute,
Tsinghua University and deputy director of Institute of Finance of High Speed Railway
Technology Research Center, Tsinghua University.
Mr. Jinshan Shi is also the vice-chairman of China Association of Enterprises with Foreign
Investment (CAEFI) and the executive vice president of Leasing Industry Committee of
CAEFI.
Mr. Jinshan Shi and Ms. Ran Li co-founded and developed the “GBU Model” which services
for structured financing leasing of operational infrastructure construction and is used in large
Chinese group companies and urban public utilities. This Model becomes a famous financial
services brand in China’s financial leasing industry. For three consecutive years, “GBU
Model” ranks the first among Chinese large group companies and urban business enterprises,
thus making contribution for promoting China’s real economy development and urban
infrastructure construction.
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On 9th December, 2011, Mr. Jinshan Shi was awarded as the “China Financial Leasing 2011
Person of the Year” jointly by Financial Leasing Professional Committee of China Banking
Association and the Leasing Industry Committee of CAEFI. On 29th October, 2012, he was
awarded as the “Leading Person of China Financial Leasing” jointly by China Banking
Association, the Insurance Association of China, Financial Times and National Association of
Financial Market Institutional Investors.
Mr. Jinshan Shi is familiar with overseas and domestic structural financing, asset
securitization financing, international project financing, international industrial fund financing
and international lease financing. He has worked in this area for more than 20 years in the
USA, Hong Kong and China. In addition, Mr. Shi has been invited to give lectures on various
topics in Tsinghua University, Beijing University, Zhejiang University and various institutions
in China. The topics include Structured Financing Mode and Risk Control of Accounts
Receivable, Financial Leasing Modes and Risk Control in Mature Markets, Leasing Industry
Funds Facilitating the Construction of Municipal Public Infrastructure in China, International
Financing for Leased Assets Securitization, International Financial Leasing Fund Financing
and Risk Control, Innovative Financial Leasing Modes based on Successful Practice in China
etc.
Mr. Shi holds an EMBA from Tsinghua University, School of Economics and Management,
and a joint EMBA from China SASAC-Paris HEC and a DBA in Finance Management in
USA.
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